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LOCAL AFFAIRS

ASK US.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THI8 WEEK.

jTj

C

FOR A MONEY LOAN

The loaning of money is an important part of
is a feature that interests you? The fact that

business; it

our

we are

ready

to

make prompt negotiations at all times should not be overlooked.
Low rates. All business held strictly confidential.

C.

C.

BURRILL,

Geo M Warren—Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Est Philander R Austin.
Florence IlAnna—Notice of foreclosure.
Rooms wanted.
Exec notice-E-t Henry 8 Francis.
Maine musical festival'
Hancock hall—Uncle Terry.
CC Burrlll —Insurance
Wlcgin A Moore—Apothecaries.
Floyd A Haynes—New cash market.
China A Jai<an Tea Co—Tea, coffee ant! spice.
North Brooksvillk :
Miss Allen—Horses for sale.
Bangor:
Chas W Crockett—Notice of foreclosure.

dint church In the morning; at North
Ellsworth in the afternoon, and lecture in
the evening at the Methodist church here
oo “Resubmissiou”.

AT

BLLBWORTH
In

Going

C. W. & F. L.

POST-OFFICE.

East-6.18, 7,21
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m,

Echenagucia

MASON,

2.23, 5.81 and 10 28 p

Going East—7.00 a m. 8 45,5.80 and 10 p
Going West—1140 a m. 2, 5 and 10 p m.

spent
Harbor.

m

m.

bldg.,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

apolis, Minn.,

Ellsworth at the

The

GEO.

h.

GRANT

ELLSWORTH and
DISTANCE

BA It

CO.,

and II. W.

HARBOR, ME.

insurance

of all kinds.
We represent such
eoDU,:*i''t*s >AS the following: 44J5tna.M “Hartford,’' “National," “Royal.” “Western," “Commer“New
York
Underwriters,"
cial rulon,”
“Hamburg-Bremen,” "Norwich,” “Manchester,” "Mercantile-.” and "Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
rates. Give us a call.

BANK

dfents;
$1.50 per

BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

visiting

is

Sunday evening
“Rsaubmission;

on

friends to this

on

the

Michael Brady is still seriously ill at
his home on Court 6treet.
Dr. H. C. Mason and wife returned to

in the

Baptist church

on

Maine?”

is it

children,
Currier’s
have

Teeth, $7.00 Gold Crowns,
Bridge Work according to,number

--

karat, each, $5.00.

$5.00.
Kicliinond Crowns, half Porcelain and half Gold, $8.00.
Logan Crowns, all Porcelain, $4. Gold Fillings, $1.25 up.
Silver Fillings, 75c up. Cleaning, $1.00.
of Teeth, each,

A written guarantee for ten years given with all my work. That is sufficient
as

to

quality

and

workmanship.

Hours 8 to fi.

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,
Dr. F. O. BKOWNE, Mgr.

First National Hank

home.

Harry J. Jordan, jr., who has been on F.
Hill’s yacut ••Eaperaiiza”, of Bangor,

W.

hi home.
Frank Fitts and family, who have been
spe'iding the summer in Sedgwick, are
home.

J.

on a week’s vacation, replaces of busine-s Thurs-

Ellsworth.

——-—-:----—

OUR

streer, and sprained

wrist and

a

Roscoe

Holmes

Fred

and

have been chosen to

serve on

H.

Osgood

the traverse

last week.

her husband.

for the West.

James H. Allen, clerk in Parcher’s drugstore, has returned from a visit to his par-

teacher

all-tbe-year-round

entertained

whist

club last

summer, has

19

Saturday, Sept.
we

will

Tea

give

or

to every

two

purchaser

pounds

of

of

Coffee,

of

pound

one

one

Glass Water Pitcher. Remember the date,

large

Sept

19.

street, ellswokth.

parsonage, from her vacation
at ber borne iu Brooksviile.

spent
Dr. and Mrs. O. M. Drake and their
daughter, Mrs. Howard F. Butler, of Boston, are in the city visiting relatives.
T. E. Lee, with friends, is borne
spending several weeks at the Lee
camp, upper Patten’s pond.
Mrs.

after

The

ladies’

church will

of

circle

meet

with

the
Mrs.

Methodist
E.

Samuel

afternoon.

P. Simonton goes to Bar Harbor
next Sunday in exchange with Rev. S. L.
Hanscom, who w'ill preach at the MethoRev. J.

&t>bniisnimits.

RUBBER
piano are the qualities that count.
A poorly made piano is dear at any price.
Let us show you a piano that will last a
lifetime, a long lifetime. Our special terms
will make possession easy.
a

IOf

Staples,

Smith &

(Ellsworth,

Moody,

Maine.

Telephone, 53-5

MISS BEAL’S SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND aid TYPEWRITING.
ADAMS BUILDING, COLUMBIA STREET, BANGOR, MAINE.
THOROUGH

1 \ K t tl

rt nv

with

strietiv

Thu same high standard will
Business
with the
sent out to the business putHC. for lull

Individual training.
was

m2'„*I
Ulurniatlon,

competent stenographers and fyplats
MISS MARY K. BKAL. Principal.

apply lo

conned

Wr

Joy, formerly of Ellsworth,
of Grand Forks, North Dakota,
a flying visit to his old home here
He went from

ville to call

here to Brooksrelatives before leaving

on

Mrs. Maria

Lynn

for

Stauley and

Lowell, left

of

Harry

son

leave

this week.

be

thrown

from

at

a

the ankle.
The

stockholders of the Ellsworth Shoe

Co. held

a

meeting

last

situation.
returned from a
over

ward Meader entered

at

Monday

to

talk

Mr. Thomas has just
business
He
trip.

the

school.

high

She

has

wife,

called

on

relatives

home from

here

of

their
at

AH

way

“Uncle Billy”

relatives of

a

are

invited.

Saturday

night. Sept. 5,

was

ladies’

with Harvest Home grunge.
ThirThe first
two members were present.

night

ty
degree
During

was

worked
ice

recess

on

one

cream

was

gentleman.
served.

A

tine programme was given, and it was
said to be the most interesting session of
season.
Last Saturday was gentlemen’s night. One application for membership was received.
Deputy A. G.
Hooper, of New Century grange, was
Treat was furnished by the
present.
gentlemen.

the

work.
R.

evening, instead of Thursday, at
hall. Director-lu-Chief W. R.

expected

to
is

be

present, and

extended

whether members of
to be present

at

this

to

Mauuing
Chapman
a

general

everybody,

the chorus

or

not,

will be pleased to see it agaiu. The company has the best of press notices from all
Maine.

association

was

held

All

a

Wiggin

& Moore,

DRUGGISTS.
Corner

opposite

Post

Office, Ellsworth.

newly-elected board
held shortly for the

be

acquisition

to his forces.

EVENTS.

C. Beckwith.

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 23 and
county agri-

24—Annual fair of Haucoek

school.

society at Mountain park.
Monday, Tuesday Wednesday, Sept. 28,

cultural

This community was greatly shocked
by the sudden death of Laban L. Franklin, t he result of being thrown from his

29 and

30—Maine music festival at Ban-

gor.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and
greatly missed. 30, at Amherst —Annual fair of the NorthThe bereaved fami'y has the sympathy of ern Hancock agricultural society.
the entire community.
I Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Oct. 12,
R.* 13 and 14 at Hancock hall—Annual fair of
Sept. 14.
Catholic society.
MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
I St. Johepn’s
and

be

will

|

__

Miss Blanche

for

a

meeting at 10

will sell

tickets at

and

will sell tickets at
Tickets will be

one

on

limited to return

Parcher,

Geo. A.

Wholesale and Retail

DRUCCIST

a. m.

three-quarters cents per mile in
each direction. Tue Bangor «& Aroostook
one

SUfocttiiniunts.

Stone has gone to Brewer

while.

The Maine Central

sale

Sept.

fare the round

Physicians’ Supplies and
Orders Specialties

ai

d

25.

Never try to dispose of wedding presyou would preserve your confi-

AMERICAN

ADS

PAY BEST

FOOD

NEW

A

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

dence in friends.

THERE’S

Mail

trip.

Sept. 22 and 23

ents if

TOWN !

IN

It’s the latest and best of all the cereals

Voighfs Cream Flakes

yesterday.

SYRINGES

ours.

passea

meeting of the Ellsworth high school

The following officers were elected: President, Philip R. Jordan; vice-president,
Harry J.Laffin; secretary and treasurer,
Heury Rollins. It was voted to organize

lower than

was

meeting.

before, and met with the heartiest kind of
approval, and everyone who saw it before

A

vote

Thursday, Sept. 17, at Hancock hall—
“Uncle Terry,” under management of I*.

Harry E. Hollins, Vernal Frazier and
Moore have entered the Ells-

“Uncle Ttrry” promises to attract a
large crowd at Hancock hall to-morrow
evening, 'lhe play has been given here

over

will

COMING

Howard

ness

Thomas and wife, who
have beep spending the summer wiib Dr.
Tuoujas’ parents, b. F. Thomas and wife,
left for Boston yesterday. They were
accompanied by Miss Leah Thomas, who
expects to enter the New England conservatory of music.
This week’s rehearsal of the Ellsworth
festival chorus will be held on Friday
Dr. Carlton

is

able

LA KK WOOD.

high

of the stockholders
a

B.

Sept. 15._

worth

day,

Maine Music Festival.
In the opinion of Director-iu-Chief William R. Chapman, of the Maine music festival, there are no choruses in the Slate
superior to those that the Hancock and
Washington county towns will send to the
held in Bangor
c >ncerts which are tc be
Sept. 28, 29 and 30. Mr. Chapman la
highly enthusiastic at the interest man!
tested in this section, and relies upod
these singers for the highest quality of
work in the great choral numbers which
have such a conspicuous place in the programmes of this season.
The Bar Harbor chorus, under the direction of Maurice C. Rurnsey, and nunc
bering about sixty voices, will come to the
festival this year for the first time, and
Director Chapman says it will be a valu-

William Smith reunion held next year in
the grove near his former home and ship-

yard.

same

election of officers.

Newbury

Neck, and made arrangements to have

the

of directors

spent

Eastbrook,

on

picuic

the Smith

special meeting

ary of each year.
A meeting of the

the summer at Clapboard Island with her
sister, Mrs. Herbert Seeds.
Freeman Butler and

a

on

changing the time of holding the anuuai
meeting from the tirst Tuesday in September to the fourth Thursday in Janu-

the fresbrnsn class

and the

invitation

At
held

Ellsworth high school on Monday.
Miss Mary A. Smith came Saturday to

McCarthy, a former schoolEllsworth, was unfortunate neighbor,

of

enough
carriage
Eastbrook last Saturday, and sustained a
fracture
of
the
leg just above
compound

athletic

styles of Rubber Syringes
best quality rubber, thoroughly reliable. No prices

Bar Harbor A, Union River Power Co.
Toe tioj jurned regular annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Bar Harbor &
Union River Power Co. was held in this
city yesterday.
The following were elected directors;
W. H. Burlen, J. S. Sanger, E. S. Gifford,
I L. Hal man, C W. Smith, Boston ; J. A.
Leonard, New York; G. F. West, Portland; F. W. Ayer, Bangor; Eugene Hale,
A. W. King, H. W. Cushman, Ellsworth.

wagon at Ellsworth Falls last Wednesday.
Mr. Franklin was a good citizen and

Miss Laura

the

Methodist

row

main

returned home.

Mrs. Etta Condon has returned to the

Chapman, No 3 Hancock street, to-moi-

CHINA & JAPAN TEA COMPANY,

for borne

Mrs. Hattie Mayo and son Harold, of
brought bapk a large number of orders, Lowell, Mass., were the guests of her
will start up again.
factory
brother, Frank Swett, last week.
occupied by F. A. Coombs.
Tbe pupils of the high school were
R.
Sept. 14. _
Mrs. Isaac Caswell and ber daughter
surprised Monday to find the recitation
Miss Ella, of East Boston, Mass., 'are
Ass’n.
Maine
room of Miss Campbell
Reg’t
The
Twenty-second
repapered.
visiting relatives in the city.
The fifteenth annual reuniou of toe 22d
paper was kindly given by Miss J. A.
Miss Annie G. Scott, who has been emwill be held at
association
Maine
regiment
Thompson, and the assistants at the high
ployed at Hancock Po^nt during the school, Misses Aiken and Campbell, did Charleston, Wednesday, Sept. 23. Busi-

F. C. Burrill has leased and is occupying the bouse on Bridge bill formerly

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH

next week.

Willis A.

to

W. Austin and wife.

HARRY E. CONDON, Manager.

begin

made

Wednesday evening.
Harry Austin, marine engineer, is making a short visit to bis parents, Arthur

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.

will

The wedding of Miss Ethel M. Knowlton and William E. Whiting will take
place this evening at the Knowlton residence on Church
street.
Rev. J. M.
Adams, pastor of the Congregational
church, will officiate.

D*vid Kerr preached last Sunday
afternoon and evening at Hancock for

the

HAVE ARRIVED.

ciety,

now

S. Smith

Truewortby,
Saturday.

Mrs. Helen

attend the

ankle.

Dexter.

Miss Florence G.

ice;” the third at Mrs. George E. Greeley s
Friday evening, Sept. 26, subjec',
“King Henry the VIII.”

Lester Carter, son of John Carter, is ill
Clark, a Harvard junior,;
at the Bangor hospital.
the guest of his cousin,
The Misses Gertie and Millie Seeds and
Mrs. F. W. Rollins, for the past six
Lura Carter entered on their second year
weeks, returned to Massachusetts yester- j
at high school Monday.
day.
Miss Ray Alta Dollard and Hollis EdJames L. Floyd, of the firm of Floyd &

fractious

prevent

way

D.

Eldridge and wife have been entertaining E. S. Ayer and two sons, oi

euls in Waterville.

only party who can in any
this year’s fair from surpassing all its predecessors. And if he
does, tne management will meet him by
bolding over Thursday.
weather is the

been

Haynes, was thrown this forenoon at bis
father’s farm in West Ellsworth by a

entertainments

on

have been home

has

free

be furnished by Lynch
Ellsworth Palls, the dance music by
Monaghan's orchestra, of Ellsworth.
There will be many other attractions,
bat the primary purposes for which the
fair is held each year are the displays of
products of the farm, and these promise
to be unusually attractive this year.
It looks now as though the clerk of the

The first reading will be at the residence
of Mrs. A. M. Hopkius next Monday evening, subject, “Othello;” the second at Mrs.
Q. P. Dutton’s on Wednetd*y evening,
Sept. 23, subject, “The Merchant of Yen

hi*
who

of

series

band music will

of Sbakesperian lecture-recitals
given in this city by Edgar C.
Abbott, of Boston, under the auspices of
the Shakespeare class. The proceeds are
for the benefit of the public library fund.

j

a

of

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Higgins, of Boston, and
brother, B. H. Higgins, of New York,
Arthur L.

P.

Mrs.

throughout the fair.
There will be base bail games each day
between strong amateur teams.
Tt.o

is to be

turned to their home in Brewer.

1' II!

Full Set

give

good wit

re-

Stoulngton last Friday.
jury at the October term of court, and
Lejok lodge wilt work the initiatory William H. Brown, of the Falls, to serve
on the grand jury.
degree at its meeting Friday night.
"Miss Angie Smith, of Franklin, is a
The many friends of Miss Addie 1.
guest at P. B. Day’s on Court street.
Salisbury wil> be glad to learn that she is
Her place in Mr.
Miss Mae Witham, clerk at Whiting gradually improving.
Do not have your teeth extracted before conoffice Is being tilled by Mrs
Bros’, store, is away on her vacation.
Tapley’s
sulting me. 1 have had two special courses of exMiss Leonora G. Higgins has returned Bertha J. Thompson.
tracting under the two best men in New York.
Julius D. Rhodes, of Atlantic City, N.
to Portland to resume her school duties.
Teeth that are broken down and decayed should
J., was in the city a few days last week
Mrs. James Kingsley, of Bar Harbor, is
for the first time for thirty-six years. He
not always be extracted. HAVE THEM. No visiting her niece. Mrs. Fred M. Blaisdell.
lived here several years, and taught the
All the Ellsworth schools are now In
artificial ones can ever do the work your own
gentle arts of boxiug and dancing.
session. The opening day was last Monnatural ones can do. I save ninety-live per cent, of the teeth that are decayed
Rehearsals for the three-act comedy,
day.
?*Judge Hanna,” and for the minstrel
and that ache.
FKEE—l’ainless extracting when others are needed. I use
John W. Malone and family, who have • bow to be
given in connection with the
nothiny but the best of material in all my work.
spent the summer iu Winter Harbor, are annual bazar of St.
Joseph’s Catholic so-

T 15 15

or

A series

future

lecture last

a

best for
There was a good attendance.
C. W. Currier, wife and two
who have been visiting Mrs.
parents, H. N. Joy ana wife,

who

relatives and

city.
Miss Annie Connick left to-day
noon train for Boston.

her

The young people, many of whom are
for school and college, held a sort
of farewell dance in Manning hall last

day night.

e

will

youth, whether by hit

eo

Last Sun-

erel ashore.

leaving

year in advance.

Mrs. M. J. Row

Kldeout, of Brewer,
aunt, Mrs. J. F. Royal,
make

a

and

enjoy a genuine old-fashcountry fair will not fail to attend.
One of the leading attractions will beProf. W. A. Coles, the wonderful blind
impersonator and ventrifoquiat, who will
And all who

ioned

fully determined, succeeded
atrikiug a nice fat fish square on the
head, killing it. He then waded into the
river, and triumphantly brought his pick-

home.

turned to their

Mrs. E. E. Joy Is visiting in Boston.
Isaac Davis is seriously ill ut home
Oak street.

bite,

won’t

and 30.

has not been

is

she

Estey. Single copies,
subscription price,

5

They

seen.

No. 37.

The Up-River Fair.
All who have auy Idea of attending the
up-river fair of the Northern Hancock
agricultural society should not forget the
dates—Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 2il

in

they have spent the

with her

William

TELEPHONE.

TAPLEY,

0. w.

stands of

news

C. II. Lola ml, J. A. Thompson

General Insurance and Real Estate.
LONC

where

Rev. D. Kerr delivered

THE AMERICAN is on sal© in

bridge pickerel may fre-

quently be

day

Thursday evening.

Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.18 a m,
12.52 and 0.11 pm. Leave for the west at 2.23,
0-31 and 10.2*; p m. Mali closes for the west at
2, 6 and K p tn.

south side of the

the kids throw stones at them.

Mrs. C. E. Monaghan and her daughter
Myrtle returned last Friday from Minne-

SUNDAY.

bank

have returned

at

with whom

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

NAT’L

Mary

from a vacation
the Freeman bouse, Southwest

Kingsley

stopping

12.88, 4.20 and 0.11

AS SECOND•CLASS MATTER)
ELL9WORTH POSTOFPIO*.
i

and Rowe, leave early next week.
The
C. A. Hanscom entertained a party Ellsworth contingent in Bowdoin will be
of Ellsworth ladies at Driftwood, her reinforced this fall by Harry Joy and
cottage at Bayside, last Wednesday after- ! Fulton Redman.
uoon.
When the tide is out the water in the
river is just now very low, and on the
Mrs. H. H.
and Mrs.

Little Marion

effect June 16, 1903.

|

Mrs.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Ellsworth.

|ENTERED
AT THB

her father and mother.
Miss Louise
Dutton leaves to-morrow for Vassar.
The Bowdoin boys, Parcber, Kuowlton

summer.

Burrlll Bank Building,

first

menatti.

football

team

and

Harry

Eaffin

strengthening and health-building;
Voight’s Cream
an ideal food for all the family.
Flakes come out of the package all ready to eat;
Rich in flavor;

was

preparation required.

TRY SOME!

This

week

EXTRA

PACKAGES FOR 25 CENTS.

no

The exodus of college boys and girls
Yesterday Charles W. Campbell left for Orono; Miss Mollie Shute for
Abbott academy, Andover, Mass.; Miss
Marie Grant, accompanied by her father
and mother, to enter Dana hall, Wellesley; Misses Helen and Harriet Rollins for
Wellesley college. Miss Grace Ring, who
enters Wellesley this year, left last week,
accompanied by her mother, and Mits
Paulene Foster, who also enters Wellesley,
left Monday; she was accompanied by
continues.

DO

other

chosen manager.

cooking

or

BIG

we’re

offering TWO

FLOYD & HAYNES,
EXCLUSIVE
34

MAIN

STREET,

DEALERS,
ELLSWORTH

CHRISTIAN

KNDEAVOR.

tooplc

Por the Weelt Bpginntne Sppt.
SO—Comment by Rev. S. II. Doyle.

Topic.—Why anti how we should
Witness (or Christ.—Acta v, 27-32.

bear

Time* change with the passing years
Witness bearing for
ftnd centuries.
Christ is very different today from
•that it was in the time of the aposin the early Christian centuries
pnd amid the denominational controversies and antagonisms of the later
Then to bear witness for
Centuries.
Christ meant the possibility of serious
tles

persecution and even martyrdom. Hut
Christian men and women did not falter in their witnessing for these reaThe apostles, when commanded
Kitts.
pot to teach in the name of Jesus, kept
bn teaching, and when brought to ta"k
for their disot>edienoe calmly but boldly replied, “We ought to obey God
father than man."
called upon to witness for Christ under the same clrcumptaiicos or at the risk of the apostles
and early Christians, and yet the duty
tf witnessing for Christ is just as incumbent upon us as upon our ancesMethods
have
tors in the faith.
changed, but the thing itself has not
1. We should bear witness
changed.
for Christ because we have been divinely commanded to do so. Christ
has commanded us to let our light
Shine, to confess Him before men,
and we also ought to obey God. While
there are no men today to command us
not to teach in His name, there are
Often other things to discourage us in
Ottr witnessing, but they should not b'
allow ’d to have dominion over ns. 2.
PYe should bear witness because of
what Christ bas done. He has died on
Ihe cross to save the world from sin.
and the world needs to know the foe's
of His life, death, resurrection, ascen-

Today

Sion

ana

we are

or

ms

not

pokier

ro

save,

ana,

If the world does know, the church
must pive forth this knowledge, and
every Christian should do his part ns
3. We should wit• witness bearer.
ness for Christ because we will want
Ftlm to confess us.
He has promised
to confess us If we confess Him. but
declares that He will not confess us
before our Father In heaven if we do
not confess Him upon earth.
As there are different reasons for
confessing Christ, so there are different
1. There
W»ys of confessing Christ.
Is the confessional method. th» confessing of Christ by uniting wi h the
visible church of Christ. All who believe in Christ should confess Him in
this way. take their stand among the
people of God and let the world know
Where they stand.
2. The conversational method.
This Is presenting
Christ to those who have not accepted
We should witness for Him by
Him
telling others what He has done for us
end leading them to accept Him.
3.
5Phe epUtolary method. This Is the
living method, being "Mviug epistles
read and known of all men" that we
lire Christians.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Ps. evil. 1-3: cxlv, 1-12; Dan. vi. 10-28;
Watt. v. 14, 13; x. 18-33; Mark vill, 34,
B5; Luke xxiv, 45-4S; John xii, 42, 43;
Acts 1, 8; Rom. x. 9-K.
A Plea For Larger Fellowship.

The

following petition had unaniadoption at the Denver convention and is heing largely signed. Any
reader of this paper who sympathizes
with its suggestion and desires to at-

mous

tach his name, residence and denomination may do so and mail to Dr. F. E.
Clark, Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.:
Plea For the Larger Fellowship of
Protestant
Christianity Through the
Christian Endeavor Movement and a
Petition From the Christian Public.
members
the
of
We,
undersigned
churches and Christian Endeavor societies and lovers of concord and Christian
fellowship, earnestly petition all ecclesiastical governing bodies to allow full and
untrammeled liberty to their young people
to unite together in the Interdenominational and international Christian Endeavor movement.
This movement, as the history of more
than twenty-two years has proved, promotes thorough loyalty to the church and
denomination as well as fraternity between all churches and denominations,
and we only ask that In the future the
fcroung people may be allowed freely to
have both the interdenominational fellowship and the Christian Endeavor name
either alone or In connection with their
denominational name.
No one can measure the good that has
been accomplished in the past by this
united movement of millions of youths for
good citizenship, pure politics, worldwide
A

BuasuinB

ui

nume

uuu

iureign

ueius,

m

prlsr.s and upon the sea; for the un•vangellaed of our great cities, for promoting confession of Christ and active
service among the young people of all
churches and a cordial fraternity with all
who love the Master, thus in part fulfilling Hia dying prayer “that they all may
Much has been accomplished,
bo one.”
far more can be accomplished, by the
constantly Increasing hosts in the future
If no ecclesiastical barriers to their fellowship are put in the way.
No other organization has ever done
the work of the Young People’s Society
of Christian Endeavor. No new organization could do it. since the Christian Endeavor society for a score^of years has
■won the affection of the young and the
confidence of the old and already embraces within its ranks nearly four millions of members In eighty evangelical
denominations and more than forty naNot only may the society be an Increasingly important link between the denominations; but between the Christian forces
of all the nations as well, especially the
English speaking nations, where it is already so thoroughly established. It brings
the younger forces together in their great
International conventions, promotes their
lympathy for and interest in one another,
helps to make war impossible and a lasting peace, based upon the principles of
the Prince of Peace, ever more and more

missionary lands, where the unity
not the divisions of Christianity
should be particularly emphasized, this
union of forces is still more Important
and any unnecessary separation of forces
still more depiorabJfe.
therefore
•rnestly implore all
We
those who have authority or influence not
restrictions
where any exto
remove
only
ist, but to promote the reunion of Protesworld
the
around, so
tant Christendom
far as It may be accomplished by the
common methods, the united prayers and
the concerted work of the Society of
Christian Endeavor.
In

^nd

EDITED BT

Its Motto:

"ADNT MADOR”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.11

purpose* of this column are succinctly
•UMd in the title ami motto—It Is for the mu
tual benefit., and alms to be helpful amt bopfful
Being for the common good, it Is for the com
mon use—a public, servant, a purveyor of in
formation uml suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. !n this capacity It solicits
co in mu ideations, and its success depends large
ly on the support given it In this respect. Com
municatloiiH must he signed, but the name of
writer will not l»e printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
will lie rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
THK AMERICAN.
Eds worth, Me.
The

SOMEBODY ELSE.

Who is 8omel*odv tit-*-? I should like to know.
Do©** he live In the North or the South?
Or Is it a lady fair to see.
Whose name Is in everyone's mouth?
For Meg says, "Somebody ► l*e will sing,"
Or, "Somebody Else can play."
And Jack says, "Please let Somebody Eli©
Do some of the errands to-day."
If there’s any hard or unpleasant task.
Or difficult thing to do,
’Tie always offered to homebody Else.
Now Isn’t this very true?
But If some fruit or a pleasant trip
Is offered to Dick or Jess,
We hear not a word about Somebody Else.
Why? I will leave you to guess.

the

Agricultural Experi-

Maine

Statlou, Orono.
Bulletin No. 93 ju*t indued by the Maine

Inveatlgatt »«.a with
poultry during the past year.
Tbe moat important subject discussed
is the breeding to increase tbe egg yields
station deals with tbe

hen-.

of

This

has

work

pr« gr. ss four years
mouth Kooks, and

with the Barred Plymuch
has attracted

in this country and Europe.

att*-nt>on

Tbe atm of th

w«»rk is not

rejecting

and

unpeofltab

the

w

h-

large

brown egg*
Starting with a

family

hssaveraged
mbout 120 egg-per bird for several years,
that

tbe average has been 1 crea-*d to 150 eggs
tb»* fourth year. During tbe last y ar one
hen in every eight has laid over 200 egg-;

highest yield by an>

tbe

bird beir g

one

Many cockerels have been sold fiotn
this station to farmers in tbe S at at a
nominal price during the last year and by
distributing the blood in this way it is

Aunt
E.

hoped to
dustry.

aid in

(Column.

large

|The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rlbhoners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will l»e
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but it needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should l>e short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
editor.]

j

uplifting

)s

given

of

and small flocks

during

outdoor air

SOUTHWEST

HARBOR

The Frances E. Willard

held

union

its

meeting at the library
Friday afternoon, Sept. 11,

eleventh anneal

reading

room

with

large

a

of

number

the

mem

her a

member, Mrs. Tullia
Young, being cordially welcomed to the
peaceful white-ribbon council.
As the yearly repott* of department

! preeent,

new

one

work had been preset ted at the
convention and then forwarded

county
to the

superintendents, the election of
officers and appointment of delegates to
S ate convention were the most importa t
burs!ness matters to be considered.
State

The

tbe

they

are

shut into

day,

tbe

in

floor

same

a

which

ut in

t

roosting closet

warm

during nights.
FUty pullets in one flock,

bou-e with

bird,

each

floor

a

in

cheap

this

space of five feet to

la d an average of 144 eggs in ten
Tbi' house has b tn used three

months.

] year- without a case of sickness so far.
Pro abi,) the most valuable feature of
the bulletiu to investigators is tbe d stests,

gieat variability from day

to

w

here ti

day

in

e

the

fertility

of the eggs laid by the same hens
is shown by the record sheets of laying

and incubation, where every egg is traced
througuout the tests.
The fallacy of trying to judge of the

yielding capac ty

egg

lustrations of heni
Some of the

makeup,

is show

n

by the il-

with their record-.
are flue in their

heavy layers

|
!

j

shown.

Bulletin 93 will be sent

free to all resi-

board of officers was elected dents of Maine w ho
apply to the agr ■
coming year: President, Mrs. A cultural
experiment station, Orono,
Norwood, with a bright little speech In writing, please mention this paper.
from her; Mrs. A. W. Clark, corresponding secretary and vice-president; J. M.
DeBeck Family Reunion.

J

j
|

as

there

bad

change since the union was
organized eleven years ago.
The delegates choseu to attend the State
convention at Dover this week were: Mrs.
A. W. Clark, Mrs. Bertha Robbins, Mrs.
A. S. Powers. The “Ys” will be reprerented by their president, Miss Cathie
Freeman, and Miss Esther Dixon. Artibeen

cles

no

against

for and

re6ubmlssiou

were

read, and the sentiments as expressed by
S. L. Hanscom, in last week’s Record,
were heartily endorsed.

changed
fortnightly to weekly,
he on Thursday, Sept,

The Southwest Harbor Ys have

I

their

;

so our

j

17, instead of

I

At

meetings

our

j

one

last

Esther Dixon
to

from

meeting will

as

week from that date.

meeting we appointed
delegate from our society

the State convention at

Dover.

Our

I president, Miss Freeman, will accompany

j

!

|
j

her.

On Monday next, Sept. 21, there will be
an

executive

meeting

at

Miss

Katherine

Freeman’s, which includes the superintendents of all committees.
We want to thank our pastor, Rev. Mr.
Walker, for the forcible words he spoke
the resubmission question. We are
on
with him heart and hand. Vote it down!
Press
A

Bupt.

BIT OF PANTOMINE.

The annual

ily

was

For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild
Strawberry has been curing summer complaint,
dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody flux, pain in the
stomach, and it has never yet failed to do everything claimed for It.—Advt.

reunion

ol the DeBeck

held at Cliff wood hail

in

fam-

Clifton,

Tuesday, Sept. 8. The day was pet feet,
and at an early hour they began to arrive,
on

until sixty-two had congiegated, besides a
few invited friends.
The forenoon was spent in mutual

planting
On
the

| in ail its finish, both exterior and luierlor.
Tue second floor was, origiually, one room

like

or

tins

are

no

room

is

three
sloe

daik

Tuerc

the

c* use

are

room

and

1 Lave

for

when

that is

iooking-gias-s and
hi

nine

hiij

in
my

each of two

to

soughing

at least

cor

At

my

frame,

Judging

and

from

laid out

the

at

the dinner had not lacked in quan-

that

tity

or

At 2

quality.
o’clock they

was

W^ry

the

once

Utter

the upper

meeting was called
to order by the president, Dr. 8. 8. DeBeck. Prayer was offered by M. F. Chick,
Clifton; the secretary’s report whs read,
hall and the business

also

a

letter from

Wrentham,
Officers

Mrs.

Alice

Brann, of

Mass.

follows:
President, 8. 8. DeBeck, M. D.; first vice-president, P. W. DeBeck; Franklin; second
vice-president, M. 8. Jellison; secretary,
E. M. DeBeck; treasurer, W. B. DeBeck,
Clifton.
The address of welcome w as made by Dr.
DeBeck. After recitations and singing
the formal exercises closed by all singing
the doxology.
Ail once more engaged in social chat*
were

elected

as

Is

a

expenditure.”
According to

ting until the parting
altogether too soon.

hour

which

Then

came

good-byes

said.

The place of the next reunion is unsettled,- but it will probably be Surry.
Spec.
Sept. 12.

Cure

For

UruukenueM.

In Norway drunkenness is punished

by imprisonment

As

soon

as

a man

is

incarcerated the delinquent has a loaf
and wine morning and evening. The
bread is served in a wooden bowl full
of wine, in which it has been soaking
for an hour. The first day the drunkard
allowance
Ills
swallows
willingly
enough. The second day it seems less
pleasing. At the end of eight or ten
days prisoners have been known to abstain altogether from the food thus pitilessly presented. This course of treatment finished, the drunkard, except in
rare instances, is radically cured.

a

at

the

head

of what

as
“Nuuauu Valley”, over a
good macadam zed road part of the distance, and a fluely graced turnpike the
rest of its serpentine way.
We pass

through
a

“old

Chinatown”, then “through
tropical foliage In the teautiresidence section of the city”

wealth of

ful old

We climb grade to Nuuanu
cemetery, the
royal mausoleum aud tomb of Kainehameba kings. The scenery grows
grander
more

We

varied

finally

as we

reach

rise

Pali.

on

the

This

grade.
cut,

is a

a

gateway In the mountain, and when we
reach it we come to a
perpendicular fail
of several hundred feet. A hundred
years
ago Kamebameht drove his enemies into
tbia funnel, so shaped by mountains, and
over the awful
precipice. Iam told itui
not oue of ail the host
escaped death.
When there is wind it sweeps through
this cut with great
fury, so oue must be
careful and select a calm time for c
>uiltig
up here, else he will lose his hat, umbrella, and, perhaps, horse and buggy.
But once here under favorable
conditions,
you get a wonderful viewy of the grandest
No one going to H n -iulu
scenery.
should miss seeing P il.
We take a ride about the city
April 23
wilh friends, visit the* "Queen's ho-pi l”
founded by Konehatneh* IV and Q i«hi
Emma, bis consort, in 1860.
April 24. We visit the bishop must urn.
Ihe great building is of lava stone, finished inside wil h native woods
It
tains old relics and curiosities of
islands of Hawaii and Sooth Sea iand there

sre n

few from

con-

show

record

a

city every day during
ing Sunday.

yst^jn

I

that to

bet

are now

used

waiian vowels

to

are

e as

“a” in ask.
“a” in bate,

i

“ee”.

a hh

o

as

t be

ao m e

the

that the

departure

p I aero in the
includ-

weelc.

u as “oo”.
Consonants

|

extent.

some

sounde d

as

taking

aa

Ha-

follows:

In Kngiiab.

before takday** rest
ing t he steamer “Sunoma”
ou
April 2fc,
for my return home.
am

two

!

On May 4 ne land ugalu
n
Fran*
in
cUto, ini] uu tht 5:b, on t be “coast Hat”
of the 8. P. R. ii. rutin! uk
between San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
I eat ncj tirst
Hawaiian pineapple blnce
leaving the
Golden State, tlve weeks a^o, alt Hough
1 saw thousands of them growing
in the
meantime.

P.

G.

Wooster.

Tired Mothers. It’s hard work to take care of
children and to cook, swiep,
wr and
war h,
luend besides.
sbo old take
Tired mothers
flood's Sarsaparilla—It refreshes the blood, lm*
proves the appetite, assures restful sleep, and
in many ways.—Atlvt.

hetpa

banking.

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

If

Eilswcrtt Loan anil Bmlfilnfe Ass’n.
A
!*>

now

open,

NEW SKHIKS
eacA;
Shares,

monthly

pm/w^nfj, t] per a/tarr.
WH1

PAY

RENT

when you cm* borrow on your
dhrires, *jlve a lirst mortraK^ and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and interest u>g:ettier
more
will amount to but little
than you are
now
paying for
retd, and in about 10 years you
will

OWN

FOUR OWN
Kor

Hknry

l*

HOME.

particulars Inquire of

w. Cl human, Soc /:
yirst Nat’l ltank Kid/

Kim*.

the whole muscular
nerves and make the rieeh firm
to a rub-down with that good

and^
old

be In

the locker for Strains. Sprains,
Also for
anywhere.
Coughs and Diarrheas.
>
three times as much 50c.
All druggists.
If

1

that

long,

strengthen

s

from

find

on

plain,

about
whether or not you mean to be a candidate?”
“What’s the useV answered the pru“Just at present the
dent politician.
only thing that’s keeping me before the
public is the doubt on that question.’^

invested
and this

twelve

the

the tired
invibrate
nothing equal

turner. T

Hawaiian alphabet has
letters, five vow els and seven
that
consonants, but one record
says
most of the letters of the English
alpha-

T*»*.

there le

stick?”

find that tbe

only

ar.ds;

Au«'ralswa

t bat

'S&hrTticrmmtB.

jara.

The Sly Politician.

“Why don't you make
statement
straightforward

city

la known

and

Very Like Reason.

The crows unil other birds that carry
Bhellfish high in the air and then let
them drop upon the rocks to break the
shell show something very like reason
or a knowledge of the relation of cause
and effect.
Fronde tells of some species of bird that he saw in South Africa dying amid the swarm of migrating locusts and clipping off the wings
of the insects so that they would drop
to the earth, where the birds could deOur squirvour them at their leisure.
rels will cut off the chestnut burs before they have opened, allowing them
to fall to the ground, where, us they
seem to know, the burs soon dry open.
Feed a caged coon soiled food--a piece
of bread or meat rolled on the ground—
and before he eats it he will put it in
his dish of water and wash it off.—
John Burroughs in Century.
Norwegian

miles from this

of

government band plays
of mail steamers, and at

many varieties of low-growing
such as the tamarind,
bread fruit and mango grow
upon ana
the
beautify
estate, furnishing fruits and
refreshing shade, while soft bretzea art
sifted through the trees aud fan you ayou sleep in your hammock or sit upon
the soft turf absorbed in the latest novel.
It is a delightful resting-place, where you
cau feel that you “don’t care how the
wide world wags’’, for you are most comfortable.
drive to

out

sitck Is all I have lef? to

shrubs, large tries,

about six

turned
man.

suppose a boot f3,” said t be
“Well,” said the man,
**i
f20,000 in a coffee piautation,

bedrooms.
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worth
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we

turner^

a

Home

asked the

palace of the queen, across
ex-Queeu Liliuokalani’s

April 22. I hire a team and
Pall” (Pah lee) which

headdea.

shop and be tells me
people make ancieu t caia bashes
news ones he turoe ;
a bout one
man’e Investment in a cofT*-e
plantation;
here It Is:
A gentieman
bought a coffee
stick to have a cane turned from it.
"Mr. Turner, wbst do you think a cane
ho tv

is

“Ttie

go to

out of the

estate

ing
the

Kniertalnmcuct htre
thirty tbroaten
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first,
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when
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Good Cheere
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tamarind,

enclosure,
large alii
(belonging to one of the nobility)
to be so centrally
located. It lies in
between King and
Beret a nm streets
Across the former is the executive build
as

holiday.

Waikiki Inn.

spirits droop.
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seaside risurt 1 senhis

a

part my hair

the

among

tbirty-nine

«sr»d

y«

that, and I don’t need even that. This it>
April weather. Thie is a due climate;
but 1 find It to be rather enervating to
my
mortal

societies,

twenty.sir
1 observe that every month lu
the year, except March and
October, bu

I'here is no way of heating my room.!
and 1 Haven’t experienced aoy need of
Are. It may blow a gale, ana there be!
load

ia.ori.mg
y forms

churches.

vs

see now

and

uay.

oi

distant
dene ot

ma n

from record*

counted

lodges

ay to the other,
lighted, 1 can use tin

tee

well,

upon a

a

worship it, and go* a thre-ujg is
abject adoration.

or

one

did not

I

gloomy

of

lo find my coat, hat, valise or
light the tamp nearer at hauu

exercises,
umbrella, 1
(Ibtre sre two,
net*); 1 can then

werved at

i tuay have seen the statue
worshipper,
Manuel Koar ques. but did
not
ft now It
It 1 old. It Is as id
tbat
bo
g. ie*
to tbs
alatuei-l K uneliamelia every
to

in>

an

when i wish to walk about the

in

windows.
I looked
distance.
i thought
a
view tne beat.
I avoided
a he
Chinatown on purpose.
from

two doors, one on each sice
atwaja oft n, nay or nigul, sunshine or storm; and they
have screens to
1
have
fifteen
keep out umt-quitoen.
pieces of furniture in this room, and
that

and here lunch

and atuall

now

is

ladles,

1 did not rlslt Oahu prison.
lhe look, of its gray,

centre

Thl*

noonday.

si.

in

ami

rooms,

winnows,

tho

one°!

by

We go to the govern merit
ga rdens where
the flora of the islands
o( this
We
vi.lt
group.
the Y.
ft*. gj. A. buildaud
aee the
lug,
boys develop, muscled,
tbelr gymnastics.
lb. re are also Y. W.O. A.
querfcnln ,
block centrally located, wtiu
parl(ln lot
young
noon.

this il

viait

vie

eslatiished

whoso name tt
bears, aodiator
deatiiote and aged Hawaiian*.

pUsttrtd over, it is hard to tell),
a rectangle floor plan about
113x50 feet, 1 should judge, and very plain

(hire-

u,,..

we can aee

is

only ; tut

occamIoii

kings

the

erected on

end

t be car llnr

rice and taro.

another

"Lunaitlo Home”

greetings and hand shaking, and talking
inis estate is now divided and occuover old times, and the many changes that
pied by several families; frail fences runhad taken place in recent years. At noon
ning across the property between neighth tables were set w ith tempting viands, bors.
This “Haalelea” has, in connection
and by the satisfaction they wore on their with
the old historic house, several small
as
faces
they left the tables, all showed er houses or villas which are now used as

were

Hai O'ftell** Opinion of Pour People* iilven In Gealarea.
"When Max O’Uell came to Montreal
some years ago.” said a man from that
city to a Detroit Journal contributor,
“we fixed up a little joke on him. We
had noticed how gracefully he could
Unite a caustic criticism with a compliment, a faculty that enabled him to
*ay the sharpest things without offending the people he was criticising. We
were going to put the faculty to a test.
"We had him lunch with us, and
there were nr the table besides himself
an Englishman, a Scotchman, an Irishman
and a French-Canadian. When
we got our guest off his guard we det landed an honest opinion of the different races we represented. As the opinion had to be given in the presence of
all four, the situation for him was a
rather delicate one. But it never seem“Shimmering ml’sldes eai-t ami west,
Purple hazes the hills that crest,
ed to trouble him. and lie gave his opinBlithesome crickets entrancing Hear—
Hichest month of the golden year,"
ion without a moment’s hesitation.
‘The Scotchman,’ he said, and he
and will be In full swing when this reaches the
column, and all too soon will come the period of clinched his right hand tightly and
“Walling winds and naked woods and meadows pretendt^d to try to force it open with
brown aud sere”, so let us make the most of the his left.
‘The Englishman’— and he
beautiful days passing and get all the enjoyment went
through the same performance,
we can.
Esther.
opening the hand at the end after an
I thank you most cordially for the vaca- apparent struggle. ‘The Irishman’—
tion yoar good letter giveB me, and know and he held out his hand wide open,
what a pleasant week it would be to me 10 with the
palm upward. ‘The Frenchacc.-pt your invitation to spend it with man*— and he made a motion with
you. There would be a large amount of both hands as if he were emptying
talking done, wouldn’t there? But that them on the table.
kind of a vacation must be deferred for
“There was not a word of explanathe present.
tion, but we all un<%,'*stood thoroughly
“Anon” has b' en to see me, and we spent i and had a hearty laugh. Max O’Bell
two pleasant hours in talking over old had maintained his reputation.”
times and M. B. interests; and many
familiar names were mentioned. These
Virtue of Neomiitjr.
meetings with the sisters of the column
Thorne—Jack Gladhand says he has
will
all
be
You
are very enjoy able.
g ad
given up borrowing money.
(as 1 am) to hear again from “E”.
Bramble—He had to. All his friends
have given up lending to him.—Stray
Dear Aunt Madge:
Stories.

regard to this historic esh'M is tbat letter. Now listen.
KsmehamrliM I, whose statue elands In
the grounds, of “Allloiani Half”, one of
'he government building*, and is commemorative of It e conquests of all these
islands by this ruler, built Haalelea—this
house in which I am now boarding—for a
eranddsughter w hO married one Luke
Healeies; hence the name.
This then was a royal habitation. It is
a two*story lava-rock structure (i think I
sm not mistaken in tbe material, but as

in one

thtcli.
into Moan

tr.nm
past rice Belds ana see* the
orieotslhut
falo on Hooded
lands, being prepaud |0r

7

windows

of

wo

other letter In

with

out

tramps long distance; e. e Job’s
growing, aod gather a handful ; w«

This t* my boarding-place, and In one
’f my former letters of tula series I said 1
vouid have something more to say in an-

it

K,00nd’s

wfaoaa

several miles to the westward
alua valley.
From t be end of

Lawn".

are

same

be under civil service rules

possessions here in my limited
t in', 1 have kept on lh»* go, arid so, on
this 21st day of April, 1903, I am resting

tate.

Catholic,

for

boys only,
are very beautiful.
On anotber day we (to

heavy and al- bread fruit and mango tree*, and wind
most coarse. All the good layers are alike,
sweeping through my room, yet I can
however, in having evident vigor and sweetly
sleep upon my comfortable bed,
Illustrations
of
the
strength.
poorest lay- under a single covering, a thin sheet at
ers are also
while others

for the

Mason, recording secretary; Mrs. P. C.
Clark, treasurer, t^e latter facetiously
remarking that thdee two offices must

which is

nor new

b' droom

cussion of tbe incubation

—

keeping btus

on

spac*. Also the results of keeping birdin an inexpensive bouse that is open to tbe

or

j

poultry in

the

America'

Aug. 13. 1903.
To the Editor of The American:
In order 10 are and !?arn what I can of

«t “HasleUa

ttoeboV

logs of this school was quarried
0Btp
06
ground* of the same.
Wo saw the buildings and
aground,
Oahu college, founded
by the
mission; and college of t tie

Island*. |

mothers

se

This poem I copied from an old scrap book of
forty years ago; perhaps you can use It someto

folloHln*

and

ones

e
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ment

Aunt Madge.

There are battles In life we can only fight,
Ami victories, too, to win.
And Somebody Else cannot take our p'ace
When we shad have entered In;
But if So Die boo y Else has done ms work,
While we lor our car-e have striven,
'Twill be only fair If the blessed reward
To Somebody Else Is given.
Selected by Ann.

1 do not think the sisters have lost their Interest in the M. B. C., and when the busy season is
over, and the city cousins have returned to their
homes, perhaps they will have left some mw
thought or idea for the column. 1 was glad to
hear from Sister B; like her, 1 have many a

At

muneum In

(TovrtBpoiiStnct.

perfect.”

time.
Kind wishes to the M. B.C. and love
Madge from

The words of cheer for a stranger lad,
Tills SomeiMKly El-*e wil' speak;
And the poor and help'es* who need a friend,
Good Somebody Else must seek.
The cup of cold water for kindness* sake,
Oh! Somebody Else must offer.
And word™ of love fora broken heart
Brave Somebody Else will proffer.

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Column:
I give you warning! There .Isn’t a word In
this letter for those experienced housekeepers
who know just how to do everything, but just a
few hints for some of the new housekeepers
who have so much to learn by sad experience.
When you make those new sheets l>e sure to
have the hems ju*t alike at top ami bottom. It
takes only a few luehes more, and they will
wear twice as long.
Evtry one who has torn
up an old sheet having a “top and bottom heir.”
fas found that the lower half was still quite
strong owing to the unequal wear.
Having
both hems wide will nrnke both ends wear alike.
if your oven is at just the right heat and kept
so, you need \iot resort to no device to keep
apple and beriy pies from “running out". An
over hot oven is the sole cause of this aggravation. If it happens, and you can’t take the
pie out for a few minutes while the oven cools,
pour out the surplus juice and put it back after
the oven is cooler.
Remember to put one or
more thicknesses of wrapping paper over anything that is browning too fast, and that a basin
of cold water will help Jo cool the oven if too
hot and prevent burning.
If yuu spl.l milk or a slmllir substance on the
stove, quickly cover with fine salt, and it will
almost entirely prevent the unpleasaut smoke
and smell which would otherwise follow.
When you make your winter supply of mince
meat, hogshead cheese, etc., while still hot cover
with parchment or similar paper, cut to tit
smoothly the vessel It Is in, and press it close to
the meat, it helps to exclude the air, getting
thoroughly oiled, and if mould forms it is on
the paper which can be renewed as needed. If
such meat is to be kept very long. It Is wise to
pour melted lard over the paper to still further
exclude air.
In corning beef in the kettle, don't bother to
tie it with strings. They are sure to flip, as the
meat shrinks, and tied tightly the salt doesn’t
reach all parts alike, but be careful not to put
in too much fait, let it boll slowly till it lias
taken up nearly all the water and Is very tender.
Then with a long-handled skimmer take it out
into a square of cheese cloth or similar material,
laid over a par. pile It evenly as possible, add
more salt if needed and tie or pm the cloth
tightly to hold it in the required shape for
sllciug, then put another pan over it and your
weights, good heavy ones, in the upper pun, and
see if it doesn’t make smooth, even slices when
sufficiently cold. When you cut It, roll back the
cloth only as far as you need to cut, and keep on
till the meat Is used, as It helps to keep it moist.
If in hot weather you wish to keep It from
spoiling you have only to lay it cloth and all for
a few minutes In a hot steamer. Don't throw
out the water in which it was boiled, for If the
meal was nice, as of course it should be, and
you didn’t put In too much salt, It will make a
nice soup, adding, of course, the needed water
and vegetables. I think there were one or two
other things 1 was going to mention, but 1 have
forgotten them It so, and perhaps it Is well, if I
am to be as wise as one good woman 1 know
who says she never tells quite all she knows
liecause If she should everybody would know
just as much as she does.
I might meuiloc that I saw “Aunt Maria”
during Old Home week, and she looked so
young I thought the friends of the column, If
they too saw her, would find it hard to believe
that grandmother story sue told us once. She
had on a new coat and a new dress, and said she
had another new one at home she hadn’t worn.
What a “giddy” graudma she must be!
I have written six pages and the end is not yet.
If you think this north printing, Aunt Madge,
you can take a week’s vacation, and please
spend it with me. September is here with

POULTRY EXPERIMENTS

time got a midnight lunch for some one to reach
the train, then written a letter or finished some
bit of work on hand.
Looking for a book to read while resting, I
picked up Past Meridian by Mrs. Sigourney
The book Is full of such nice, sweet thoughts
that 1 wished the p. m*a and a. m'a too could
read It. 1 hare often thought of the beauty of
the different seasons, and this front a man of
lorescore expresses it:
“When rental airs call forth the first buds
and yonder trees are eorered with blossoms, I
think how beautiful is spring
When summer
clothes them with rich foliage, and birds lng
among the brauches, 1 say, how beautiful Is
When loaded with fruit, or bright
summer.
with the hues of early frost, I feel how beau
Mful Is autumn. But In sere winter, when there
is neither verdure nor fruit, I look through the
leafless boughs, as 1 could never do Itefore, and
seo the stars shine, and home Is near
lord Bacon seys. "The young are to be
happy by hope, and the old l»y memory. If
the eye has l»ecoine dim, are those who ‘look
out at the
windows darkened?'
Must the
world of books be In a measure close*I to us, or,
perhaps,dear faces of friends shrouded? Then
the soul's pictures gather clearne**, and memory
walks In halls where Is perpetual light. Thought
concentrates Itself and makes Its work more

illatual Unuht Column
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can create

llicir own opp tu
said a supi-ciue court jnstii
young
li;ul
to
do a
lawyer
go was
to bang out bis slit
wait. If bp was wi
pp«l for the
bar he bad a good
»d chance to succeed.
About all a young man can do now
after he is graduated from the law
scltool is to get iu the otllce of a law
linn at a small salary and work
up,
»nd if he is successful about tile
highest goal he can expect to reach is
the
position of managing clerk, though
there is a chance of his
being taken
into the firm after long years of service.
“The big law firms and lawyers that
make a specialty of real estate law,
marine law, civil law, criminal law,
etc., have revolutionized practice.
Iu
the days of Webster and Choate a lawyer was prepared to handle any kind
of a ease thut came up, but now practice is specialized.
“On this account a young lawyer
starting alone lias little chance of winning fame and fortune unless be Is
unusually well backed.”—New York
I’res*.
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for Maine f oal.

examination of the Pcrry-Pembrokc
county, eastern
region iu Washingtonmade In
been
oo-operaMaine, has juat
*lon ^i.b the State oommlaslon by
AM

and George Otia Smith, geoDavid White
United Slate* geological
logists, of the
,or the ParP°«* °* determining
of tbe occurrence of coal
the probabilities
quantities In tbst vicinity.

survey!

commercial
tbeae geologists
The report made by
further aearch
strongly discourages any
In

Arabian nHIrsrln,

In a recent Egyptian review may be
found some curious extracts from A1
Itjabez, a celebrated scientist of the
tenth century.
Speaking of the favorite dishes of the Arabians of that
epoch, he says that they considered
the flesh of young dogs a great delicacy and also nte grasshoppers and
scorpions with much relish. Moreover,
they esteemed the flesh of black cats
highly, since they maintained that any
one who ate It could not be Injured
either by sorcery or by the evil eye.
A1 DJahez also says that he was disappointed when he found that the
Arabian tribes of Bassorah did not eat
grasshoppers, hut, on the other hand,
was highly delighted to find his friend,
the famous poet Itoobah, feasting royally on roast rats and lizards. The
Arabians, he says In conclusion, also
ate serpents and horses, but took the
utmost care only to serve at table
horses which had been harnessed, as
they did not consider It right to eat
those which had been ridden.

Maine.
reconnaissance extended
and the vicinity
from Calais to Eastport,
in detail. This
of Perry was examined
elimination shows that the Perry sandthe fossil p'ants
stone beds, aa proved by
contained In them, are older than any
coal lit
rnck series furnishing commercial
world.
any pari of the
Careful observation of tho character
and composition of the strata exposed In
the cliffs of the deeply Indented sborelineln the vicinity of Perry shows them
In carbonaceous
to bo singularly lacking
Tbe results of
matter and In Are clays.
this observation confirm tbe deduction
naturally based upon tne age of tbe beds
for coal in
The

geological

of sandstone.
So sp«cimen of the coal said to have
been cut by the diamond drill several
was
years ago in the vicinity of Perry
seen, but what Information was obtained
regarding tbe record of the drill hole, together with portiona of the core examined. Is in absolute agreement with the
atudy of the region as already noted.
Regarding the possibilities of finding
results of the

pect

gas, It may ha added that the prosis r.o more encouraging than In the

case

of coal.

oil

'Ant SnItalnt on ScorpluxiK.
Among the queer forms of utiluml life
that Inhabit Death valley is a mouse
that has acquired such a taste for scorpions that they form Its entire bill of
fare. 'Hie scorpion carries Its formidable armament in the end of Its slender,
elongated abdomen In the shape of an
exceedingly venomous hooked sting.
When disturbed It elevates this in the
air and goes in search of Its disturber.
Dnt it is comparatively slow in its motions, while mice are proverbial for
The
their quickness the world over.
mouse learned many generations ago
where the scorpion carries its weapon,
and when lie meets it lie leaps at the
uplifted nlidomcn. takes off th sting at
a single bite and proceeds to make a
It is supmeal of his helpless prey.
posed to be the only animal that relMice

or

The

occurrence

of

Joints

Perry bods and tbe presinterbedded lava Sows and of
dikes are most unfavorable indications,
since they preclude tbe eonaervatlon and
and faults in the
ence

of

liquid

storage of any

or

volatile

hydro-

carbons, had the latter originally been
present.
A

Lincoln

Joke.

One of Lincoln's visitors in the early

days of Ills administration says:
"He walked Into the corridor with
and. as he badk 11s goodby and
thanked -for what he had told him,
he again brightened up for a moment
and nsked him in an abrupt kind of
way, laying his hand as he spoke with
a queer but not uncivil familiarity pn
his shoulder, ’You haven't such a thing
as a postmuslcr in your pocket; have

ns,

1

ishes scorpions.
(tlailslorie and
An

you?'
stared at him In astonishment
and I thought a little In alarm, ns If he
suspected n sudden attack of Insanity.
Then Mr. Lincoln went on: 'You set-. It
seems to he kind of unnatural that you
shouldn't haw at least a postmaster In
your pocket. Everybody I've seen for
days past luu had foreign ministers
and collectors and ull kinds, and I
thought you couldn't have got in here
without having at least a postmaster
get Into y our pocket' ’’—"The True
Abraham Lincoln.”
Caormon. Strength of Mushrooms.
A curious instance mt the wonderful
force exerted by growing vegetation Is
related In tbe Gardeners' Magazine.
This force seems all the more remarkable when exerted by light and unsubstantial mushrooms, but docs not appear so extraordinary when caused by
the expansion of a hard wood tree.
Some half hardy annuals were sown In
a frame
Just cleared of a winter crop
•n tbe gardens of an English
park and
the lights clos'd to hasten
germination.
®*a* day* afterward si. an of cracking
were observed in the brickwork, and
gradually a block weighing in the uggtegate one and one-half hundredweight was pushed out of position.
After cutting out several bricks a mass
of mushrooms
was found 3 pounds 3
ounces In weight growing in the center
of the wail.
The mycelium had ruu
freely in the mortar and on the inner
face of the bricks.

r°ston ‘V: Maine Excursion Oct.
tr

Everybody desires to

P once
*url^

a

visit New York

1.1

cityJjk
wed

metropolises'

the gr**at
takings. The numerous bulldtngs of
oierest, the parka and monuments, the theatres,
!* bowery and the hundreds of Interesting
P cea serve not
only to amuse but also to edu**** the visitor.
year

to

Every

year in the early autumn the Boston ft
nine railroad runs an
excursion to Sew York
Resides the trip to the city this excursion
rovMes an
for enjoying one of
opportunity
* mo',t
delightful journeys In the East,
saving Boston the route Is via the Hoosae
and Deerfield
valley, a section famous
»
account of ita scenic
beauty; a visit to the
^
where the magnificent
<
othef Interesting places will busy
*
next, and then a sail down the beautiful
udsou liver on either the
day or night line
earners, paging Poughkeepsie bridge, the old
West Point, Stony Polut.
places of Interest. Leaving New
city, the return trip is via the rail River
‘“e “tcamerg
to Boston.
** °oly $5. The date is Oc*
8end to the general passenger departm
l°D * Maine
railroad, Boston, for
tin to
Illustrated descriptive booklet giving a
°n °*
tr,P a°d some beautiful
g__ eg
of
Interesting places along the route,
book will i*j mailed free to
any address.
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York°l|ICr
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^,IE Ellsworth

American

(The only county paper.]

!

an-

audience of theatrical employees: "Mr. Gladstone, when Mr.
lleerbohm Tree was Introduced to him,
hardly knew ui>on what topic to converse with him. but at length asked
Mr. Tree’s opinion as to the politics of
the stage, whether it is, as a rule. Liberal or Conservative. ‘Well, sir,’ said
Mr. Tree wickedly, ‘I really have not
studied the question, but I should think
the actors are mostly Conservative.’
‘Dear me,’ replied Mr. Gladstone, ‘I
wonder whether there is any exception
‘I should say,’ replied
to that rule?
Mr. Tree, “the scene shifters are Rad’’
icals to a man!’
ecdote to

“—

the Actor.

English speaker related this
an

Arnrnlc

a

SeofMlIf.

Arsenic—that terrible poison, abhorred of all people for ages, the chief
Ingredient of the philters of antiquity
of the middle ages, when they were designed to get rid of a troublesome ene-

is neither more nor less
than a constituent element of the tissues of ail living beings, vegetable or
animal. Without arsenic no life Is possible. This purveyor of death is one of
the great supporters of life. Such is the
apparant paradox affirmed by Professof
or Armand Gautier us the result
physiological and clinical observations.

my—arsenic

—Paris Nature.

LOVE COMEDY
{Original.]
Paul Klknrd never knew a father's
or n mother's care, both Ills parents
having died when he was an Infant
His grandmother, who had quarreled
wit*-

daughter on account of her
marr.Hig Herman Itikard, had never
seen the child, but hnd paid liberally
for his support and education. She had
died when Paul was in college and had
left him some means. On being graduated he was to go to an aunt, who was
to take the place of only relative.
When Panl appeared at his Aunt Caroline's house a singular looking little
old lady with a pair of corkscrew curls
received him In a room so shaded from
the light that he did not see her till she
advanced to meet him.
“You are Paul Rikard, my sister's
son," she said, "and I am your Aunt
Caroline. You are to stay here till you
are twenty-three yenrs old, at which
time 1 ain to pay over to you your Inheritance. Unfortunately I am called
away for a few weeks and must leave
you under the same roof with Claudia
Chace, a young girl whom 1 have adopted and whose home Is here. My housekeeper will be chaperon. You will meet
Claudia at dinner. I wish to admonish
you not on auy account to fall In love
with her. since I shall not consent to
her marriage with any one.
I must
have her to myself in my old age.”
After this address, which she gave In
a cracked voice, she hobbled out of the
room and left the young man to himself.
He was bitterly disappointed.
This, the only relative he had ever
seen, seemed to be not an especially
lovable person.
Well, there was the
young girl, but doubtless she was as unattractive as his aunt, for such old people are not likely to make companions
of girls that men would like.
Then came a summons to dinner.
A young girl, the very counterpart of
his aunt, advanced to meet him, cordially welcoming him. From the moment he saw her and listened to her
kindly words he knew he had met one
with whom he would be especially congenial.
I have
"I am Claudia, she Raid.
hoard a great deal about you from my
dear mother by adoption and I assure
you for years have felt an interest in
one who lias had no one to take the
place of father, mother, sister or brothI hope you will now have one In
er.
your aunt to fill something of the gap.
As for me—well, we must consider ourselves at least cousins."
"Rut Aunt Caroline showed uo interest in me whatever.”
"She will. Relieve me. you can tell
nothing about her from what you have
seen.
She lias the kindest heart in the
world and Is very unselfish.”
Raul wondered if the girl would cal!
the old woman unselfish had s'*- heard
her declare that she intended keeping
her from a husband to administer to
her own wants.
However, his aunt
and all the world were forgotten in the
delightful evening he spent with
Claudia C'hace. Occasionally she would
refer to the aunt, and in one instance
ns a very romantic person.
Upon this
Paul burst into a laugh, at which Miss
Claudia seemed a tritie offended, but
in another moment all was righted and
Paul saw that lie must not mention his
aunt except with the greatest respect.
Paul lost ids heart. The return of
the old lady and a declaration of love
Paul
came about near the same time.
proposed one evening and his aunt was
to return the next morning.
"Are yon sure,” asked Claudia seriously, "that in doing this you are act-

ing honorably?”
Paul started. "I had forgotten,” he
said, “that before my aunt's departure
she gave me warning."
“Which was?”
“Why, the fact is." said Paul, “the
old curmudgeon told me she 'would
never consent to your marriage simj
she intended to keep you single for her
self.”
‘"That being the case. 1 must decline
I owe her too much
your proposal.
nnd love her too well to marry without her permission."
“But”"juur wiiiii.

“I will beg her on my knees to plv°
you to me. Wo will both take <*are of
her—bo her companions in her old

age."
“What?

The Touch.

“A sweet book!" she exclaimed. "Not
a touch of materialism iu it!”
On the first
I opened the volume.
leaf I read:
"Two dollars and fifty cents.”
“Ha!” I thought, but said nothing. I
would not for the world shatter my
wife's Illusions.—Detroit Free Tress.
Oue the Leu*.

Sunday School Teacher—How many
commandments are there, Willie?
Willie—Ten.

Sunday School Teacher—And suppose

them?
you were to break one of
Willie—Then there'd only be nine.—
Philadelphia Bulletin.
Where lie Got Ills Sturt.
“FUlem is a good dentist, 1 suppose,

but he seems to take a fiendish delight
In working those emery paper files on
he gets.”
a fellow's teeth every chance
“That's due to his early training. He

began his career us a saw sharpener."
Minneapolis Tribune.
Grew

LIT I LE

A

on

—

Him.

Burton—Your garden is pretty small,
Isn't it?

Barton—It seemed so to me before I
began to tuke care of it.—Somerville
(Mass.) Journal.
Whst'i Left.

Mrs. Bingo—Oh. dear! Do you think
that death ends all?
The lawBingo- AH but the estate.
yers end that.- Exchange.

Could you live with

a

cur-

mudgeon?"
"For you I could live with a wolf.”
The girl burst into a laugh.
“Very
well," she said, “you may ask her, and
seltish
as
as
if
she
is
si
'll
see
we
you
think."
was
inPaul
The next morning
formed that the old lady had returned
and wished to see him in the library.
He entered the same dimly lighted
room as before.
“Well, young man.” said the crone,
"you’ve been here for three weeks
I dare say you’ve
with my daughter.
been trying to rob me of her."
"My dear aunt. I would not rob you
of her for the world. But 1 beg of you
not to separate me from one I love.
Together we will"
There was a rustle behind a portiere
and a benevolent looking lady emerged.
At the same time sundry articles of
attire and "make up" fell from the
aunt, revealing the fu<-e and tigure of
Claudia.
‘‘Permit me to introduce you to your
Aunt Caroline." said the girl, with a
merry twinkle in her eye.
“Your request is granted." said the
real aunt. “My dear boy. Claudia aud
1 have long looked forward to partially
relieving the loneliness yon have en1 concocted
dured since your birth.
this scheme, hoping to give you a wife
to love you. and Claudia has carried it
out

splendidly."

"And

you

shall

be

mother

to

us

both," replied Paul.
SUSAN BROWN

WAJID.

j

■aonmuMnuntfe

J'l(*tloii In HUtory.
Thomas Carlyle in his history of the
French revolution gives a description
of a Daval battle June 1, 179-t, oft
Brest
between
Vtllaret-Joyeuse, in
command of the French fleet, and Admiral Ilowe, in which he vividly depicted the sinking of the Vengeur.
These are the concluding sentences:
“Lo, all flags, streamers, jacks, every
rag of tricolor that will yet run on
rope flies rustling aloft; the whole crew
crowds to the upper deck, and with
universal, soul maddening yell shouts,
‘Vive la republiquel’ sinking, sinking.
She staggers, she lurches, he* last
drunk whirl. Ocean yawns abysmal;
down rushes the Vengeur, carrying
‘Vive la republique!’ along with her,
unconquerable. Into eternity.”
Rear Admiral Orlfliths, at the time a
lieutenant on
board the Culloden,
wrote to a newspaper to show that
Carlyle's account had no foundation in
After investigation Carlyle adfact
mitted that not a word of this thrilling
story was true except that the Vengeur
sank.

“D. D- D.,” the

astonishingly effective

Skin disease

new

prescription

Eczema, Salt Rheum, Barbers' Itch, Erysipelas—all eruptions, scaly diseases and
parasitic affections of the skin positively cleared away in a hurry. A clean, pleasant liquid (non-greasy) externally
applied—sponged or sopped over the parts.
Instantly stops all irritation. Soon clears out absolutely all affected conditions.
{Here ie

cleared away with two

a case

bottles.)

(iamhrttn'a Skull.

When Gambetta died the medical authorities requested Dr. Laborde, the
distinguished physician, to examine his
brain, and. going to Ville d’Avray,
where the hotly lay, he began work as
First he opened the
soon as possible.
skull and then, removing the brain,
laid it ou a napkin and took it to his
own house, where, for the purpose of
preserving it, he placed it in a solution
of sulnhate of zinc.
Unfortunately before doing so he had
forgotten to weigh it. and when he took
It out of the solution next day he found
that a portion of it had been dissolved
and that what remained of the brain of
the famous statesman weighed only
700 grams, which is about the weight
of an idiot’s brain.
Dr. Laborde, it is said, never forgave
himself for making this blunder.

(Cate of dauohter of Mr. Mote Hartman, permanently cured of a bad skin disease
after two bottles only of this D. I). I). prescription.)

We vouch for these facts.
They have been proven

to

ns

beyond

GEORGE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH
Some weens ago the astonishing record of this prescription—proven to me by indlspu*.
able evidence-induced me to give it my unqualified recommendation to the public Since
thenD. D. D. has cured so many who obtained it from me that its record with me has been
fully equal to its previous history. I have not seen a single instance of disappointment.
It seems to do the work every time. In nine cases out of ten. manifestations on the skin are
skin diseases—not blood diseases. Many purchasers formerly miserable, thinking they had
a bad blood disease, have found it was merely a skin affection and have cleared it all
away
with this prescription.
Among all the known reliable specific medical influences for different ailments I know
of very few discoveries so certain in effect as this D. D. D. prescription in its quick conquest
of skin diseases of all kinds.

A FEW CURES OF WELL-KNOWN PARTIES.
Chicago, April 7,1902.

Tommy

—

Pa,

what

Abont Mx months ago my daughter began getting
sores all over her body and was gradually getting
worse.
Nothing seemed to do her any go«d, although
we tried different medicines hut without success.
Fhe would scratch continually and was a sight to look
at. 1 was asked t..» try a bottle of your D. 1). P.
remedy, which I did, and to my surprise It worked
wonders on her the second day. and before the bottle
was empty she w s almost cured.
The second bottle
completely cured her. I will highly recommend your
remedy to any one suffering with skin disease; the
fact is 1 cannot say enough for it.”
Wishing >vu every sin eess am, yours very truly,
F. KLIN KHAMLli, 2001 Fillmore Street.

“bhvious

Hoes

rpasons” mean? Father—Usually, my son,
it means reasons that the writer is loo
lazy or too ignorant to explain.
RLL8WORTH MARK RTS.
Wednesday, September 16. 1903.
MAINS LAW AKQAADINO

WKIOHTS

the possibility of doubt

“I am glad to
furnished oy you

say that the bottle of medicine
in July lust lias been of great benelit
to me. I nn now freo trout the annoyance heretofore
suffered from Eczema on my ankles.
I have also
cured a friend of mme who had two or three spots on
his face.”
IV. J. FOOTSEll. fit. Paul, Minn.
Vi e President and General Manager of
GreaU
Northern Express Co.

AND MBASCX1S.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail

weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoe-,
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pourde; j
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of ocans In j
► ood order and fit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, .V? pounds; of onions. 5?
rounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
1 udlan meal, 50 pounds; ot parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oat6.

“That wonderful discovery, the D. P. D. remedy,
cured no of a oad ease of Eczema of long standing,
which the physicians could not cure.
I cheerfully
recommend it io all persons afflicted with nnv kind of
Skin I>jsi.ase.”
r. k. WOODWARD.
(Ex-Mayor), Cairo, 111.

*1 hfivr been troubled for years with Eczema of the
skin ami tried a great variety of remedies and cures,
with no apparent relief. Doctors were unable to
me In any way.
a friend of mine grave me a
bottle of your D. D. D. remedy to try. Before the
contents of the first bottle were consumed I am glad
to say your remedy had proved entirely satisfactory
and had cured me.
I take great pleasure in recommending it to all and
everyone suffering from any disease of the skin.’*
JOHN D. BAGGOT.
Sincerely yours.
(A weli-knnown Chicago businessman.)

benefit

“The D. D. P remedy cured me of Lichen-Ruber in
two weeks. 1 had bathed and treated utt Hot Springs,
Ark. for six weeks. Tne hot waters irritated me ana
made me worse. My body was covered with eruption
from head to foot.-’
GEO. UEBERT, No. 250 43rd St., Chicago.

Chicago, April «. 1902.
1 got some kind of a skin disease in a barber shop
and I tried a half bottle of your D. D. D. Remedy and
I must say it cleared my skin fine. I asked the drug*
gi't for a saive and he says the I). D. D. would be the
best thing for me. I thought the price was a little
too much, but if I ever have any kind of a skin disease
again I a in willing to pay ten times us much. 1 think
it the best remedy in the world for any kind of a skin
discos.'. Yours truly,
FRANK W. KOLLE,
54 West Irving Park Boulevard, Chicago.

The reparation is bofng used by most of the skin specialists. It is compounded for
druggists solely by too D. D. D. Company. 70 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
It is utilized by every general family physician who has taken the trouble to investigate

3? nounds. or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
Fanners can easily reckon from
at Ellsworth.
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or wish for their products.

the work it is accomplishing.
K is used in the Coon County Hospital. Chicago.
It will ch ar off an.' arasitic break in the skin in from 3 days’ to 60 days’ time.
If you have n skin disease visit the above agents and see proofs that will make yott
a happier human being.
$1.00 bnv \ hi,: prescription—already made up in sealed bottles—v’th authentic label on
each. The above c. icern w: !1 till mail orders on receipt of price.

Country Produce,
Batter,

Creamery per lb.28§30
Dairy.20 0*7

CEORCE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16018
Best dairy- (new).16
so
Dutch (Imported).
Neufcbatel.05
Kggs.

Eggs

are

getting

scarce

but the

price holds the

same.

Fresh

laid, per doz ..28

Poultry.
Chickens.20 §25
Fowl.16 (j 18

soap, and that

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.12 §14
Baled.I.*'
Straw.
No loose straw on the market.
Loose.10 §12
Baled.
18

fection.

Molasses—per gal—
Havana,
Porto Rica,

Syrup,

.85
.50
.60

Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Kerosene,

rubbed

Reef,

lb

Steak.
Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:
Steak,

Roasts,

1 5C
Cement, per cask
95
Lime, per cask
7®H
Brick, per M
White lead, pr lb .05 3.<8
Provisions.
Pork, lb.
J
.153.30
Steak, lb
16
12«j.2t
Chop,
6
.1^3.10
Pigs* feet,
18
llam. per tb
164 20
.13
Shoulder.
.05308
lb
bacon,
20
Salt
10 312
12
103.11
Lard,

f5
Tongues, each
10 315
Mutton,
Spring lamb, 10318

each

soap.

are

Use

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAPE

Cross ?
Poor man ! He can’t help it.
It’s his liver. He needs a
liver pill. Ayer’s Pills.

j

V.’ant your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

i Buckingham's Dye
iSOcts. of

Fresh Fish.
Fish continues scarce. The only flab In the
market this morning were mackerel and sea

Mackerel,
Salmon,

pieces or eaten
excessive lye or

This Perfection Costs Only Five Cents

1 t;o
1 25
.75

05
Cod,
Halibut,
14@18
Sinkalewives, strlug 15

be

Sunlight

12

—

©«*e,
No. L
scoots,

to

nor

to

not

—

extra

skin,

up by
other ingredients that

.650.7

2K
Spruce,
1 3
13 314 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock board*, 13 <jl» Clapboards—per M
Mr.0'
16 *20
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
Snruce floor,
20325
Spruce, No. 1, 20^40
2jf5
SOJCO Clear pine,
Pine,
5
Matched pine,
20$25 Extra pine,
Laths—per M—
8liingies—per M
2.^'‘
3 25
Spruce,
Cedar, extra
2 75
2 (-0
Hemlock,
clear,
•*
.04 §.(.*.
2 25 Nalls, per lb
2d clear,
**
••

the

force the clothes

Lumber—i»er M—

*•

In the

crack

or

Per-

laundry
not harden,
roughen

does

Vegetables.
All native vegetables are In the market and
the prices are way down. We quote:
Green peas, pk
25 Turnips, tb
02
Potatoes (new), pk
20 Beets, tb
03
05 Cabbage,
04
Lettuce,
25 Carrots, lb
02
Spinach, pk
<5 Beans—per qt—
Squash,
08
Yellow eye
12
Tomatoes, tb
05
10
Pea.
String beans, qt
Green corn doz, 123IS Cucumbers,
02 .>03
05
Sweet potatoes, tb
20
Cauliflower,
Fruit.
15 §25 Oranges, doz
.35§.4.f 1
Pineapples,
Biackuenles, qt 10312 Lemons, doz
2508 1
12
Cranberries, qt
25 {
Apples, pk
Groceries.*
.06 9.08
Rice, per tb
Coflee—per lb
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .460.65
Rio,
35 Olives, bottle
.25 3.7*
Mocha,
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.2^
Tea—per lb—
.45 0.65 Cracked wheat,
.0:
Japan,
.04
300 65 Oatmeal, per tb
Oolong,
.2
Buckwheat, pkg
•Sugar- per 1—
06 Graham,
.01
Granulated,
.o-i
Coffee—A Sl B. .05'. Rye meal,
.05 Granulated meal,tt> 02
Yellow, C

Soap

Clams, qt
Lobsters,

20
lb

Blucflsh,
25330 Sea trout,
25a80 Sword fish,

25

14316

14
16

Flint.

Wood—per cord
Coal—t>er ton—
Broken,
Cry hard, 5 0096 50
3 00<§5 0G
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
Nut,
100*1*5
5.00
ttlacksmltl *s
Buttings,

druggists or R. P. Hall & Co-, Nashua, N. H

I i RIPC Who Have Used Them
LHUILO Recommend as the BEST
■>H
Star

KlXCi’ft
Crown Braud

0;\ Emmons2'

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief,
no

danger,

no

pain.

Used for year* l.y .catting apecialirt*. Hundreds oftesti.
moniala. A trial will convince you of their intrinsic value
incaaeofimnpreasion. Send ten cent* for •ample and
book. Ail Ltruggieu or by mail #1.30 boa.

KING MEDICI

CO., Cj< 1930. BOSTON. MASS.

'00

7 CO

185

7 00

7 00
7 <*

Floor. Gralu and Feed.
Market Is firmer.
50^55
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 25 95 75 Shorts—bag— 1.15&1 25
135 Mixed feed, baa
Corn, 100 lb bag
1 25*1 35
Corn meal, bag
1 35
1.60
Cracked corn,
1 85 Middlings, bag

o

s|2

Roll

Top

DESK

Solid Oak. We
sell these I >oska trfijb to #ri§>
loss than all other make**.
Semi for catalogue.
1. P. ltl.AKK COUTY,
Soatou, QZ.ua*.

I Monthly Regulator has brought; bap^toenp fo
hundreds of anxious women. ’I here i* posit; v
ly no other remedy known to medical sclent
that will so quickly and safely do the wo:...
Longest and moot obstinate Irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Successguar.
anteedatnnv i’t.i-c. Nopain, danger, or Inter,
forence with'work. Have relieved hundred *•£
tcases where others have railed. The most u
cultcases successfully H eated by mail,and ben*
cficial results guaranteed In every Instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladL
whom we neversec. W'rite for further pane-alars and free confidential advice. PonotnutoJ
too long. All letters truthfully answered, ikemember, this remedy Is absolutely safo under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after 111 effect upon the health. Seutby mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should bo
registered. DH. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 xrwrnout St., lio.-tou, Mass.

ir»f

sometime ago that he was in the field.
This week William A. Walker, of Castine, proprietor of the Acadian hotel,

he t£llsujort!) American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

formally

PUBLISHED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

EVERY

that he is

announces

a

Arrestee I
Wedding
for Debt —Festival Chorus.
Bar
Harbor, Sept. 15
(special)—i
society wedding took place at tbe Episco
pal church last Saturday at noon whei
Misa Evelyn Scott became the bride o

8cott«Chapman

can-

ditate.

AT

Ex* Attorney-General William
T.
Haines, of Waterville, was in the city
Tuesday. Mr. Haines came to Ellsworth on business, but he found time

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
BY THK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Maunder.

k

well-known

a

banker

and

very popular in a large circle of
Mr. Chapman is a member of

Chicago family,
The cborch

and is

a

broker of

a

Carl

Hancock county’s fifth R. F. D. route
will go into operation Oct. 15.
It will
start from Penobscot, go to North CasIt
tine, returning via West Penobscot.
will be known as Route No. 1.
It is
twenty-one and

supplies

118 bouses and

’cellist.

a

The Americans Otis correspondent
writes: Bears In this locality are as common as dogs of late.
Edgar Robbina,
when returning from Ellsworth last Tuesday evening, met on the road and
prevented from passing, a bear and her
cub.
As Mr. Robbins was without a
weapon, he was obliged to turn back. He
was

weut

to the nearest

house to

get

a

gun,

but when he returned Mrs. Bear and her

MOONS

PHASES

©MoTn

P8:13

20

>Fiist
Quarter

f

cub had

VptiNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

*^q
oO

disappeared,
disappointment.

“

8
a.

BS3"

FATAL

much

Edgar’s

to

lin,
The Bar If rbor Hospital.
An institution of which Hancock
county in general and Bar Harbor in

be proud, and to
whose support all who can ought
liberally to contribute is the hospital
at Bar Harbor.
It is not an easy matter to maintain

thrown

was

which

he

Thursday

died

Mr.

which

Franklin

frightened,

and

he

our, striking on his head.
conscious when picked up, but

wbb

taining

was

is

soon

lost consciousness.

Witham’s boardinghouse,
everything that could be was
doiye for him. Death was due to con-

godsend to the community in which it
is located, and should be encouraged
in every possible way.

cussion of the brain.

He

ward B.

Hears,

The

president,

Mr. Franklin leaves

to

pay,

are

fir-#$jrm

ingten last Thursday.
and

arrived

jury

made

were

No shot
The

It
has

in

verdict of death

The body was buried in the
ery at, Stonington Saturday.
has since been learned that this man

an

He*d.

aunt at Owl’s

Hospital equipment,

Ice Breaker at Coaling Station Condemned.
Tbe ice-breaker ac the JLamoine coaling
station is to be

News.

rebuilt, says the Bangor

For this purpose

been made

with

Stonington,

J

for 800

tons

contract

a

Ryan & Co.,

G.

of

has
of

granite to be

delivered at the Btation.

After the station was built it was found
that it was in great danger frotn the ice
which

forms

ernment

had

in the
W'hat

winter, and the govknown

is

as an

ice-

breaker built for
One

along

$5,716.04
2,000 00

protection.
day recently an inspector happened
and

noticed

breaker work

that

a

He

government, and after
due consideration tbe government decided
that it must be torn down and rebuilt.

#8,462.70

For Senator.

;

00

nounces

A.

Walker,

that be is

a

of

Castine,

an-

candidate for State

balance,

quaintance throughout the county, and
2,000 00 j
is also widely known as the genial propri$8,020.65 ; etor of the Acadian hotel, Castine.
$7,975.25
Thus far only
two geutlemen have

real estate which cost,
$

formally

announced themselves

j

Mears,

trustees.

Rev. S. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor, will
preach here next Sunday, Sept. 20 at 2 p.

Western Hancock county now has
two aspirants for senatorial honors,

Rep.

Sumner

P.

Mills

announced1

QQ.

It is

impossible

who doesn’t know

to

please

tbe

woman

what sho wants.

it, only

the

Wednesday,

on

on

second

17

lost

seminary
but

Thursday, Sept.

of 1 to 0.

tbe

recovered

jam tbe drill fast after going a
deeper. At last accounts they

to

few feet

bad not been able to

obliged

to

get it up, and may

abandon

it

and

A Story of the Maine Coast.

start

another shaft.
SNOW

Presenting HARRY G. CLARKE
as Uncle Terry,

MINK REOPENED.

jfor 5alc.

The bones

allowed to fill with water, and since has
spokes of the wheel.
I become a dump mg-pi ace until the hole
set by DrB. Hagerthy aud

were

j

Joseph Leiter, of New York,
unpleasant experience in Bar

had

while here

cottage

au

Harbor

brief visit at the

on a

town

he

plaint

of G. E.

arrested

was

street market

plies

for debt

ou com-

Soper & Son,

the

Cottage

The bill

was

for sup-

men.

Sopers say

which the

were

furnished

by them for Mr. Leiter’s yacht last

sum-

mer, and which have never been paid for.
B S. Higgins and T. L. Roberts became
sureties for the
at the

appearance of Mr. Leiter
October term of court.

In conversation at Bar Harbor Monday,
County-Attorney Bedford E. Tracy, of

Winter Harbor, said that there appears to
t

considerable evidence that the death of
Edward Jennings, the lobster fisherman
e

body

was

Isle

water near

au

recently found
Haul, was due

in

the

to foul

The county attorney said that

play.

thorough investigation into
will be made and the

tained, if such

cause

thing

a

a

the matter

of death

as

tbe^eeult of

foul

met

man

play.

The rehearsals of the Bar Harbor choral

society

began

last

Thursday

under the direction of

evening
C. Kum-

Maurice

A special rehearsal was al*-o held
Monday evening. The work being done
at present is in preparation for the Maine
music festival which begins at Bangor
Monday, Sept. 28. It is expected that
9ey.

twenty-five

thirty

or

chorus will attend the

Hnow,

who

members of

m

ua-ture.

A crew
pump and other paraphernalia.
wa*< set at work clearing out the hole until
the ledge was exposed, »in operation which
cost

A blast was tired, and
f200
large quantity of the rock loos-

over

quite

a

I

HORSES—Exceptional

Snow took specimens back to
Brockton with him, and it is understood
will have them assayed, with the possiMr.

bility that the famous mine may be
worked again.
It is said that the ledge
shows traces both of silver and gold.

a diseased stomsch id like
a pocket with boles.
The
money i* lost. All its value goes for nothing.
When the stomach is diseason, with the alii, d
organs of digestion and nutrition, the food
which is put into it i* largely lost.
The nutriment Is not extracted from it
The body Is
weak and the blood Impoverished
The pocket can l>e mended. Tbe stomach can
be cured
That sterltog medicine for the stomach and blood, Doctor efcrce’s Golden Medical
Discovery, acts with peculiar promptness and
on the organs o« digestion and nutrition.
It Is a positive cure for almost all disorders of
these organs, amt cures also such diseases of
the heart, bloo liver and other organs, a-* have
their cause in a weak or diseased condition of
the stomach.

poorer

Jcprria! Kottcca.
THANKS.^

X

Cook’s Point. East Bluchtll, 3 Acresstory house, stable,carriage-house; hen”
n'ery; good wster in house an® out of doors.
Good place for summer rustication.
Apply to
M. D. Cook. L&moinc, Me.

|

SHantrt.

A number of intelligent girls wanted to learn
sewing of straw braid into men's, boys’ amt
ehUdPeu s straw hats «>n
sewing machines adapted for the
season
purpose ami run i.
■ally lasts fromSepteintier until May. Work
generally-far .-Iit
l>c 11.
lianl lor
the piece, ami girls I.
entirely by
learn lug
are pahl at regular rates.
For iiartieulars, aiT
E
COStl’A.NY, Amhml,

yp«.wer.\>ur

undersigned wish in this public

wan-

extend their heartfelt thanks to
all neighbors and friends who in so many
ways contributed to lighten the sorrow caused
by the death of our beloved father, J. K.
Whitaker.
Warren Whittaker.
Nathaniel Whitaker.
John Whitaker.
Auden Whitaker.
Stephen Whitaker.
Mrs. Mary Chen pry.
Mrs. C. M. Stratton.
Mrs. Kdwaku Smith.
Lamoine, Me., Sept. 15.1903.
ner to

sUjtitrtifinntiitB.

epYPF.WKITils'U

roBSS

connecting
ROOMS—Two
worth.
hot
furnished.

rooms, in Ellswater or furnace heU.
at Amukican Office.

rartly

Apply

Spfttal Xolicts.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
trespass in vuuibuiucuii
Cuaiculocus rsrs.
Park.
remand protection to life aud
property
rrom the county of
Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the united States of America.
Mabv C. Fkktz Austin.

| jO^not^
—.

much in fashion
Everybody it seems is

are very

^wearingrfhem.

There’s nothing we
know of more

FALLS.

suitable

Sunday, Sept. 20—Preachiug
a.

service at

Sunday school at 11 30

m.

Let

a. in.

BAPTIST.

Sermon

20— Morning service at

by

the

Sunday

pastor.

Evening service at
Witnessing for Christ.

school at 11.45.
E.

topic:

7.

C.

Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
South Hancock—Service Sunday at 2 3C
p. m.; Hancock at 7 30 p. m.; Mr. Kerr.
Lecture on KesubmiBsion.

Sunday, Sept.

20—Service at 10.30

Sunday school at 11 45 a. w.
East Lamoine—Service at 3.00 p.

a.

m.

J. M. Adams, pastor.

Friday, Sept. 18—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30.
Sunday, Sept. 20—Morning
10 30

Sunday

school at 11.45

Some

a.

are

of

delightfully

quaint patterns,others most
i
delicately wrought
>

Ladies' Watches that keep time
but yet are as

I

at a

as

dainty and

orna-

1 ine

sale

£rgal 2fotictE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
■be has been
duly appointed bv the prothe coul;t.>' «f Hancock aud
State of Maine, executor of the last will
and
testament of Henry 8. Francis, late of Bosof Suffolk, and Commonmc„ou“ty
wealth of Massachusetts,
deceased, leaviug
estate in said county of
Hancock, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons haying demands
against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present
the same
for settlement,
and it11
n.v.ut.it, bjiu
all indebted
inn^nreo
,.
r.r»i
In
thtr
toare requested to make
payment imHp .ry Pr* YLi.Sl F.xeeut*«r.
mediately.
Schooner Head, Bar Harbor. Maine.
September 8, ;903.

THE

SKiL!3U& *,or
U>n’,!?th.e

nr.

prices

A. W.

Hf^HE

subdcnbur hereby g.ves nuuce that
been da,v
'Ppointed ,»umimstra tor of the estate rf Philander
R. Austin,
late of LI. ft wort u, in tue
county oi Hancock’
deceufted. and given boiids as the law directs!
All persons haviug demands
against iht estate of said deceased are desired
to present
the same for
settlement, and all indebted
reque8t*a 10 m8kl? payment im.
meniatejy
Hoyt E Austin.
Heptember 1,1908.

luedfatefv8

Subscribe for The American

IN[ T R D

too.

Greely

.......... a

==:~-"—■

t

Landing,

j.

J. c. ATER

A"rtr"^t‘'’

fCr

M...1'

T.dwell,

Poor Hair
A.

C.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine

£rgal IJoticrs.
or KORKC LOJII KK.
'flTH ERE A 8 Frances E. Gray, of
Penobscot
Hancock county, and .State of Maine’
f?
bv ner mortgage deed dated the seventh da,'
ot February, a. d. 1902, and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, book 374,
page 252
conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain real
estate situated In Penobscot and
Bluehiil in
***H coun v, bounded and described as 'foi.
lots
Beginning on the town line between
Penobscot and Bluehiil on the line of land
wn. d by Joah E. Gray; thence
northeasterly
on-aid town iiue tlfty-three rods to a stake
and stone; thence westerly on
stone wall
one
rods
to
stake
forty
and stone; thence
uoi ideasterly on stoue wall ten rods to
stake
en«i stone; theuce westerly on stone wall
*ix.
teen rods to
stake and stone and thence
westerly to a large Norway pine tree; thence
to
stake
and
stone
on
southwesterly
laud of
Joao K. Gray; theuce southeasterly on said
Urav’s line twenty one rods to stake and
thence
on
the
stoues;
said Gray line
easterly
to %nld tow n line and place of
beginning, containing thirty three acres, more or less. Also
the premises sold and conveyed to David B
Gray and Benjamin H. Gray by Horace Perkins by his deed dated April 7, a. d. 1880, and
recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
171, page 529. to which deed reference may be
had for full description; also one-half of a
tiactof land in Bluehiil and being the southeast half of lot No. 41, hounded on south by
land former’y owned by Pelatiah Perkins, ci
the cast by land owned by John Irish and
north by land owned by David B. Gray and
Benjamin H. Gray, containing in all thirtyeight acres, excepting the meadow land
deeded by Bhedrick Gray. Also one-half of a
tract of land in Bluehiil. bounded as follows;
Beginning on the land of Elisha Bowden on
the hard ground off from the meadow; thence
northeasterly by said line to the heath;
thence on said heath to land of Lewis Grindie; thence southwesterly on said Griudle1*
line to the high ground; thence northwesterly on high ground to place of beginning,
containing all the meadow land inside said
hounds; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure ol said mortgage.
Gko. M. \v aRres.
September 12, 1903

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Blanche G. Reed, of Brewer,
in the county of Penobscot, and State
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 15th
day of July, a. d. 1902, and recorded iu the
Haucock registry of deeds, hook 377, page 541,
!
to me, the undersigned, certain parconvened
cels of real estate situate iu Dedham in the
county of Hancocx, and hounded and described as follows:
Beginning in the northerly line of the lot of
land conveyed
by Wtlbra H. Crockett to
Emily A. Hooper, deed recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, book 243, p. 157, at a stake;
i thence in a northerly direction, ninety feet
more or less to a stake; thence westerly one
hundred and twenty-four feet more or less to
a stake standing
by a pear tree; theuce southerly sixty-three leet more or less to a ‘•take;
thence westerly iwo hundred feet more or
less to a stake in the easterly line of •‘aid
Hooper’s line; thence iu a southerly direction twenty-seven feet more or less to a suke
iu said northerly line of said Hooper
iaud,
itu nce iu an easterly direction by said Hooper's northerly line three huudred and twentyfour feet more or less to the poiut begun ai.
Being the same premises conveyed to rue by
William F. Reed deed dated October 19, 1*98.
and recorded in Haucock registry of deeds,
bOok 333, p. 98. Also another lot or parcel of
land situate in said Dedham, viz.:
Beginning at a slake iu the fence on the
nortnerly line of the Frye lot, running thence
north seventeen degrtes east thirty-five rods
to a corner; theuce north thirteen degrees
west thirty-four rods to a maple .rce; thence
south eighty-six degrees west ten rods to a
stake; thence north three degrees west twenty six rods to a stake; thence south seventytwo degrees
west
twenty-nine rods to the
south line of the lot; thence on the south line
of the lot south three degrees east forty nine
rods to the corner of the lot; thence south
eiehty-four degrees east to a poiut begun at.
Being the name premises conveyed by
Emily A. Hooper to William F. Reed, deed
dated July 1. 1897, and recorded in Haucock
registry of deeds, book 323. p. 431. referred to
for further description of the premises. With
all the buildings thereou.
Conveyed to Blanche A. Reed by William rReed deed dated October 19. 1898. and recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, hook 333,
page 98.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage ban been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgageChaklkh W. Crockett.
Bangor, Main*-. Sept. 14. 1903.

’ll^’HEHEAS
If

Charlotte O.

WHEREAS
Barney H. Bunker,

Bunker, wife of

in her own right,
George 8. Hanna, occupant of the premise* conveyed in relinquishment of hi* »mproveruents ai*d betterments, noth of SulliState of
van, in the county of Hancock,
Maine, by t.heir mortgage deed dated June la,
i«8r». and recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, in book 29t, page 31Sconveyed to Barney B. Havey, of Sullivan,
aforesaid, "a certain lot or parcel of land sittne
uated

in

said

Sullivan

and

known

as

•George Hanna Place’ it being the southern

divided half of lot No. 14. according to the
town plan of Sullivan containing about twenty-five acres aud bounded as follows: On tne
south by lot No. 15, on the west oy lots Nos.
18 and 19. on the north by the north half <>' |0No. 14, itud uu tne east by lota News, fi't and
si*, together with all the buildings on saiu

premises.

It being the same premises conveved to
grantor by Sidney S. Hanna recorded iu H*ncocir county registry, book 158, page 1S«» 10
which lehrcnie U made for title
And whereas the said Barr.ey B. Havey. by
alignment dated August 2C, a. d. 1603. and recorded with said registry, in book 393. p‘g®
179, unsigned to me the undersigned.
mortgage deed and the debt or claim thereby
secured; and whereas the condition of saiu
mortgage has been broken now, therefore o>»
breach of the condition thereof, I claim
foreclosure of said mortgage.
FLORENCE HannaDated at Gouldsboro, Maine, this 14th day cr
September, a. d. 1903.

mf°rm my friends and the

that I have
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hand
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NEW AND SECOND-HAND CARRIAGES,
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am

selling

ELLSWORTH.

at

prices that defy competition.
s.

service at
w.

f.mn£,and at»

and

anyone could wish,

liberal range of

m.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev.

i

I mental

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.

Pine

on

street, Ellsworth. For
Ii particular8 in5uire
of Okkin W. Tbipp.
residence of the late A. P.
Harden, 24
THE
Wanofor rent. Furniture for

_

WatcH Fobs

David Kerr, pastor.

Sunday, Sept.

faragift.

showA'ou

Simmons

at 7.30.

10 30.

us

fite

Evening service at 7 30.
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening

Rev.

..

tAen & Women

Harbor.

10 30

Of all kinds done with
at the law office

Block, EJlsworth. Junis

£o Let.

EPISCOPAL.

OONG’L, ELLSWORTH
Rev. J. A. Scheuerle

—

<lt*P»reh,

of L. F. Giles, ?'“'1
Bank
r. Billisutos.

__

CHURCH NOTES.

UNION

......
_i_.

••

i-.

festival.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 20— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11 45.
Lecture, 7
p. in. by Kev. S. L Hauecom, of Bar Har
bor. Subject:
Re-ubmlnsion.
North Ellsworth—Preaching Sunday at
2 30 p. m. Kev. S. L. Hanscom, of Bar

n

»« terrible.
It. nm AraVi H.u
the
140
color **
Ci. K. Haiti),
N.

s

WANTED.

OUSE

METHODIST

Beautiful
fearless of
In perfect

AT

[

the

Rev.

bargain.

^^

CARD OF
rPHE

E^M.

young cob-built black marc;
steam, electric or elevated car#;
health; kind and true in ait harness; lady's
pet or showy driver for gentleman. Owner,
buying automobile, will sell this mare to right
parly lor »IS0, or will lei for their keep
through the winter beautiful pair of unhand ponies. No dealers nor stable
keeper#
need answer.
Address .Miss All#*, N'brtb
Hrookftville, Me.

ened.

Putting food into
putting money into

My home at Town Hill, Eden.
of 40 to 50 acre.. Good field and
Cut. 15 to la ton. of bay. Two atory
houae. large .table, all in good repair. Location, * miles from Bar Harbor and Northeast
Harbor and 6 miles from (Juarryville, where
there are good markets for any farm
products,
very
good location for a country hotel.
Splendid view of the mountains. Will sell on
easy terms or will rent for a term of years.
1 he only reason
why I wish to sell Is that I am
not aoie to work the larra on account of
my
ageApply to
Hanoa, West Eden, Me.

HOUSE
Fat

has

or

possible.

is

Mr.

believe that there was
gold there, arrived from Brock*
ton last week, bringing a large wrecking

silver

recovered

was

not sufficient evidence that the
his death

nearly tilled.
always had faith to
was

ascer-

lust Fri
day and taken to Stoniugtou, where an
inquest was held Saturday by DeputySheriff Fields. At the inquest there was

candi-

as

6,840.7*2 ! dates
for this office, Lhe other being
lliilldings at expense of,
13,02198 |
Sumner P. Mills, of SiouFurniture and furnishings,
2,101 A3 Representative
815.54 iugton, who is a member of the present
Hospital equipment,
House.
$22,779.77 j
The Dames of Speaker O. F. Fellows, of
The hospital has an endowment Bucksport, and of Councillor E. E. Chase
but
fund of 81,650, a part of which is in- of Biuehili, have been mentioned,
vested in a bond, and part in an in- no announcement has been made by
Bitber that he is a candidate.
terest-bearing certificate of deposit.
Mr. Mears was re-elected president,
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
J. A. Rodick vice-president, Fred C.
The
North Ellsworth farmers’ club will
Lynam, treasurer, A. H. Lynam, clerk,
William Fennelly and Edward
B. hold a fair on Wednesday, Oct. 7.

a score

went between the

reported

the fact to the

61

ELLSWORTH,

ADMISSION,

of the

corner

broken.

was

01.56

l'aid balance of mortgage,

|

Jennings’body

REBUILT.

Hancock Hall

The lnmo'jit Snow mine on the old
j and a specially selected company. 8peclal acenNew »tage effects. A story that reaches
i Snow farm at Millvalo has been reopened | ery
the heart of every man. woman and child, for it
The is a
Mrs. Blon E. Whitney had the bones of i by John W. Snow, of Brockton.
story of your own State.
Tickets are now on sale at Wiggtn Sc Moore s
her right arm broken Sunday evening a» famous place is well remembered as figuring prominently during the mining craze drug store.
a result of the collision of a carriage iu
which she was driving with a cutunder, of wenty- five years ago. At that ti^e a
25 CENTS
shaft was sunk about seventy live feet,
on Eden street.
Reserved Seats, 35 and 50 Cents
The shock of the collision threw Mrs. and was nearly twenty-five feet in diatneter.
Whitney to the bottom of her carriage, I
When the craze subsided the mine was
and iu some manner her hand and arm

whose

found.

a

$1,751,34 senator from the western section of Han976.22; cock county.
Mr. Waiker is one of the most active
1,155.92
2,029 13 | republican politicians in that section of
46 46 ; tbe
county. He has a large personal ac-

Salary account,
Interest,

owns

was

TO BE

IHSFUKSEHEKTS.

hospital

bullet

or

Berne1

930.31

Housekeeping,
Ho*pi al supplier,
Kxpeuse account,

The

with what instrument.

jury b/ougbt

William

Available

or

by accident.

fol-

$15,995

Ellsworth,

charge of the

was empanelled
who not being
by outward examination, ordered an autopsy to be made, which was
done by Drs. B. L. Noyes and J. G. Hutchings who reported that there was no water
in the man’s lungs; also that he had a
wound in the left thigh, left wrist and
in one limb, but could not tell Low they

A

2,320.24

Aug 15, 1902,

took

satisfied

BECUFTS

On hand

and

of

body.

as

modations,
especially during the summer
months, has led the trustees to consider seriously
the necessity of an addition to, or an extension
of, the present hospital buildings. We should
Lave more accommodations for ward patients as
well as additional rooms for private patients,
and, if possible, a children’s ward.
“.Plans are now under consideration, the estimated coat of which would be about $IO,udJ; and
with fully $4,000 of this amount already in hand,
the trustees feel justified in commencing the
work this fall, so that It may be completed and
ready for use next season, believing, as they do,
that the friends who are interested In this Good
Samaritan service will notallow it to be delayed,
©r impaired, by laca of funds.*1

1,500

Friday

Fields

Coroner

Whitcomb,

Sheriff

Tbe well borers at
their drill

be

of Edward

August, was found by a fisherman named
Montgomery, and was brought to Ston-

Saturday, by

team

play Caatine
day of tbe Bluehtil fair.

be

a

NUTII K

awarded.

Stokes.

seventy years of age.

was

Stmrrtisnntnta.

Tbe Bucksport baseball team went to
Pittsfield and wou a game from the Pittsfield

is

—

carrier.

a

soon

#100

Mbs. E.
boltl«.

Young. Mrs Monroe B—New York-tVotr»a#il.

very large one, conrooms, and the cost, it

fifty

some

summer

account of illness.

received directing tbe
begiuuing of service on tbe new rural
free-delivery route out through Santiago,
on October 15.
Daniel
R. Conrcey Is

be

which his father, Lavi Z. .Leiter, is occuJennings, of Isle au
pying during the season.
%
Haut Found—Probably Drowned
Mr. Leiter came Saturday and left SunThe body ot Edward Jennings, who
this
iu
short
During
stay
has been missing from lsie au Haut since day night.

Body

of the legislature.
of $2,00(i on the hospital lot on
Il^|street has been paid during the past
yeut t$4|i1 -h the liberality of Mrs. and Miss
Trev^,
there is now no incumbrance on
any of the hospital property.
“The increasing demand for hospital accom-

fund,
ward,

that

MYSTERY SOLVED.

as a member

Donations to general
Donations for a new
From entertainment,
From ward patients,
From private rooms,

was

it until her arrival home.

Franklin

Mr.

*‘ltt3jjgtgage

The treasurer's statement is as
low's:

peculiarly distressing circumstance

not learn of

long as there is room, and treated free of charge.
“Through the efforts of Dr. C. C. Morrison,
one of the medical board, the sum of $1,000 has
been appropriated by the $tate legislature to
assist in defraying the running expenses of the
hospital during the years 1903 and 1904. The
trustees take this opportuni'y to express their
full appreciation of the valuable service thus
rendered to the hospital l*y Dr. Morrison during
his

four

Mrs. Franklin, who had been in the hospital at Bangor for treatment, was expected home the day it happened, aud did

Ed-

admitted

and

Ernest, Everett

in connection with this accident

makes this statement:

and unable

widow

a

on

"T
»tino»t hf,r.T»*
afraid to rural.
pTwaptly .topped
Vlnor
rnctored that natural

—

engineer

Vigor

hair food. It feeds, nourishes.
The hair stops falling, grows
long and heavy, and all dandruff disappears.

COTTAGES.

Mr and Mrs .lames—Brookline, Maes
Miss Adams, James Adams.
—Grant cottage
Barhtow, Mrs A D—Back Bay, Boston—Barttow cottage.
Boandm .n, Mr and Mrs James A—Bangor—
Boardman cottage.
Clark, Mrs F Lewis
Spokane, Wash—Markr Teddy Clark.
Kmert, Judge and Mrs—Croebv Lodge. Prof
Harry C Emer\, Vale, Miss Sally Crosby.
Lord, Prof and Mrs II U—Columbia unteer
stty N Y—Broadview— Misses Lord and fierier and Tommy Lord.
MaoCot, Mrs vV Alexander. Rrvn Mawr, Pa—
Misses MaeCoy, W LoMcFarland cottagr.

Hair

Hair Vigor

accompanied them.
Sept. 13_E.
AT 1 UK

Ayer’s

Orders have been

Louis-

which is to

put in, and the contract will

to

grown sons— Benjamin,
and Laban.

“The hospital has completed ite fourth year of
service, and during the p ist year 130 patients
have been treated; seventy-seven of the cases
were surgical and fifty-three medical.
This is
an Increase of seven over the preceding year
One hundred and seventeen patients were dig
charged cured, six improved and seven died.
Owing to the lack of sufficient accommodations
eleven applications fur admission had to he
The receipts during the past year
refused
amounted to $12,533.20; cost of maintenance,
65.
*«,G20
“l'he hospital does not exj>ect to treat patients
entirely free, but any persons requiring hospital
treatment

taken

was

and

A

house

gray.

lison

gan MaeCoy.
Fanny Fern Smith, who has been Nichols, .1 C— Boston—The Crag$ Mr Nichols. Mrs Patten, Somerville,
summer
in
has
respending'tbe
town,
i Stetson, Mrs and Mrs K E— Bangor—Clarence
turned to her school in Brockton.
stetson. Misses France# and Edith Plummer.
! ThaTCIIKU, lion and Mrs li B— Bangor—Miss
Hon. and Mrs,. O. F. Fellows, John N. i
ThatcherProf and Mrs K J—University of
Swszey and J. B. Brainard and their Turner,
Wisconsin—guests of Prof Si (lighter.
wives spent Sunday at Bar Harbor, the Wing, Mrs Sarah L— Bangor—Chainla.
Mrs
v\ hbcomn Newell and Roltert NuwtP.
guests of F. H. Moses and wife.
!

understood, will be over f75 000. The
bids for the Eno cottage, which will also
be built before another season, have been

He

thrown
was

Fabbri

and in’ends to go to Bos-

Johnston,

Mi*s

The Dali Construction Co., of New
York, has been awarded the contract for

The house is to be

became

is home

wedding breakfast
forty guests. On
Cbapmau gave a
tbe

been

Portland harbor steamer this

a

Tbe nine will

built here this winter.

horse

of

Sometimes the hair is not
properly nourished. It suffer
for food, starves. Then
it
falls out, turns
prematurely

Adams,

shortly move to Bangor.
George Lowell, who has

burg.

injuries

from

this week.

Grace Nichols baa gone to Boston
for tbe winter, having a position as a
stenographer.
Isaac Britton, who bas recently gone
into the tanning business in Brewer, will

Men-

Auers

la ivew here.

Schools are In session, the Ferry taught
by Harvey Carter; the Point by Miss McFarland, of Lamotne.
Mrs. Chester Loander and little son
hsve returned to Boston. Mias Peari Gal*

Miss

the wed-

and

r»

ton.

olson.

they left the

as

evening Mr.
dinner to the bridal party at

from

institution of this sort outside the
larger cities, but wherever and whenever it can be done its existence is a

notice.

Friday

the E. U.

The

The Bar Harbor medical and surgical hospital, as it is known, held its
annual meeting last week.
The reports of its officers are extremely interesting, and deserve more than

a

bis wagon near Wbitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s
stave mill at Ellsworth Falls, and received

driving

an

march

was

morning.

particular ought to

passing

wedding

After tbe ceremony
served to about

ACCIDENT.

Brook,

of Reed’s

delssohn’s

as

church,

S. J.

The schooner “Jennie A. Stubbs” arrived Saturday with coal for T. M. Nich-

Oscar Schultz

played

days this

few

a

visiting

are

Ha'eami

in town.

are

Capt. Cyrus Crocker la ill with typhoid
fever in the Seeley hospital, Brooklyn, N,
Y.

ushers.

Laban L. Franklin, of Reed’s Brook,
Killed by Runaway.
Last Wednesday noon Laban L. FraDk-

16,1903.

was

entered tbe

Mrs. R W.
daughter Katherine
were Iti town a few days last week.
Arthur Lounder has finished work for

ability

The ceremony was performed by Right
Rev. William Lawrence, bishop of Massachusetts. assisted by Rev. Stepheu H.
Green, rector of St. Saviour’s.
Walter H. Chapman, of 'Chicago, a
brother of the groom, was best uiau; Mrs
George R. Dyer, of New York, a sis;er of
the bride, matrou of honor; Miss Mary
Evelyn Scott, niece of the bride, flower
girl; Miss McCormick, Miss Elsie McCormick, Miss Isbam, of Chicago, and
Miss Florence Martin, of New York,
bridesmaids; Col. George R. Dyer, W. S.
Gurnee, jr.; Ralph Otis, Elwin Bacou,
Stuart
Webster
and
Dyer Hubbard,

miles

L. A. Snowman will be the carrier.

531.

A march

ding party

Harbor,

Rodney 8. Oenn and wife, of Brooklyn

have been in town

altar.

long,
population of

one-fourth

Rissland, violinist,and

Monday foi

leading

solos

—

week in Dover.

Terry” is the attraction at
Emery ball on Friday night.
Louis Page and wife, of Ware, Mass.,

oolors.

Interest

Mrs. Rath Kearln and two children,
Robert, ate in Franklin.
Mixses Delia and Alice Higgins, of Bar

“Uncle

Before the ceremony began there were
by Maurice C. Rumeey, organist

girl.—Bar Harbor Record.

David Farmer and wife left
a

of

Items

Maoel and

spent
week In Mtllinocket.

was

prevailing

L. Reed Is teaching at Sooth Or-

Jessie

Cottaprs
Gradually Departing.

Local

rington.

Richard B. Stover

beautifully decorated bj
William
Miller, manager of the Mt
Desert nurseries. Green and white wen
tbe

Town-

River

Breezy Budget
Mine Reopened.

N. Y.,

|

the Gurnees, and ii
friends.

here with

seasons

much abused phrase, “a pair of
twins,” is correctly used in speaking of
Mir. and Mrs. Gallon Burns1 little ones.
Their second twins were a week old SatIt is a peculiar coincidence that
urday.
the natal day of the little newcomers, a
boy and a girl, was also the seventh birthday of the first twins, also a boy and a

::-.

Gurnee,

from

bridi

former mayor of Chicago, whose eumme
residence at Bar Harbor is among tbe bes
here.
Miss Scott
has
severa
spent

That

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to Tub
Hancock county Publishing co..
Ells
Worth, Maine.

The

granddaughter ot the late Waite

is the
8.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
he made known on application.

Cheney Chapman.

Clarence

to talk with his many friends here on
the political situation.

Subscription Price—00 a year; $1.00 for six
mouth*; 50 cent? for three months; if paid
strictly in advance, $150, 75 and 38 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.

—

Shfcmiannrnte.

HANCOCK POINT.

FROM BUCKSPORT.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

iOLTH STREET,

I—

Terms to suit.

LORD,

....

ELLSWORTH.

I saw a very pathetic
stght on Forbes
street, said the obser\ing
young woman, mill tt made me smile, A poor foreigner I can’t tell you 1 is n iion-illty
—stood on the corner surrounded
by a
big pile of luggage.
He signaled to an approaching car,
but the car passed right on. Motorman
and conductor possibly objected to the
load of freight. No sooner had the ear
passed than the young man burst out
crying, and the tears rolled down his
cheeks.
It seemed strange to see a
man act so.
It was one of those stories which
have no beginning and no ending. It
may be that he had waited there long
and that no ear would stop for him. It
may be that he thought that that was
tlie last car that was going to his destination.
1 only know that he was a
stranger In a strange land and that he
seemed broken hearted and that I
smiled to see a grown man In tears for

afterward NalYince I»uls Napoleon,
effected Ills escape from
i n III..
In n singular nitiimer. Ho
m m In li*fO
in,prisoaed for his attempts
n,0 French government, made
ln t84a At 7 oVlock on"
“
me
prince, having shaved his
ml.*
thrown a blouse and
nn<l
utrnUe
trousers over bis own
*
wearing wooden shoos,
t,|rS and
wain®1 out of tU“ Prlson' urr-v*
a‘ bookshelf over his shoulder to
his disguise. He was taken
then at work
one or the t.alntcrs

^Boulogne

workWuiao's

lii'ieUv
Joaiplete

;; lK,
In the prison
“L, persons.

“nd wn* Pas8ed by sev-

carriage

A

w as

waiting

and by 3 o'clock
the neighborhood,
he was at Valenciennes,
to the afternoon
took a train to Brussels,
where he
two days
be Brrived in London
Meanwhile in the prison Dr.
liad
Conneau. the prince's physician,
tn the prince's bed and
nlacesl a 'lummy
that the prince wns
told the governor
Illness. This
oooflnetl to his room by
7 o'clock In
dried tbs governor until
when he insisted on seeing
evening,
o*
and discovered the fraud,
tie prince
course, the prince was
nr tills time, of
Dr. Conneau got off
0TPr the frontier.
of prison. Within
with three months
Prince Napoleon was
tilrty-nne months
of a French republic,
the first president
King Louis Philippe, who

n'ter

so

Dnlnalna and Water,
to hear n Bedouin
It la nnt unusual
a camp where water is
npou reaching
offered him refuse it with the remark. "1 drank only yesterday.” On
across dry
g) Bedouins’ long marches
countries tlio slie of the water skins is
nicely calculated to Just outlast the
allow themjourney, and they rarely
oJves to break the habit of abstemibe sure to make
ousness. ns this would
their next water fast all the harder.
They are accustomed from Infancy to
regard water ns a most precious commodity and use it with religious econnnd
omy. They know every hollow
nook in the mountains where water
camels ami goats,
may be found. Their
which they take with them ou their
marches to supply them with milk
and meat, live principally on the
scanty heritage and foliage of the
thorny mimosa. Neither men nor animals drink more than once In fortyeight hours. No wouder they can subsist where invaders quickly perish.
nnd

Thrlr

thing.- Pittsburg Dispatch.
as

Life Preservers.

The faahlon of wearing the hair In a
cue commenced to wane In the latter
part of the seventeenth century. As
we think now of those queer pigtail
appendages It seldom occurs to us that
they could have been of any use except as an Index to human folly. It
appears, however, that occasionally
they were a very Important part of a
gentleman’s person, as may be Inferred
from the following complaint published
in England at the time the fashionables commenced to cut their hair:
“The bathers of Brighton complain
bitterly of the trouble they have In
pulling young gentlemen out of the sea
since they have ent off their cues. Till
one of these docked fashionables Is
drowned from this circumstance the
rage for cropping will not die out.”

bad abdicated.

Bata

a

Cses

^planting

F.nroamicIiiit the Horan,

A clergyman wlio spent many years
In missionary work In the west says
that he had occasion one day to ride In
The
a full stagecoach up n steep hill.
driver where the ascent was sheerest
got out and walked, and as he walked
he would frequently open the door of
the coach and then shut It again with
a slam. This the passengers found an-

noying.
of them
"J.ook here, driver!”
said. “Why do you kick up such an infernal noise with that door?”
“To hearten up my horses,” the driver answered.
“Every time they hear
this door close they think that one of
you. taking pity ou them, has got out,
and that makes them imagine that
their load Is lighter."

j!

Practically all the best fishhooks in
the world—and nearly so of all qualities—arc made at Itedditeh, England.
The annual output Is probably boo,000.OHO hooks, about 10.000.000 per
week, ranging in size from enormous
and ferocious looking shark hodks to
the tiniest books for very small trout
of about
! flies, with a "bend” diameter
one-sixteenth of an inch, a thousand
will not more than fill a
i of which
good sized thimble. The price varies
as much as the size, ranging from a
few pence to two or three pounds per
;

thousand.
no

Ellen Terry'* Toe.

When Ellen Terry was u little girl
about ten years old she played Puck In
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream’* and
had to make her appearance through
the stage tloor on a trapdoor. The trapdoor was shut too soon, and one of the
child’s feet was caught.* She screamed
with pain, and Mrs. Charles Kean
whispered to her: “Be a brave girl,
Nellie. Finish your part, and you shall
The
play Arthur in ‘King John.’
trapdoor by this time was opened, but
the child's toe was broken. She, however, pluckily pulled herself together
and finished her speech.
Two

And

Men.

First Fisherman—Why do you come
to this lonely place to flsh ?
Second Fisherman (sadly)—Because
1 like solitude and silence.
1 am a
widower. And you?
First Fisherman- Because I, too, like
solitude uud silence.
Second Fisherman-Ah. you also are
a

widower?
First Fisherman (more sadly)—Not

* loienrf.

some humorous
sketches here several days ago. They
haven't appeared. Did yon kill them?
Editor—I passed upon them, but I
don't think that killed them.

Jolkley—1 submitted

Editor—No: I think they just died
of old age.-Philadelphla
Press.

naturally

Affpctinjf.

“My plea.” said the young lawyer
who had just won his first ease, "seemed to strongly affect the jury."
“Yes,” replied the Judge, “I was
afraid at one tfme that you would succeed in getting your client convicted In
spite of his innocence.”—Chicago Rec-

A« Rare

Carton*.

na

do you know wbat is the most curious
iu the world?”
“Of course I do,” replied tue brutal

Mag

half of the combination. “The most
curious thing in the world is a woman
that isn’t curious.”—Stray Stories.

son

Mrs. Amanda Dodge visited her mother,
Mrs. Margaret Howard, last week.
Mrs. Frank P. Quinn and Mrs. Elva
Howard are visiting triends about the
Cape and Creek.

Gladys Black left

New Bed*
attend school.

the 10th tor

toad, where she is to
Arthur Gilbert went same day to

Suspicious of Her Aunt.

outing.
Mr. Thompson and Dr.
Phillip, of
Hartford, Ct., left on the 11th for their
home, having spent a long and pleasant

“Where were they married?”
“I ain't Jest sure," answered the
small boy. “'cause they left me home,
but I guess it was in the steeple.”
"In the steeple?"
“Well, 1 heard 'em say it was a high
church wedding."—Chicago Post.
Bra«ic»t»».

tel! you the current Isof the Purple Peony is a swell one
from a literary standpoint.
Waggaby—That so? What is the

Braggsby—1

sue

of your contribution?—Baltimore
American.
name

_

it Is necessary to live

alowfy.—Cicero.

iaubfTttatmnne.

bad consciences? 1 read In one of my
books that they do.”
“I don't know, dear. Perhaps they
have. Wbat makes you ask such a fun-

vacation here.

ny question?”
“I was Just thinking. If It’s true.
Aunt Susan must at least have killed
somebody once.”—Chicago Kecord-Ueraid.

The dedication of the Methodist ohapel
at the Creek took place Sept. 11. The presiding eider was present, and all enjoyed
the services.
Funds for seats were solicited. Mrs. V. B. Black has collected
about flOO tor the Union chapel this sea-

Sept.

14.

His Measure.

B.
ATLANTIC.

Mrs. Melita Gahan, of Rockland, is visiting her old home here, after many years’
absence.

Rita Staples left Saturday for Duck
island where she will teach a term of ten

Behind

quite
Capt. Orlando Trask,

of

one

oldest

our

and much

respected citizens, died Friday
long1 illness. He leaves a widow

a

"The

foreign
"No.

honest,
makin',
Atlanta

White and

Capt. Winfield Staples

was

in the harbor

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

home in four years.
8* pt. 14

8.

SALISBURY COVE.
Hattie Robinson, of Chicago, is
visiting her cousins, Inez and Georgia
Miss

Sure

Kitty—They tell
posed to you?

Miss Harriet Palmer, formerly of thia

California,

where ehe will reside.

two-story house owned by T. 8.
Liscomb was burned last Saturday night
about 11 o’clock.
The fire
probably

caught

from

chimney. The
house was formerly owned by the late
Upton Salisbury, and for many years was
known as the Salisbury Cove house. In

Sept.

defective

a

R.

14.

EASTBROOK.

DeMeyer
Carthy were riding over
Saturday morning near
the horse jumped, and
As Fred

and

Miss

Laura

Mill’s

Mc-

ridge

last

the

schoolhouse,
both occupants
were thrown out of the carriagp.
The
horse fell dead after making only a few

jumps.
pound

Miss

McCarthy

received

a

com-

fracture of the

leg near the ankle,
but Mr. DeMeyer escaped serious injury.
Miss McCarthy until recently has been

teaching

school in Ellsworth.

Him.

«

Fred

me

has pro-

Bertha- Well, no: not exactly, but it
lie asked me night
amounts to that.
before last if my father was worth
as
as much
they say he is.—Boston

p ace, now of Foxcroft, visited relatives
h're during the past week. Miss Palmer
leaves the last of this month for

of

;

HANCOCK.

NORTH

Sunday,

wife

were

in

while

Stephen Gross and

Ellsworth their borne

into and

?6

about

fectionery stolen.

The

worth of
names

of

was
con-

the

young marauders are known, and Mr.
Gross says that if anything of the sort
happens again, the culprits will be pros-

ecuted.

Their

withheld

youth

out

names

have thus far been

of consideration

and for their

for their

parents.
In

Xafnre.

A thousand wonders in nature are
lost to the human eye and only reveal
ed to us through the microscope. Think
of dividing a spider’s web into a thousand strands or counting the arteries
and nerves in the wing of a gossamer
moth: Vet by the powerful lens or a
microscope it is found there are more
than 4.IKK) muscles in a caterpillar.
The eye of a drone contains 14,000 mirrors, and the body of. every spider is
furnished with four little lumps piere-d
with tiny holes, from each of whi ji issues a single thread, and when a thousand of those from each lump are joined together they form the single line
of whit h the spider spins its web and
whielt we call a spider’s thread. Spiders have been seep as small as a grain
of sand, and these spin a thread so due
that it takes 4.000 of them put together
to equal in size u single human hair.

1

MAINE MUSIC FESTIVAL
BANGOR, SEPT. 28,29

Director, W. R. CHAPMAN.

and 30.

ARTISTS
Maine’s Favorite

:

IvIIvlvlAN

blauvelt

Chicago Trlbifuc.

Just returned from her receut;Operatie Trlumplis in Loudon.
The

She

fame,
great contralto, of International Operatic

mme. eouise homer.
The famous

Baritone, of tlie Metropolitan Opera

MR. DAVID ISISPHAM.
Contralto
Shotwell

S'
K.ln«r,l 1'
Mr- Francis

u,,Miss Corfnne Welsh,
Mr. lVrcy Hemns, Baritone
r

Johnim T?tf<
AreluiKXu lESl

son^VmcKS1^
I ''rivalled

CHORUS

OF

Pianist._

Mr. Felix Fox.
MAIN K SYMPHONY

Tieketa^Jjjl

»ow<^)FKsk“VicKET8.

It.

“I coukl have told you that twentyfive years ago,” said his wife, “but I
knew it would be of no use.”—London
Answers.

ORCHESTRA.

Musical Program, Including Gounod's Faust as a Concert-Opera.
IN I III. LAST
*“atx
will take place as follows: TO STOCKHOLDER
Maine musical association.
Saturday, Sept. to.
s
COURSE TICKETS AT AUCTION, at. City Hall. Bangor
auer «
Audrews’ MuhIc House to* the ti ght of bept .4,
Subscrpitlon lists
RESERVED SEAT, FIVE CONCERTS. $5.00.
pert at Audrews’Music Hottse. Bangor.
the ea t
SALE OF SINGLE TICKETS TO GENERAL PUBLIC, Sept. 25, and thereafter

Safif

Knew

“The longer l live.” sighed the sage,
“and the more I learn the more firmly
am 1 convinced that I know absolutely

nothing!”

House,

a^ni^Tuesday^ftept,

OF BAP.

HARBOR,

wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Eye, Nose,

Throat and Ear.

Office equipped with all the modern instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON

Y.

PHYSICIAN
Offices In
I>r J. F.

M. D.

TON,

and

SURGEON.

Manning Block, formerly occupied by
Office open day ami night,
on professional calls.

Manning.

except when absent

TELEPHONE.

BORN.
BUTLER— At Tremont, Bej»t 5, to Mr and Mrs
Alfred FI Builer, a daughter.
BUNKER—At Sullivan, Sunt 11, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur L Hunker, a daughter.
CONDON—At South Brooksvide, Aug SO, to Mr
and Mrs James S Condon, a son. [Malcolm L.J
COUSINS —At Hluehill, Sept 4, to Mr and Mrs
John v» Cousins, a daughter.
CLIFFORD —At South Hrooksville, Sept 9, to
Mr and Mrs William C Clifford, a Bon.
GRAY—At Brooksville. Sept 7, to Mr and Mrs
Leonard Gray, a daughter.
HANEY—At Hluehill, Sept 13, to Mr and Mrs
George E Haney, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Brooksvllle, Sept 3. to Mr and
Mrs George M Hooper, a daughter. [Natalie
MARTIN—At Sullivan, Sept 3,
William E Martin, a daughter.

to

Mr and Mrs

T)R.

HIGGINS—RICHARDS—At Har Harbor, Sept
1?, by Rev S L Ilauscom, Miss I.oreCa J
Higgins, of Har Harbor, to William J Rich
ards, of New Bedford, Mass.
LATTY—ROBERT80N—At Sullivan, Sept9. by
F A Notfes, e«q. Medic A Laity, of Tremont,
to Pearl B Robertson, of Sullivan.
MI LLIGA N—S< >PER—At Har Harbor, Sept 14,
by Rev S L Hanscom, Miss Lizzie Milligan lo
Rodney P Soper, both of Har Harbor.
PHINNEY— BELYEA— At Calais. 8epl 8, by
Rev A J Padelford, Miss Viola II Phlnutv, of
Baring, to Rev S R Belyea. of Lamolne.
SCOTT—( II \ PM AN—At Har Harbor, Sept 12,
by Rev William Lawrence, Miss Evel\n Scott,
of Chicago, lb, to Clarence Cheney Cimpman,
of New Y'ork city.
SPENCER—COM ER—At Har Harbor, Sept ft,
by Rev S L Hanscorr, Sadie Spencer to
James Francis Comer, both of Bar Harbor.
SUMINSBY-GRANT-At Bar Harbor, Sept 10,
by Rev Wiilium O Baker, Miss Florence M
Sondnsby, of Bar Harbor, to Oliver C Grant,

^Ciused

L^appreciative Wretch.
“What did your wife say when you
came home so late?”
“X really don’t know. 1 ean just remember that I woke up three times,
and she was still talking.”—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
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•Dally.
2 Sundays only,

y Sundays only steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2.20 p m; Northeast
Hi.rhor :.30 p in; Seal Harbor 2.fto p in, to connect w l’h ltd- train.
tStop on sIk ml or nolle to Conductor.
The.-e trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

Ticket!) for all points South and
West for Kale at the >1. C. It. it.
ticket office, KI Is worth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
th ke-H before enfe»lug the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

atiurutoim

10
20
4(>
00

to

t alis and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

fYn

lurtuei

(Hitirrt-Ecn'itTiia.
EDWIN

M. MOORE,
dealer in all kinds of

£

^

Fresh, aait,. Sciohed and Diq

%

FISH.

£

BLUE HILL. LINE.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE I, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31, steamer will
leave Kockl ml (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Bos*on {not before
a m), dally,
except Monday, fur Dart Harbor. (1) Blake's
Point, (D Dingo (Butter Island), Epgemoggta,
South Brooksvlde, (fV) Herrick’s, SargentvlUe,
Dee/ Isle Sedgwick, Brooklln. South Bluehill,
Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer from
■

Surry)

Cod,

n

Haddock,

Halibut.,

Bluetts ti.

Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,

+
0

Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

O

Campbell A True Hide.. Ka*i Fnd Bridge,
f
eilmwortb, >ik,

♦

Refrigerators
A

new

lot received,

sizes and

of

every

cription. Everything

Mrs

All

prices.

FURNITURE

1)1 Kl>.
\
\illngion. Mm»k, Si pi 3,
>H ah I < 1
lormcly or Itruuhllu,
8W y fare, 7 nioiitliH, t4 ilay»

M P M

..

Graduate of the Philadelphia rental noil r«t
class of '76
♦eroppica in liiLEs Block. Kii.Lsw*«p»-

of Boston.

C'LOS^on-

P

So W Hbr
8 60; 11*20 y
No E Hbr
9 OOj»1 30 y
SealHbr.
9 20 11 ftO y
Bar Hbr...|6 8j 10 80 1 00 4 00
8orrento...
10 85'..
3 50
Hancock Pi7 os >0 60!..
4*ift
8ulllvan
4
Mt Des’t F;7 *0 11 201 1 50 4 55
ft 02
Waukeag..j7 87 11 27
Hancock ..|7r4 Ilt30
ft to
Franklin Hj7f4S
Wash’g Jc!7 ft' )1 49
5f24
ELL8W1I 8 OJ 11 56 2 23 5 81
Ells Falls i8 (H 12r01.. ..(5 37
Nlcolin
..5 52
8t’8 12 16
Green L
8 28 12f2ft
..i6 02
Lake H....|8f36 12f32
j«tlO
Holden
..6 18
8 4> 12t40
Br June... 9 03 1 00 3 26*6 38
B Ex. St.. 9 10 1 07 3
6 46
Ban M C... 19 16 1 10, *8 40 0*50

D E NTT IS T.

des-

is new

and up-to-date.

aged

BE ru USING.

Will leave Kllsworth (transfer to Surry) 7 45
a m, Mirry hi S.Hoa m, daily, »xeepi. >unuav for
B in hill, *(4) South iPuviiill, Btooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle. Sargenivlile (6; Herrick’s,
South Brooksvllle, Egireutogtrln
(I) Blake’s
Point, (7j Dirigo, Darn Harbor. Rockland, connecting with steamers for Boston.

(1) Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays.
(2) Tuesdays, Thursdays anti Saturdays when
requested by passenger.
■i) Stop when signal Is displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
June, and September; •ally during months of
.July and August.
(4) Stop when flag Is displayed from wharf or

upon notice from pasneng^r.
(K) Stop same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesday*ard Fridays, when
signal Is displayed or upon notice from passen*
Note—This company will comply with rbove
schedule, except In ev« nt of unavoidable causes
of deiav to Us (-trainers.
Daily iilp schedule In effect June 1 to-Oct. 1.
O. A. CKO* KKTl.
Rockland,

EATON-Al Htlf l»ee. lole, S*-pt 11, Mrs Annie
A Katun «gi-d 2H ynnra.
\»
Hi.lSKUN
K 14 wort n
Fa I Is, Si pt 10*
I-hI'»u L Fruublin, aged 7i years
GUISPLK Ai Krookaville, Sept 5, Mrs Flora
A 0*,imtlrtl hipiI 50 yea- a
K \ YN► s —At Gloucester, Mass, Sept A. Horatio
G Kay lira
l>eer ltd-, aged 7« yearn, 5
mouth-, 27 days.
1* 'TTKN— At Penohscnt, Sept 10, Samuel l>
fallen, aged 77 ) earn. 4 moutna, j* days
WHIT A K Eli—At I.nmoice. Sept 8, John K
M hitaker, aged 85 year**, 2 months.
YOUNG—At Salisbury Cove.
Sept 8, Mrs
Prudence Young, aged 95 yearn, 2 months.

Manager, Rockland,
Me., June 1, 1UC3.

.*e.

El. J .= DAVIS.
EASTERN

—

OOOOOCKM^OOOOOOC8>OOCH500DCr

Peptiron

L.

£

For Men, Women and Children

C

for the radical and permanent cure of

Nervousness,
Paleness,
Neuralgia,
Loss of

Dyspepsia,

Emaciation,
Sleeplessness,
Vitality,

Six Trips

UNDERTAKER,

(Chocolate-coated)

digestives

W.

ELLSWORTH.

overwork, overstudy, close
confinement indoors, and all excesses.
Unequal**! for building up the nervous and digestive systems.
Peptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated.) 60c. or
$1—the latter a full month's treatment.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.. Lowell, Mass.

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher, U Main Street

a

Week

Boston.

to

Commencing: Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
“Mt Insert”, Cant F L Winterbotham, leave#
Bar Hart»or at 1.00 p ni dally, except Sunday,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor. Stonlngton and Rockland to cor sect
with steamer for Boston.

CWOQWDOOOCKJDOOOOODOODCaiS

MISS N. F.

DRUMMEY,

RETURNING.
From Boston at 5pm dally,
From Rockland at about 5 a

Monday.

Public

Stenographer

...and

Typewriter...

Keasonable Prices.

Ofllc**,

PromptCScrvice.

Hank

Block, Ellsworth.

Exhaustion,
effects of

Desert Division.

JOR DAN,

Pills

Combine the greatest of tonics with
the best of nervines, nutrients and

Steamship Company.
Mt.

of Him

t’e^-

Soprano.

AllAH

9*45

BUXKEiL

JjH.

Transcript.
A docile disposition will, with application. surmount every difficulty.

BAN0OBSat.

M

A

^

Sunday, Sept 13
Patten, Boston, lumber,

Sch Lulu W Eppes.
Ellsworth Lumber Co

3t'jcrtisrmcnta.
quickly.
“Well, ! got rid of that life insurance
agent in short order." savagely remarked Mr. Higgswortby.
“You didn't insult him. did you?”
asked liis wife.
I gave hint my
“Insult him? No!
a policy, blame him!”—
application
Got Uhl

BAB HARBOR TO

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.

MARRIED.
Last

Commencing June 15, 1903.

P M

Black.

Mrs. Suburbs—I suppose, now that
Uncle Mose is better, he is out doing
a little whitewashing?
Aune Chloe—No; he’s at home doin’
He’s gibin’ HI
a little Mack washin’.
Eplirum a bath in de wash boiler in de
kitching.—Brooklyn Life.

days this week. He sails a yacht for
Boston parties, and this is his first visit

Kaflroab* mb Steamboat*

NYdailyex 8unday'A705

MARINE LIST.

Iprofcaatotial Cartia.

few

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

Acts with the most direct, beneficial effect
on the kidneys.
It contains the best and
safest substances for correcting and toning
these oceans.

Portland..
Boston

and three children.

a

Qualifications.
old man doesn't speak any
language, does he?”
He’s just a plain, downright,
no Style, hard workin'. money
family supportin’ American!”—
Constitution.

Bam.

iu’ us waitin’ five minutes.
Van Driver (turning roundi—Five
minutes? Well, that ain't so long. Y'ou
"ad to wait five years once, ’adn’t yer?
—London Tit-Bits.

ill.

In the Joins.
Nervousness, unrefreshing sleep, despoil*
deucy.
It is time you were doing something.
The kidneys were anciently called the
reins—in your case they are holding the
reins and driving you Into serious trouble.

..

His Humble

Bus Driver (to car man of van in
(font, which is blocking the way)—
J’yer. get on, get on! You’ve bin keep-

Clarence Joyce and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited hia mother, Mrs. Amanda Joyce,

Dragged‘D°ivn
Feeling

..

much.”
"How do you know?” Inquired the
favorite customer.
“Oh, It’s easy for us waiters to take
a man's measure.”
“I suppose you measure him from
tip to tip, eh?”—Exchange.

Calvin Stockbridge, who has been on
the yacht “Redwing”, of Boston, is home.

who is

■

"Naw,” said the head waiter, “that
man that jest went out ain't worth

son.

after

Baroness Boride wrote In her diary
i the following accounts of the abdication
of Louis Philippe of France on the
day of that remarkable occurrence:
"An aid-de-camp of the minister of
war. who was in the king's cabinet
when he abdicated, gave me a detailed
account of this most signal piece of
cowardice. He had reviewed the troops
In tlie carrousel on horseback, highly
rouged, when a cry was raised, ‘Void
les Faubourgs!’ No one had any orders; no one gave any. Tlie mob rushed forward, shouting, ‘Vive la garde
natlonales! Vivent les troupes!’ and
shook hands with the outposts. The
king retreated precipitately with his
sons, and a sublieutenant of the national guard rushed into the palaee asking to see him. Ho was admitted and
In the greatest agitation said, 'Your
majesty must abdicate.’ ‘Very well,’
says the king. ’In favor of my grandson.’ ‘N'o, unconditionally,’ says the
yonng and self elected mouthpiece of
putdlc opinion. Would you believe it?
Of all who were congregated round the
royal person Piscatory alone said: ‘Go
down and head your troops. Fight for
your crown and your dyuasty.’ He
was overruled, and they nil marched
out of the palace except the Duchesse
d'Orleaus, her children and the Hue
de Nemours."

"Mamma,” said little Marguerite
when the family and the visitors from
the country had sat down to breakfast,
“is It true that people who snore have

Gilman Blake and wife went home to
West Brooksvllle Sept. 12.
They have
built a small house here for next year’s

v&oucrtisnnnug.

Lacked Nerve,

|

same

place.

Wonder*
IIIm Gnfu.

To live long

A.

Andrews, Lillian and Miss Johnleft tor Heachnoont Sept. 12.

ord-Herald.

yet

MMy dear," said Mrs. Jorgson. as she
closed the book she had been reading.

y
M.

The KvnR

He Borne(1 I.uts of Wood.

A voracious chronicler of the times
of Jonathan Edwards Rives figures
which prove a liberal consumption of
fuel In the household of the great theologian. In the winter of 1740-41 the
town of Northampton supplied the Edwards parsonage with seventy-five
loads of wood. In the next season
eighty-two loads were delivered. I*'or
the succeeding winter the total was
seventy-eight, and a year afterward the
astonishing quantity of ninety-five
loads was supplied. There was uo lack
of fire at the Edwards hearth. Is It
wonderful, then, that he preached
burning sermons?

pafls*.

Mm.

broken

Knew

other

CAPE ROSIER.

Jolkley—No?

\>ry

tee

The

Fluhhool&N.
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NEWS.

Oouni% Nevu

Miss Ida McKenaie and Mrs.
Biake went to Malden the 12th.

one

Food.

The capacity of rats for discovering
fresh stores of food Is astounding and
often leads to those united migratory
movements that periodically create
alarm and are described as “plagues
of rats." These great movements are
undoubtedly initiated and “personally
conducted” by old and experienced
rats, the aldermen of the colony, at
once u proof of highly developed intelligeuce and unselfishness, ltats in
large centers of Industry. If not present in commercial plague form, do a
great deal of good as consumers of
garbage that would otherwise become
a perilous nuisance. It is also a popular
delusion that a rat bite is unusually
dangerous from this fact of sewer
garbage eating. On the contrary, rats
cut as clean as a new lancet.—Pull Mall
daaette.

simple
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^Uittumai

3 ‘HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE

!

$5.00 order of Spiee
7 Soaps, Tea, Coffee and other
light Groceries. Also other
With

except Sunday
daily, except

m

All Freight via the steamer* of this comis insured against fire and
marine

pany
risk.

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor
A. H. Hansqoh, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr.. 363 Atlantic ave., Boavo

atibcrtiscmenta.

Ellsworth Greenhouse

Premiums.

|

Home Supply Co., Dept. A
AUGUSTA, flAINE.

Summer flowers are still in bloom
and summer prices still prevail.
Telephone connection.

THE

AMERICAN has subscribers at

106

of th» t /« po^t-office* in Hancock county:
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. Thk a merIOi5 i* not the only paper printed in
Mana ck county, and has never claimed to
be, oui it is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
The circula
rest are merely local papers
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

EWS.

lH)UNTi
County IVtrtr*

MfcriNCim***

-*W

other

-ah

pepes

|

BROOKLIN.
a

rib.

Ma\ nard B'.aisdell, of Surry, is in town.
Kay Carter baa gone to Hebron to
uacbooi.

^Henry

Powers,

of

Boston,

is the

guest

©f Mrs. Georgia Foley.
Mrs. Dora Dodge, of Boston, is visiting
i»er brother, Henry Flye.
Nellie Stanley and daughter Mae
leave to day for Fitchburg, Mass.
Mrs.

E. tv Hopbine and S. G. Stevens,
Ellsworth, were in town last week.
Miss

Cousins

Lena

Monday

went

of

CAstlue

to

to attend the normal school.

Freetbey

Miss Ciarrie

left

Friday

for

Providence, R. I., where she will teach.
Miss

Laura

Stewart

Providence, K. I.,

to

Friday

returned
where

she

is

at

school.

County ffeies

Daniel Handy and wife, of Boston, have
visiting Mr. Handy’s mother, Mrs.

been

Henry Tracy,

for

a

week

is

Mr.
were

and

Fielding, of Portland,
the gucolsof Mrs. Herrick’s father,
Mrs.

Amos Herrick, last week.

E. H.

two.
and

daughter
Helen left last week for Hartford, Conn.
Dr. Street will remain a short time louger.
Mrs.

Sirout,

visiting
ton, for

a

has

Milbndge,

of

been

daughter, Mrs.

Thomas Law-

couple of weeks.

She returned

her

Saturday.

Miss Helen Walker, of
Auburndale,
Mass., spent two weeks recently with her
brother and wife, visiting many places of
interest on the island during her stay.

George K. Fuller has purchased a fine
building lot of O. W. Cousins, and has
bad plans for a handsome cottage drawn
by Arthur Richardson, which will soon
be built by B. t Doillver.

Lester Nutter and

began to-day in the several precincts—North Brookiin, Mrs. Alena Fijre;
Corner, Mrs. Nellie HRgerthy, of Surry;
Cole precinct. Miss Jennie Cole; Naskeag,
Miss Mary Nelson; Haven, Miss Kate
West
Coombs, of
Brooksvihe; West
The
Brookiin, Mies Musa Doliard.
eehoois at No. 7 and the Bay open next
Ion day with Mies Gertrude Parker »nd
>. L. Fiye teachers.
L. Closaon, formir'y of M is
Arlington, Mass., a the
place,
home of her daughter, Mrs. T. W. Talco t,
Sept. 3. in the etghty-nn th year of her
*»•»
born at Mt.
Mrs* Closaon
age.
Mrs. Sarah
died

Desert;

she

in

was

ih

oldest

member

of

---

Joseph Thurston Is spending
Galen

va-

|

friends here.

cation with

!

short

a

Hatch

and

wife

made

a

shoit

parents »his week.
’’ay Robbins, Wye Shaw and Misses
j Eva and Nellie Robbins left for Boston

j

visit to his

Monday.
Robbins, Mrs. Jennie Shaw
children and Mrs. Susan Robbins
leave Saturday for their respective homes
in Newton, Allston and Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. M. D.

and

Quite

number

a

of

the

stone cutters

to Bangor
Day.
They reported a good time, and said that
held
Its
the delegation from Stonington
Labor

own

with the best.

Elmer Warren and a friend arrived here
Wednesday fora few weeks’ visit at his
old home. He wan one of the Herreschoff
sailmakers who attended the races to be
on

hand in

case

of

needed, tppairs

to the

sails.

the

tion ; but it is now hoped that a change
for the better has taken place, and that

patieut is

on

the road to recovery.

Farnsworth

teems

to be

enterprises.

With

canning factory here, the Mayo &
Farnsworth coal wharf, and the extensive
canning plant lately purchased of S. G.

Brooklin,

at

and

with

stopping
given at
evening

the

was

Thursday

decided

success.

a goodly
justice Co the
bread, pumpkin pies,

to

brown

pies,

a

was

favorable, and

was

gathered

beans and

bail

schoolhou*e

The weather

do

A

cakes and lce-crcam.

cob-

arrangement gave much amusement,
The proand helped to swell the funds.
ceeds, which were very satisfactory, go
for the benefit of the church.
Eoo.
Sept. 12.
web

several

ventures, he seems to have a good
many '(irons in the fire”. But he Is doubtless capable of haudling all.

Saturday.

Fred Millikeu has gone to Bar Harbor
to work.

James H. McFarland is

Mrs.

in

very

poor health.
School is
Clara

now

Hodgkins,

ir. session, taught by Miss
of Lamoine.

from

a

Fred

Mrs.
Minor

have

Miles

gone

and

Mrs.

down east to

William
visit rela

tives.

McFarland, who is employed
Harbor, spent Sunday with his

Sherman
at

Bar

The Grand

decided
ple

Army picnic

success.

teachers.
on

James H. McFarland and wife, this week.

Sept. 7

was

a

A

large number of peoHardison’s grove is tbe

present.
plea ant and

was

most
p cturesque picnic
ground in this vicinity.
A grange whs organized at Franklin on
Friday night with Joseph E. Dunn as
Tbe name selected for
worthy master.
this

new

o-ganization

is

Scboodic,

Prof. W.
turned

Mass.
been

Mrs.
here

For ing to convey, as we suppose, lasting, towwoman’s relief coips of Maine.
the past nine years sin, h d lived with her ering above all others of its kind in this
daughter in Arlington. She was stricken vicinity. Tbe next meeting will be held
with paralysis on Aug. 35. Up to that at the town hall on Friday evening, Sept.
timed' had been w 11. and able to go *25. A grange hail and store are among its
infantile prattles.
aboifl the house, d( .g much sewing on
and fancy wurk. She leaves four
The sporting fraternity of Hancock and
qu?
Mrs. Frank West Franklin are
dau.i.t rs and two sons
building a camp at the
CfO -or', of South B-ueblil, Mrs. T. W East Branch stream. Thousands of acres
T***'
t, ..f Arlington, viase., Mrs. Joseph of green land stretch northward, where
B-" ry, of Bucksport, Mrs. Matilda abound all kinds of game, from t;»e monAin i*( of WeatTremont; Serino Closaon, arch moose to the ‘‘bountiful”
porcupine,
of l: c. ooro, Mass., and John A. Closaon, making this a delightful stopping place
of
Rhode Island.
The floral tributes for the disciples of gun and rod. Soon the
were many and beautiful.
Interment was incense of burning noses and toes w i 1
at Mt. Pleasant cemetery, Arlington, by
pervade the nostrils of man, and a deple
the side of her son Orrin.
tion of tbe treasury will begin.
Uxe Femme.
Sept. 14.
Ch’e’ek.
Sept. 14.

home iu

have

Maggie Sawyer,

turned.

re-

Bedford,

New

who

has

also reBut er’s

ttie summer, has
She is employed in Prof.

for

family.

Sept.

Sumac.

14.

CAPE ROSIER.

mean-

the

family

K. Butler aud

to their

Miss Berths Kimball left

Sept. 10.
Miss Gladys Black left

resumed its regular

Lamoine grange has

weekly

m

etlnge.

Cordie King is home from her

Mias

sea-

son’s employment.
«
Miss Vera Berry is visiting her sister at
Northeast Harbor.
John and Clarence King have resumed
their studies at Hebron academy.
Ethel Haynes,

Miss

Capt.

been

has

woo

Hodgkins’ during

Charles

the

at

sea-

returned home.

son, has

>

Undercliff for

Helen Cole spent Ii*t week
Whiter Harbor visiting relatives.
Miss

DEATH

K.

OF J.

K.

life-long and
citizen of this town, died
at his home here Wednesday, Sept. 9, at
the advanced age of eighty-five ears.
j
Mr. Wb’taker had been very well and
for
active
a man of his
age, until abogt
a

esteemed

six weeks before his

death, when

mis-

a

step or slight fall while rasp berrying at
North Lamoine brought on an attach of
an o

d

troub’e, necessitating

He recovered

from

an

operation.

operation euf
flciently to he removed to his home when
pneumonia developed, w hich caused his
death.
Mr. Whitaker milted with the Baptist
churcu ip this place at the age of fourteen
years;
hla
consequently
membership
covered a period of seventy-one
years and
six days, a longer period than
any other
on the church
record,
lie had always
been

the

loyal member, and,

a

so

long

as

be

able, a fa thfui attendant upon the
service. In former years his voice was
always heard In the church choir.
When this town was a part of
he served In the
men.

Trenton,

legislature,

also
one of the selectIn all these places he served with
and

and

was

bjard and

the school

fidelity.

his younger days he was a successful
schoul teacher, being one of that class
now
almost extinct of
the old time
“schoolmasters”, who “came and saw and
in later years he
conquered'
engaged in
In

farming, bringing

to it the

industry

and

gy which characterised him.
Mr. Whitak-r is survived by eight children and many grandchildren. His wife
died five years ago. One son was
given to
his country during the Civil war. Tbe
ctii'dreu are Warren, Nathaniel, John and
ene

Aiden

and

Mrs.

Mary Cnenery, all of
vicinity ot Boston;
Stephen and Mrs. C. M. Stratton, of
Lamoine, and Mrs. Edward Smith, of
whom live

in

p,„
ontered upon the record. of
tt>e
he printed in the Ei.lsWORTH
end ■ copy to be sent to the

the

Lamoine.
All tbe children but one,
Aiden, were
present at the funeral services which were
held Friday afternoon. In the absence of
the pastor. Rev. J. P.
Simontou, of Eliswoith. officiated.
A beautiful floral
pillow and harp and
other floral offerings were tributes ol love.
14.
Sept.
Esst

,

AireR,cL°

deceased:

ne

,,

few weeks with

mend*
of alrnn*
u
and strictly hoaaat In an eminent
dear*, V,
had the ability of eot only
matin* but
In* friend-. No more .had wo leel tl„. w
prelaw* of hla hand and aenlallty „f m
nice,
he It our. to emulate hi.
»lrt
.
...-

Mabel Leavitt, of Quilford, and
grandmother, Mrs. Leavitt, are guests

■Se.olred, That our charter and
h,. adrain.. In naonmln*. and the lod*e extend
heartfelt aympathy of ha memlatra to
the *BrUso. R.
rowing relative..

he was ammo

Mrs. M. A. Handy has gone to Southwest

Harbor to

sp<rnJ

a

lndlrlduamy,

T?*,'

a

relatives.

ta!

Miss

Mrs. Lula M. Bunker came
Harbor to spend Sunday
parents, A. R. Joy and wife.
Bar

Pullur,
■hit. S.
Pkhuald,
Rhkn t.
Rich.ru.mv,

from
with her

over

Committee

Mrs.

William Shaw and

who have been

her two

spending

the

chil-

summer

PAINE'S CELERY

F. Ray’s, have returned to their borne
New York.

at F.

Twenty-three Pythian sisters from
assembly, West Sullivan, were
entertained by Halcyon assembly Tuesday

COMPOUND

Puritan

The

afternoon and

evening.
Rev. W. 8. Jones and wife leave Tuesday
for Bar Harbor, wnere they w ill spend a
few days with L. B. D.aey before returning to their home lu Boston.
The fall terms of school begin this mornIn the village—the grammar taught

ing

by Miss Marion Wi.eon, of Stdgwic

primary by

Mias

Dorothy Dresser,

; he
cf Mu-

bridge.
Sep .14.

(,

NORTH SEDGWICK.
C. H. Cioason and wife, of Sedgwick,
were

in town

Saturday.

J W. Bahson and wife, of Washington,
D. C were iu town Wednesday calling on
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Hose L. Campbell, of
Manchester,
N. H., is with her sister, Mrs. G. M.
Allen,
at Oakland farm for a few
days.

School in this district began last MonMiss Jane Parker, of SarThe No. 3 district school is
genlville.
taught by Beulah Maud Thurston.

day, taught by

Mrs.

Alma Betelle is spending a few
Patten visiting her sou Burton.

weeks in

Last

week

and

Sedgwick,
camped out
A‘ eu’s.

was

picnics.
end
a

a

of

on

A Dumber of

|

camping

people

went to

pany of our oti! and youn,
up to the ice works
shore

Family.

the lal*>rsand tolls of the summer time
and harvesting of crops in the
early autumn’
! many of our farmers, their wives,
daughters'
ami mhi>, find ihcinsclics in a condition
*-,f
health demanding careful attention if
j is to lie
Mitu-iipg
avoided Liter on. Many «.•*• <.rice
; Kidney trouble in some form; with >. i. the
there is hilimnnis n;vi-.;, and
j liver is torpid;
vomiting, with loss of npjK jJte am! de|tts>ion
! of spirits. Thousands who have l*<»n exposed
j to cold, damp winds and rains while toiling in
the harvest fields, now feci the
twinges of
j terrible rheumatism; others run down ly
worry, overwork, and irregular dieting, axe
with the pangs of dyspepsia.
| tormented
To the thousands of run down,
sickly, and
half dead men and women in farm homes we
recommend with all honesty and confidence
! the worker’s friend. Paine'i
Celery Compound,
the only medicine that can quickly and
fully
restore
strength to tire weak body and vigor to
the muscles.
Paine’s Celery Compound tones
the stomach; it removes poisonous aril's from
the blood which cause rheumatism; it feeds
the weak and diseased nerves and harThes
I neuralgic tortures; it purifies the Mood and
« give* true
vitality and life. The use of I ainc’s
Celery* Compound in autumn means the e-tab*
of
a perfect physical
: 1»Hing
vigor to withstand
j the rigors of a severe winter.

Btrgetilville and enjoyed a few days of
campiug In a cottage, and a large com-

me.

Friend of the

After

Anna Dority, cf
of her girl friends
the shore near Fred
our

Home

Farmer and His

Miss

some

week

week

reaolutloaa

A WORD TO FARM TOILERS.

Friday
dren,

on

atbfrlisnnnUB.

Rev. Thomas Van Ness, of Boston, who,
family, has been spending the
summer at the Sands, returned home on
with his

out

""

,

Reimlred, Thai tn the death of Bro
oilre,
Fernald. the belie he. lo.t a
re.necled

John Coombs came up from Petit Manau
Inland the last of the week for a day or

iu

,j

taml.y

of Mrs.<3, C. Larrabee.

WHITAKER.

Whitaker,

Trento,,!

follow,^

J. M. Williams ha* gone to Farmington
to superintend the packing of corn there.

her

John

In

two.

Charles Cushing and daughter
Winifred, who have beeu spending the
summer with Mrs. Cushing’s father, Capt.
G. B. Hodgkins, returned to their home
in Waltham yesterday.

RKHOLL’TIONH OP B6MPECT.
meetinK ol
,0l1
So. 77, free and accepted
Thursday, Sept. 3, 1903, the
olutlona were utianimnuely
\t "«taied

Mrs. Fred Peter9 is home from a visit to
her daughur in Brookline, Mass.
;
F. F. Larrabee has leturned from a visit
;
to relatives in Kingman and Carroll.

Mrs.

ability

Graves has recently returned
visit to her eon in Boston.

Mrs. Abbie

parents.

as

SOUTHWEST HAUBOIt

on

Capt. George B. Coombs is making exIrving McFarland, who baa been era
tensive repairs on his house.
Nathan R.
some
iu Northeast Harbor for
ployed
work.
Collar nas charge of the
years, is at home for a visit.
Sch ols began Tuesday with Miss Annie
Victor R. Smith, of Northeast Harbor,
Hinckley, of Biuehill, and Mrs. Eva made a short visit to his grandparents,

Scammon, of Franklin,

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mill Winifred Holw»y has returned to
her home in I.Tachla*.

was

WEST HANCOCK.

other

o

old-fashioned supper

which

number

telephones.

the business of the

A sociable aud

cream

enlarging

bis

Stevens

LA W OINK.
Mr*. Lydia Hodgkins lavishing relatives
in Waltham.

highly

afternoon, and the rain was accompanied
by bail. No damage was reported beyond

to the full

beautiful September weather.
Much anxiety has been felt by the parents and other relatives of
little Josephine Holmes, who, though not feeling
much pain or suffering, has yet beeu for
two weeks or more in a dangerous condi-

A. E.

COUNTY NE\Vs
'<’*'««>*•> Cwmy
^

“----~==

main have been

enjoying

COUNTY NEVS.

COUNTY NEWS,

S

oiht*-

ms

The thunder storm of the fifth did not
6ligbt this place. The lightning and
thunder were almost continuous in the

Sorreii

Schools

N L Vv

Oonnr% .Ye»r*

While the larger part of the summer
people have left Southwest Harbor, the
cottagers and the hotel guests who re-

Pease,
Spray.
Sept. 14.
Bridges came home last week from BoothWEST FRANKLIN.
bay, where they have been employed.
Mrs. Eugene Kane returned Tuesday
Rev. D. B. Smith preached » t Eastbrook
from Beverly, Mass., where she has been Sunday.
>
visiting her pareuts, S. W. Tainter and
Miss Angie Smith goes to
Brooklin
wife.
Tuesday for a few weeks.
Harry Ingereoll and Helen Sterna, of
Mi'S Janie Springer is keeping house
Providence, R. I., who have been apeiut- for Mrs. Marjorie Goodwin.
ing tbepummer with their grandmother,
Jacob Springer and wife and Charles E.
Airs. Rachel Well, returned home last
Smith and family enjoyed an outing at
week.
H. M.

1 V

a

v

from here went

his borders in business

Harbor,

or

Mrs. George E. Street

the academy.

Hiram Bartlett.

v.vr

> j‘W(f«onai

SOUTH I1EER ISLE.

The Bee store is closed, and the fatally
vrill soon leave for their new home in
southern California.

the

Cunningham, of Bar
visiting tier mother, Mrs.

other pages

=■•

Miss Mary Herrick leaves to-day fer
Blnehili, where she will attend school at
Mrs. Lina Bartlett

see

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

last

Harold Qrlndle ban fractured

NEWS :

COUNTY
For additional

people went
Wednesday on a pic*
Another picnic was enjoyed on the
ot the Bail pond
Saturday.

DIAMOND DYES

for children’* clothe* arc meat serviceable. They
color jackets. coats, rapes, ribbons, stockings,
aa well as dresses,
Do other dyes equal Diamond Dyes in variety of uses| they never

disappoint.

\Vo have a
department of advice, and
will answer ajwial
tree any qticmlonc about uyeii j*.
Send sample of (roods w hen possible.

iHndion b«»ok and <1$ dved samples free.
DIAMOND DYEft, Burltagioi), Vt.

Maynard Young is reaping grain for Mr.
Stafford in Trenton this w-ek.
Miss Minnie Louise Thurston has
George
reDavis
is working for Mi.
Bedfcrd Sept. 10.
Young wuite lie i turns from North Brook!in, where ske
is away.
\ .*a- oeen
Mrs. M. A. B ake goes to Malden soon
the
spending
summer.
Miss Erie L. Long, of Sou h
after closing her house.
Miss Abble Hive!], Mias Sadie Aileu and
"ho has been visa ing he
!
1
H.
C.
cou-ln,
Hundreds ofchllilrviiand adults have
Henry Mating went to Brewer 8ep*. 7. IMrs Glen Alien took a
trip to North
I
mg, on Roqui1-1 n *, lia- cou-in E'ho
worms, t ui are treated furothcrd;»
after a month at Fairview.
B uehiil Thursday, and called
The aymi)touM»*re:-indigestion.
ou
Mrs.
You Ig here and Mr
W.
our. of bar
variableappetite : foul tongue;
Miss Brewer, of Bar Harbor, arrived n*
.l.*ry Mayo. They report a very puasaut
breath; bard and full belly wi.h
i Harbor, t iru u home F. iday.
sionalgripingsand pala*ab*nt it
Undercliff last Wednesday.
afternoon.
P'
eyes heavy and dull; Itching of thei
|
__Spec.
short
ort, dry cough : grinding of the te«; h ;
A son was born Sept. 8 to Mr. and Mr
An interesting home
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
missionary
meeting
EAHl BLUEHILL.
William C'lff *rd (William C.).
v
often in children, convulsions.
was held at the church
Mm
Bundsy.
M »s Catiua Thom, who has been
Prof. King, wife and daughter have re
at Buckingham, the leader made some
very
Northeast Harbor during the
tun ed to New Bedford, after a month ai
and
summer, re- interesting
helpful taik. A meeting
turned last week.
to be held every mouth.
the Cedars.
Mrs. Nellie J. Ridlon, who has been
ELIXIR
Bept. 14.
Mrs. Dr. Andrews, her daughter aud
at
Kae.
is the lestworai remedy made. It ha*
her cottage at tbe
Miss Johnson left for home Saturday.
Northport campground
been Ju
1 •-'» I. |a| u
FENOBSCOr.
for
a
few weeks, is home again.
WEST SULLIVAN.
,
table, harmless nnd eflW;tual. Where
WALTHAM.
They spent last week in West Brooksville
no worms are ■resent it acts aanTotin',
School be«iua lo-day, taught
and Bangor.
William Farnsworth came borne from
by Misi
Miss Sadie Dyer, ol Providence, is visit
and esraT’i I tie i-, million of the mu
There will be a social dance Saturday
Beivk
L.
court meiubtum- of the et« umcb and
Sellers.
Black
island
a
few
her
mother.
Prof.
Gilbert
has
and
taken
all
his
boats exleft here
ing
days ago,
bowels, a t OMtlve cure lorConM1:
right, Sept. 12, at the town hall.
for Redstoue, N. H., last
tk>n and Bum unites*, ami »*. vaiuai '<*
Fred Perkins, ol
Mr-. S. E. Phelps returned from a visit cept his canoe out of water, and he is takThursday.
Jesse Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, spent
Boelon, is siskin*
remedy in allthe Common complaints
bis
Fred
some
brother
of
his
E.
of
friends for a piddle
children.
Prico
cts. Ask your
ing
Graves and wife, who have been
Jsuies.
Sunday here, the guest of Miss Isabel to her parents in Steuben last week.
for it.
druggist
around the cove.
employed at the Jordan Pond house, near
Ilr. J. r. TRl'E X- vn.. Ankara. M«Jordau.
Archie Bunker returned from a season’s
Miss E.sie Snowman is home
rw earn; t. *u \
tronj
(.Tralnx-nt f >rTk,< Worn..
I
Bpecial
Seal
B.
Harbor, returned last Saturday.
Sept. 14.
Booth bay Harbor on a vacation.
Mrs. Bella Dana, of New York, who has work at Northeast Harbor Saturday.
Our truant officer, Richard P.
Greene, le
Mrs. Charles Grindle, of Eaetbrook, was
spent the summer with friends here, bea
Mrs. A. E. Sprague aud sun
looking after the boys who fail to attend
Donald, ol Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
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Thursday, and Miss M. J.
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8. A. Johnson, wife and two daughters,
Hilda and Virginia, left Thursday for
Somerville, Mass. Mr. Johnson is principal of the Prescott school at that
city.

Mr. and Mrs. Thorp made their annual
viait to the Island last Saturday in their
yacbt “White Seal”, accompanied by several friends.
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tad four grandcbildrea
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Mrs. Henry Eaton died at her home
L'ttle Deer Isle Sept. 11.
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Frank Hardy, of Camden, is spending
few days here.

Black Crow’s Mistake
The crows had been eating more of
Farmer Brown's com than usual and
the farmer got out his gun and took
his position In his garden patch. His
wife scattered a handful of corn about
on the ground.
The crows Hew all
around and high up In the air and
peeped down at the little grains of
corn on the ground and wished that
they could get them without being shot
by the farmer.
But after awhile the black crow
thought that he would play a good Joke
on the farmer and get all the com that
he wanted without getting hurt.
“I'll go down there,” he said to himself. “and tell the farmer that I am
one of the best crows that ever lived,
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Bunker, of Baugor, who
has been nursing her brother’s wife, Mrs.
Jed Salisbury, returned home last S»tu-day, accompanied by her daughter Roxie,
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Hodgkins and Mrs. White who has been out from Bangor for a few
daughter, of Attleboro, Mass., who days.
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The Morey children, who, with their
Mrs Hodgkins’
parents, Lorenzo 8. Trask mother, spend their summers here, reend wife, left tog Attleboro last week.
turned to their respective schools for the
■nd

The line weather of the
past week has
brought many excursions here from the

nearby

summer resorts.

Clarence A. Joyce, wife, son Shirley and
daughter Inez, Mrs. Orlando Ash ana son
John, all of Bar Harbor, are spending a
few days at Old Farm
cottage.
C»pt. E. N. Moore reports that a large
®bark made desperate
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or hia
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** he was
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Utie
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•Jim several severe
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he

token the third look at
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a

dainty
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DIRECTION OF THA
FARMER.

FLEW STltAIUUT IN THE

fishing

__Thelma.
MARIAV1LLE.

C.

I

and that lam sorry that my brothers,
sisters, cousins, aunts and uncles have
been eating all of his corn, and that I
again. Howard Pomroy is with him.
want to help him to keep them away.
L. W. Rumtll returned from Bangor
I'll tell him to give me his gun and go InSunday, where he has been on business.
to his house, and when the other crows
Dr. R. L. Grindle was in town Sunday,
Then
come I will shoot them for him.
called here by the sudden illness of Mrs.
when he goes away I shall hop about
L. M. Lunt.
and eat all the corn I want and when
Capt. F. M. Eaton, who has b«eo to he comes back to see how I have made
Eastport in his smack, the “L. M. Eaton”, out I’ll just tly away and laugh at
on business, arrived home Friday.
him.”
Howard Pomroy, oldest son of John
The black crow flapped his wings
Pomroy, who has been at sea for the past and flew straight in the direction of
the farmer.
year, came home last Monday. He will
remain home for a short time.
Now, it happened that Farmer Brown
did not know one crow from another,
Beatrice Lunt, Gladys Stinson and Julia
and he had no idea that the black crow
Clark were calling on friends in Mauset
was going to try to play a trick on
Miss Beatrice stopped over to
Friday.
him.
But the farmer was a pretty
visit her cousin, Co.ra E. Clark, who came
j smart old gentleman, and it would
home with her Sunday fora week’s visit,
have1 been a hard matter for anybody
The sardine steamer “Creedmoor” met j
When he saw the crow
to fool him.
last
an
accident
Wednesday
with quite
he did not wait to ask any
coming
thorFox
Island
while coming through
questions, but aimed his gun right at
oughfare, by striking on a rock, and mak- the bird and blew him all to
pieces.
ing a hole in her bottom and injuriug her
Moral.—Be careful how you try to
Wash Norwood is running
propeller.
play pranks on people.—Chicago Tribsardines while the steamer is off duty.
Lunt

Miss Dessie Williams, of Boston, accompanied by her friend Miss Smith, who has
been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Carr, and her aunt, Mrs. George Frost,
returned to her home Monday.

Rev. Mr. Sargent, who has been here
for the past few months, preached his last
sermon Sunday evening. The choir, not
from bis selection but from their own
affecting
an
sang
appropriate and
Mr.;
selection entitled “Good Bye”.
Sargent and his noble-hearted companion will be much missed, as they have
made many friends here who regret their !

departure.
Sept. 14.
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Don’t let the little ones suffer
other torturing skin diseases.
Doan’s Ointment cures. Can’t
At any drug
delicate skin.
—Advt.

from eczema or
No need for it.
barm the most
store, 60 cents.

[Original.]
TSe moon looked down on the little
JrII at D——, In the state of Georgia.
There were but two persons on the
premises, one a prisoner, the other the
Jailer's daughter, aged eighteen. Her
father had been obliged to leaveAher In
charge to go and attend to business
that would not wait. Susie Teadbetter
had seen the prisoner brought In, a
devil may care looking young fellow
whose appearance had taken her fancy.
Now she was wondering what he had
been brought there for and what he
was
thinking altout and whom ‘he
was thinking about.
She went to the
door of his cell and stood listening.
Presently she called softly:
“You tins want anything?”
“Want anything?
It's
Why, yes.
lonesome in here. 1 want you to talk
to.”
“What were you put in fo’?”
"Shooting. M man called me a liar.”
"Did you shoot him fo’ that?”
"Had to.
A gentleman can^ fdand
I say, If you'll unto be called a liar.
lock the door I’ll come out and tell you
aboutdlt.”
‘T
“No,” she said thoughtfully.
couldn’t look pop in the face if I did it
He’d never trust me ag’in.”
But she stood with each hand on a
bar of the cell door and listened to his
When he had finished she
story.
thought it ver^' unjust that he should
be there for resenting an insult.
He
had a winning way with him, making
light of his misfortune, but when lie
told her that he fancied some of his
enemy’s friends might get up a party
to come to take him out of the jail and
hang him a serious expression crossed
his face which was reflected in that of
the young girl.
Then she went away to sit on the
doorstep and think about the prisoner.
She looked out on the moonlight
streaming over the meadow on the
shimmering river beyond, at the queen
of night, and everywhere she saw
those dark eyes, that pleasant smile,
and thought what a dreadful thing it
would be if a mob should come to hang
the handsome prisoner.
Presently she saw a dark figure
emerge from a wood and survej' the
jail. Then another came out and in a
few minutes half a dozen men were
moving stealthily toward her.
Her heart stood still.
There are faculties that at times seem
to be set in motion to act independently; a sort of hypnotic condition in
which the mind instead of being under
the control of another mind is dominated by a force of circumstances.
Susie arose from her seat on the doorstep. went inside, took from a corner
of the room her father’s rifle and, pulling a bureau out into the center of the
room, took position behind it. She had
barely time to examine the cartridges
to see if they were in condition when
the advancing men came up to the open
door.
“What you want?” called a soft voice.
“We want that murderer, Roger Dc
Ford.”
“You can’t have him!”
“We’ll see about that.”
The man took a step forward.
If you come a step
“Stop thar!
fu’ther I’ll shoot you!”
“Come out of that. Bill,” called a
“She’s goin’ to
voice from behind.
shoot; I kin tell by her voice. Women’s
wo’se ’ll men when they git the devil
in ’em. There’s been one of us killed
today. We don’t want no mo' killin’.”
The man in advance drew back and
there w as a consultation. The jail was
not easily entered except at this one

Magazine.
Tile

une.

An Illustrated Booklet.
Au illustrated booklet, describing the scenery
and trip via the Hoosac country and Deeill Id
vulley and Hudson river to New York city, is
sent free by the passenyer department of the
Boston & Maine railroad.
This beautiful country has iveen dclightful'y
described by the Boston A Maine railroad, but
not until till- year has the $5 excursion trip on
October 1 via this route and the Hudson river
steamers, been at all detailed
This year a charming little booklet, winch
carries the reader from Boston to Albany and
then down the river to New York, giving an interesting sketch of each pt-slng point of Interest, and unfolding the scenic beauties of this
region, has been published. It contains sever* 1
beautiful 11 ustratlons of scenes In the Deerfl. Id ;
valley and Iioosac mountains and along t' e
shores of the Hudson.
It Is Invaluable as a guide to the Intending:
excursionists, and Is an interesting booklet,
too, for every one. It will be mailed free by
the general passeuger department, Boston A
Maine railroad, Boston, to any address.

Same Brick.

One day a mother found her fouryear-old Alice playing with a brick in
the parlor.
She threw it out of doors and. turning
to tlie child, said, "If you bring another
brick into the parlor mother will whip

you.”
Shortly afterward she again found
the child playing with a brick and,
looking at her reprovingly, asked,
“What did mother tell you about that
briek, Alice?”
“Well, this Isn’t another brick,” said
the child. “This is the one 1 had be
fore.”

ftlrtiical.

Publicity Counts.1^ That's What the
People Want. Ellsworth Expression on the Subject.
public.
people about it.
Gratitude promotes publicity.
Make it

Tell the

Grateful clt’zens
They tell their

friends.

talk.

neighbors;

tell

their

The news is too good to keep.
‘•Bad backs” are numerous.
So few understand the cause.

Many Ellsworth people are learning.
And. better still, they’re being cured.
Lame backs are lame no more.
Weak ones regain their strength.
This is the everydav labor in Ellsworth
Of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Our citizens are making it public.
Here’s a case of it:
Ralph T. Young, farmer, Birch Tre^
farm. Partridge Cove road. North Ha ■
*
I know a great many people
cock, says:

who recommend the use of Doan’s Kidu«.j
in fact, in this neighborhood they
household necessity, nut I can speak
i h pre-certain y about my own partici£
lar ca.-e and that of my mother.
For
years backache clung to me and if not constantly suffering, the very persistency of
ttie attacks annoyed me, very often preventing me from doing the slightest
chore around the farm with any degree of
ease.
Many a time the twinge acro-s the
loins was so severe that it was almost with
difficulty 1 could finish any undertaking
at which 1 was working.
My mother,
Mrs. Young, advocated Doan’s Kidney
Pills, and although I am averse to the use
of medicine. I was induced by her to go to
Wiggin & Moore’s drug store in E Isworth
for a box or two.
1 bought several and
if I
they stopped the pain in my back,
was the only resident of these parts who
obtained even relief from the
use
of
Doan’s Kidney Pills it might be an iso
lated case, but when there are so many,
ail of whom aie just as emphatic about
ih remedy, it certainly g es to prove that
it has more than ordinary merit.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster Mtlburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Komember the name, Doan’s, and take

Pills;
a>-e a

no

substitute.

SLcgal ItfatiCEs,
To the Honorable Board of County Commissioners for Hancock County, Maine.
undersigned respectfully represent
rpHE
X that common convenience and necessity
require un alieratiou and new location in pan
of the present highway or county way leading
from the village of Hancock to the City of
Ellsworth in said County of Hancock, said
new location to follow a course the center of
which is thus described:
Beginning at a point in the center of the
travelled way of the County Road leading
from Hancock to Ellsworth, which said point
is 367 feet from the center of the Carrying
Place Bridge measured aloDg the center of the
County Road leading from said Carrying
Place Bridge to the village of Hancock;
thence running North 74 degrees West 381
feet; thence North 45 degrees and 30 minutes
West 181 feet to a point in the center of the
travelled way of said County Road on the
West side of the said Carrying Place Bridge.
The above described line is the center line
of said proposed road and said line passes
over land of County way for the
approximate
distance of 112 feet and land of Lurnan B.
Stratton for the approximate distance of 331
feet and laud of Stephen Stratton heirs tor
the approximate distance of 69 feet. Total
length of new location, 612 feet.
Your petitioners ask that the old county
way be discontinued and that a new highway
be'located between the termini and substan
tiaily over the route and location above uescribed.
Where fort your petitioners pray that due
notice be given and proceedings be taken as
required by law and that said highway be located as aforesaid.
Dated at Hancock July 23, 1903.
W. W. J ELLISON AND

opening

WEST TKEMONT.

George W.

*p*edy recovery.

Mrs. Frank
Doliver, who has been
8 A‘rh* Tom
Kobinson, ia home.

t0

14th—Miss Mabel to Orono, Francina,
Mrs. Morey,
Carl and Zelma to Bangor.
with baby Angus, will remain some time
longer.
Davis.
Sept. 14.

Etflal Notices.

I)Kl»len In India.

Babies cry very little 111 India—they
obey spiritual law as a flower. The
lotos bud, lying on a stone bench in a
dirty room, sucks Its toe and seems
dreaming of the pranks of baby Krishna and
solving problems of the universe.
As it grows older It Is very tim
Id and shy in the presence of its elders.
It feels the religious awe around it and
does not break out into boisterous
sport when all seem at prayer
Hut there is much love in India and
these humble households seem very
happy. They are all In nil to each other and seek nothing outside either In
sociotjyor amusement. Beautiful character comes from obedience to law and
not from lawlessness.
In India children are the crowning gift of life. It
is a horror to hi childless.—Everybody's

nee

Miss Emma Damon arrived home from
Castlne bttarday.

has

past week, the guest of

Dr. Wardwell.

111 borne.

in town

was

been in town the
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Bernard E. Varnurn is
visiting friends
in Bluehill this week.

jludorer,

la aerloualy III at
Deacon 8. F. Tapley

other pnget

tee

and the problem was a puzzle.
To go In by the door they must shoot
at random, and it they hit any one it
would be a girl. But the most effective
argument was that the enemy, being in
shadow, could pick off one or more of
those out in the moonlight. The situaAfter a pro
tion was not inviting.
longed discussion several who favored
avoiding nny shedding of blood except
tbnt of the prisoner prevailed and it
to give the matter up.
was decided
They turned and went away.
Susie watched them till they passed
into the wood from which she had seen
them come; then her old self resumed
She did not faint, but she
control.
dropped to the floor and leaned for
support against the bureau. She was
revived by the prisoner's "Hello!”
Rising she went to the cell door.
Roger Dc Ford had heard the demand
made for him and the refusal. He was
a brave man, but it takes more than
a brave man to hear without quailing
The prisa
mob calling for his life.
oner had only recovered from his terror when he called for Susie, and was
still trembling when sfie came, but the
sight of her brought back his youthful
sang froid.
“Come, let me out of this. You're
the girl for me. We’ll run away from
here and not come back till this has
blown over."
"I couldn’t.”
‘‘Not if you knew they'd come back
again with a big crowd, make a ram
of a telegraph pole, batter down the
-door and”—
Before he could finish the key was
turned In the lock and In another moment the two were speeding over the
moonlit meadow.
Though the man
was fleeing for his life, it was the
girl who in her heart experienced a
wild gladness. She had met and loved
and saved the life of her lover all
within a fajv hours.
Half a dozen years later, when, at
the close of the war, the Confederate
Colonel Roger De Ford returned to his
native town, his "shooting” was forgiven if not forgotten, while in the
new south his wife, the jailer's daughter, was not refused admittance among
her husband's friends, as phe would
have beeu under the old regime.
WINSLOW T. JENKINS.

EIGHT OTHERS.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commis
sinners, April Term, A. D. 1903.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition; order that the County
Commissioners meet on the premises described
in the petition on Thursday, the eighth .day
of Qctober, A. D. 1903, at 9 o'clock A. M., and
theiKe proceed to view the route mentioned
in said petition, immediately alter which
view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses
will be had at some convenient place in the
vicinity, and such other measures taken in
the premises as the Commissioners shall
judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Clerk of the Town of Hancock, a Uke copy
upon W. W. Jellison, one of ine petitioners. and by posting up attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places in said
town
before the
thirty days at least
time appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon, three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
the County of Hancock, the first publication
to be thirty days at least before the time of
said view, that all persons and corporations
interested may attend and be heard if they
think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowiton, Clerk.
A true copy of the uetition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Pauper Notice.
H E undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, and has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his a©count, as without his written order he will pay
for no goods so turnlshed. Hakky S. Jones.

I

|

To all persons Interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehiil, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day
September, a. d. 1903.
following matters having been presented for the aetion thereupon hereinafter indicated, H la, hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, * newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held ai Ellsworth, in said county, on the sixth uh.v of October, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they gte

THE

cause.

Lewis Y. Marshall, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
sale deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by PheU L. Marshall,,
tbe executor therein named.
William W. Oke. late or Ellsworth, in Raid
county, deceased. \ certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Jennie 1*. Bell, the
executor therein named
Noah Brooks, late of C&stine. in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of saiit
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by William H. Hooper, the
executor therein Darned.
Allison Qray. late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testamentrof
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Joseph M. Hutchins, the executor therein named.
Barzillai H. Closson. late of Sedgwick, In
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by A. Lincoln Oloeson, the executor therein named.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, fn
said coanty, deceased. Petition that Maud E.
Trask and Jerome H. Knowles or some otber
suitable person be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Maud E. Trask, widow of said deceased.
Jennie M. Suminsby, minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed b* William N. Surainsby, guardian, for license to sell the real estate of said minor.
Samuel F. Buzzei), late of Amherst, in said
county, deceased. First account of Caroline
M. Files, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Alfred Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said cou»ty. deceased. Petition filed by Elizabeth A.
Joy, administratrix, for allowance to widow.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy, Attest:—('has. P. Dokk, Register.
^T^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisA
trator of the estate of Nancy D. baunders,
late of Dedham, in the
county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHadley P. H unit ill.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Thos. N. B. Holt,
late
of
the
Bluebil), in
county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, aDd all indebted thereto are requested
to muke payment immediately.
Alice A. Holt.
September 1, 1903.yg*

THE

f'l'iHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of William J. Dodge,
late of Orland, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFred H. Dodgb.
mediately.
September 1,1903.
nPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisA.
trator of the estate of Edward E. Mills, late
of Surry, in
the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAbeie M. Mills.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
f’llHE subscriber hereby £ive* notice that
he has been duly appointed administraX
of the estate of Melissa H. Pray, late
of Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imM. L. Allen.
mediately.
-a
September 1, 1903.
tor

PHfc subscribe! hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administraA
trix of the estate of Charles B- Pray, late
of
Eden, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdith Helen Prav.
mediately.
September 1. 1903.

notice that
subscriber hereby givt
has been duly appointed administhe estate ot Lysander H. Bunker,
late of Soriento, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds an the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles II Preble.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.

^|1HE
A be

trator of

rilHK subscribers hereby give notice that
X
they have been duly appointed execuof the last will and testament of Oliver
H. Fernald, late of Tremont, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms of said will. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settle merit, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ruth A. Fern -ld.
Louisa L. Fernald.
September 1,1903.
tors

subscribers

notice that

hereby give
been duly appointed
THE
they hav*will
and testament of Lizzie

executors

of the

last

M.

Hinckley, late of Biuehill, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given ‘bonds as the

law directs.
All persous having demands
igainst in*- estate of saiu deceased are desired to present the same for *.*tt lenient, and
all indenteu thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Aithir C. Hinckley.
Habhii-.t L. Morton.
September 1, 1908.
VI AIL

OF

maim;.

Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
Biuehill, in and for said county of Hancock,
tar of
on the first day of 8« ptember, m tie

Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ihree.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will ami testament of
Linda Dows Cooksey, late of the city of New
York, in the county of New York, and stale
of New York, deceased, and of the probate
thereof in said state of New York, duly authenticated. having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, tiled
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the F.llsworth American, ;> newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the sixth day of October,
a. d. 1903, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

our

A

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
the last will and testament of William

of

Wasson, late of Brooksville, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
demands
the
eatate
having
against

of said deceased are desired to pr&ent
the same for settlement, ana all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMar
8. Wasson.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of William G. Heath, late
of Penobscot, in the county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdwin R. Heath.
mediately.
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DORITY-KATON.

sweet peas.

Roy Dorlty, brother of the bride, of
Boston, was best man, and the youngest
daughter. Miss Myra, was bridesmaid. A>
7 o’clock, Miss Helen Perry, a cousin of
the bride, began Mendelssohn's wedding
march, and the bridal party scon appeared in the doorway of the sitting-room
and slowly passed through this room and
ball, and across the parlor, where the Rev.
E. S. Drew, stood awaiting them under a
canopy of green.
The bride was graceful In a delicate
white silk, with long train and sash She
carried a large bunch of white sweet peas
The bridesmaid
and maidenhair fern.
blue muslin and carried

a

rich

Punch of pink sweet peas tied with pink
ribbons.
After the ceremony and congratulations,
refreshments were served to about fifty
relatives and friends. The only regret of
Mr. and Mrs. Dorlty was that their house
heir friends. The
would not hold ail
presents, cut glass, solid silver, linen, etc.,
made a brilliant array, while the chairs,
tables and pictures helped to convey an
idea of the comfort of the new home soon
to be established in Sedgwick.
The groom was graduated in June from
the University of Vermont. He is the son
of James Eaton, formerly of Elisworlh.
James Eaton and wife, of Burlington,
who have been visiting Mr. Eaton’s
mother here, leave for their home this

Vt.,

week.

Spec.

U

PENOBSCOT.*

SOUTH

Miss Flora Bowden is attending the
normal school at Castlae.

daughter Janie
Hugh
have returned to their home in Waterviile.
Smith

Mrs.

and

Albert P. Lsacb and wife

are

home from

Hancock Point, where they have been this

Angus
in

the

Capt.

gone to Rockport
“Caroliue Kreischer”,

schooner

Earl Sellers.

preaching

services at

Baptist

the

church

Sunday.

Mrs. Clara L. Bowden has gone to SargentvUle to keep house for her son
Chandler who is employed in the Sargent
Co.’s store.
Mrs. Calvin Leach has gone to Tenant’s
Her mother,
Harbor to viBft relatives.
Mrs. M. Dunbar, who has been spending
the summer with her, accompanied her
on her return
to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Perkins has gone into partnerRhind, the tailor. They
are having a work-room in the Wright
Mr.
building repaired and improved.
Rhind and wife were in Boston the past
week.
Ernest

ship

with R. A.

Sept.

Climax.

15.

George Preble and grandson, of
Faiiiieid, are guests of E. E. Scammon.
Mrs.

C. O. Wormell and wife, of Ellsworth,
were guests of L. J. West during the past
week.
Laura

who has been

obliged

been

McCarthy,

teaching

of

a

fall from

in

a

broken

East brook,

here, has

school

to leave her work

of

on

account

carriage, which resulted

a

leg.
Anon.

Sept. 15.

S.W>crtisrn.fnt8.

Wood

last week where be had been

on

business.

family of Groves Cousins, of
BrookBville, is occupying Alonzo Long’s
The

Misses Belle Butler
week's

a

and

Elsie

Philip

North Castine

in

visit

recently.
Moses, who has been studying
with
Kueizel
this
Franz
for
Baltimore
summer, left Saturday
where he is engaged as teacher of music
Abram

the

in

violin

Peabody

institute.

Biuebill-George Stevens
academy opened Monday, Sept. 14, with a
large attendance. Prof Brackett is principal, with Miss Ropes, of Bangor, and
The fall term of

Miss Douglas*, of this place, assistants.
There is just now quite a stir here in
real

estate.

Several

purchased land.

people have
Venner and W.

summer

O

H.

E. Gnndle have sold their shore property
Dr. Thomas, of New York. Dr. Thomas

to

occupied

Kline's cottage at Parker

Mrs.

Point this

season.

of

—

_kidne y-poisoned

blood will attack the

CariMnocrtfmftni^W**^

v.icii

uiga.,a

mo

Friday

from

to

resume

musical instruction.

Fred Simpson and sister Miss Eunice,
of Newton, Mass., were up from Sullivan
calling among friends Tuesday.

Mfrs. Emily Fairbanks, of Worcester,
Mas*., Is in town accompanied by a niece
and

daughter from the West.
Curtis

Joy

daughter Miss
Flossie have returned from Somerville,
Mass., where they have visited Mrs, MatMrs.

and

Joy Applin.

tie

There was the usual large gathering at
the G. A. R. picnic. The place of meeting this year will become permanent
ground for these popular gatherings.

organized last
Friday eveuing.
Thirty-one charter
members are enrolled. Following are the
Schoodic

was

grange

officers:

J. E. Dunn, master; C. E. Dwelley, overseer; Mrs. S. S. Scammon, lecturer; Calvin Dyer, steward; Waller Butler, assistant steward; J. T. Clark, chap
lain; George B Scammon, treasurer; Mrs.
Sadie Butler, secretary; Willard Clark,
gate keeper; Mrs. S. S Clara, Pomona,
Mrs. C. E D.velley, Flora; Miss Edith
Butler, Ceres; Mrs. Maud Clark, lady

Sept.

B.

14.

ASHVILLB.
Hall, who is employed at S »rrento,
in town Sunday.

F. B.
was

ing is the programme:

Mrs.

J. K. Carpenter, who has been at
at the shore, is home.

solo.Miss Nettie Clay
Song. Daniel I Gross
Reading....Mrs Lou Greene
Violin solo...Mias Pearson

J. K.

Song.Louise Boyden
Piano duet.Mrs and Miss Mayo
Reading— Barbara Fretehie Illustrated

Mrs. G. H. Robertson is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Clara Hanna, at East Sullivan

Cornet solo.1.

to-day.

Plano

Brooks Wescott

Song. Daniel I Grose
With violin obligato by Miss Pearson
Plano duet.Misses Belva and Abble Gross
Norman H Mayo
Song.
Looking Backward...... Right ladles in costume

her

cottage

A.

Tracy, of Steuben, was the guest of
Carpenter and wife Saturday night.

8. L. Potter and wife, who have been at
South Gouldsboro, moved up to thalr
home here this week.

Edward Smith,
school

M.

at

term this

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

fPhereas, It hae again pleased our Heavenly
Father to enter our circle and take from our
number our esteemed brother, Samuel Patten,
to join the great grange above, therefore be It
Resolved, That In the death of Brother Patten we have lost an honored and faithful pa
tron, one who has for a long time been connected with the order, and one who was ever
ready to assist In promoting the welfare of his
fellow patrons In any honorable way; and be It
further
Resolved, That Halcyon grange, through Its
members, extend to the bereaved family our
sincere and heartfelt sympathy in this their
hour of distress; yet we would remind them
that He doeth all things well, and our loss Is
his gain, so may we be consoled by submission.
Resolved, That a copy of the*e resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family, also copies be
sent to the Bangor Commercial and Ellsworth American for publication, and our
charter be draped in mourning for thirty days.
Respectfully submitted. Jennie Stover,
John Doritt,
Lizzie Billings.

Martha

Tregilgas is

few

a

weeks.

Inez Donnell and Florence Dunn
from Northeast Harbor,

Misses

“Susan
Mrs.

Frances”, is
B. B. Havey,

they have speut the summer.
Mrs. Fred Hamilton and Mrs. Harvey
Hammond, of South Qouldsboro, who
have been visiting Mrs. A. Sargent and
Mrs. George Hooper, have returned home.

Roland and Owen Jones, of JBrovnville, who have been
visiting their
Charleston school friends. Misses Lura
Card and Lela Gordon, a few days, have

visiting

Massachusetts.
a

Chicago

them from

They

drive and

a

went

visit

to

to

Sor-

Nelson

Nickerson and wife Sept. 14.
“peanut party”
given Sept.
Springer’s by Harry Gordon and
Eva Springer. The prize for finding the
most hidden peanuts was won by Harry
An enjoyable time is reWentworth.
A

Eliza Chilcott, of West Sullivan,
who has been the guest of Mrs. E. C. Hill,
went to Sullivan Center last week where
she will visit her brother-in-law and niece,
Miss Chilcott.
B.
Sept. 14.
Mrs.

NORTH CAST1NE.
John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town
for a few days.
Mrs. Charles Devereux, after a stay of
New York, Is home.

several weeks in

Miss Golda Dunbar and her

Verona

Friday

for

brother

Brockton, MaBB.

Pomona grange will meet with

grange,

Bucksport,

Saturday,

19.

The school in the Dunbar district is in
session, taught by Miss Cecile Hutchins,
of Penobscot.
Mrs. Joseph Blodgett, who

been

has

spending several weeks here, has returned
to Somerville, Mass.
Roy and Harvey Webster, of the steamer
“Treraont”, spent 8unday with their
parents, Daniel Webster aud wife.
Edward West and wife have returned

Boston, accompanied by his mother,
who will remain through the winter.
from

The teachers who

left to begin
Miss Helen F.
to-day
Dunbar, Chelsea, Mass.; Miss Annie E.
Leach, Portland; Miss Grace D. Leach,
Brewer; Miss Annie Dunbar, Bucksport;
have
are

Josephine
Sept. 14.

Miss

Dun bar,

Monhegan.
L.

TRENTON.

at Nason

ported.

Percy

West Sullivan, who
Goodwin
returned.

12

was

R«lpb Raymond

la

away

on

a

week's

vacation.

Clarence Pirie and George Moore
Sunday.

were

at borne
W. Donnell and

wife,

who

into

MIbb Eulalte

have

Nason Springer house,
were given a surprise party Sept. 9, and it
was a genuine surprise when fifteen or
twenty of their friends went in and
found Mrs. Donnell in bed.
She soon
moved

of

their schools

Donnell and sister, Mrs. Scott,

rento for

home.

has been the guest of Miss Mary
and Mrs. Helen Hodgkins, has

have returned
where

the fail

C. G. Small, who went from Calais to
Boston with Capt. Clarence Martin in the

Sept.

J. H. Patten, wife and Bister were in
Ellsworth shopping Saturday last.

teaching high

Lizzie Carr, of Philadelphia, who
Mrs. Eliza Hill, returned from
Sullivan Center last week.

Hancock

home from

is

commenced

with

Frank left
Miss

who

Sullivan,
morning.

Mrs.

's

EAST FRANKLIN.

and

There is a disease prevailing in this
country most dangerous because so decepr
I II I II
tive.
Manv snrirlen
deaths are caused by
it
heart
disease,
heart
pneumonia.
failure or apoplexy
are often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the

returned

Joy is in town after a few
stay at Northeast Harbor.
Miss Clara Dunn went to Millinocket

lodge gave an entertainment in the town hail Thursday evening of last week, under the direction of
Noble Grand Mrs. A. M. Herrick, hollow-

have friends

Sudden Deaths.

Dunn

Mies Lena

Kt-bekah

returned home.

Many

Florence

.assistant steward.

ENTERTAINMENT.

REBEKAH

The

Washington, D.
trip.

weeks’

Hon. E. E. Chase arrived from Portland

made

for

West is in

kbort business

on a

Miss

have

Plain.

George A. Chute, of Dedham, Maes.,
spent Sunday with friends in town.

Calvin

The Cause

X

Minnie

Addle and

returned to Jamaica

Sullivan for

EGYPT.

Miss

Misses

Wednesday

Foster leaves

Northeast Harbor last week.

Zelpba Treworgy.

Peterson has

On account of the absence of the pastor, Rev. E. K. Drew, there were no
on

C.,

bonne.

Sept. 15._

summer.

Joseph H.

a

Fred Treworgy is visiting bismother,
Mrs.

pope*.

normal school last week.

Philip, of Bangor, la spending
at

ether

Miss Hattie Blaisdeli left for the Castite

basi-

on

Tuesday.

few weeks

nee

Michigan.

his home lu

E. W. Mayo went to Bangor
Alex

Dudley W.

large abed

a

to bia barn.

licas

(\mntp Xnm

additional

tv

FRANKUN.

William Horton id adding

into green and gold bowers of evergreen,
ferns and golden rod, while the diningroom was gay and sweet with terns and

Sept.

other page*.

iw

BLUE HILL.

On Wednesday evening, Sept. 2, there
was a charming wedding at the borne of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin H. Dorlty, when
their eldest daughter, Laura May, was
married to Eben James Eaton.
The young lady friends'of the bride bad
the bouse decorations in charge, aud they
turned the sitting-room, hall and parlor

pale

New

mOditUmal Count*

8EDGWICK.

wore

COUNTY NEAvS.

COUNTY NEYVfc.

COUNTY NEWS.

the

at

Young la visiting friends

Hancock Point.

George Stafford and Harry Davie, ol
Bar Harbor, are in town.
Mrs. Leon Hodgkina is visiting hei
cousin, Mrs. George Romer.

kidneys themselves break down and waste made her appearance, and a jolly time
Mise Ella Pirie ia borne from Northeast
away cell by cel).
Refreshments were furBladder troubles most always result from was the result.
Harbor, where Bbe baa been employed.
nished by Ruby Springer and G. H. Ruta derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
Mrs. Louise Gray and Mrs. Etta Gray,
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of ter and wife.
of Ellsworth Falla, were in town Tuesday
the kidneys. If you are feeling bacly you
R.
Sept. 15.
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer’s
Willis Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
are visiting Mr. Moore’a brother Kidder
bladder remedy.
Miss Grace Coggins returned to CamMrs. Ida Moaley, of Ellsworth, is visitIt corrects inability to hold urine and scaldpello, Maas., Wednesday to resume teach- ing her mother, Mrs. Jane
Moaley, wbc
ing pain in passing it, and overcomes that
has been very ill.
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to ing.
the
to
often
and
15.
day,
during
get
up
go
many
Lorenzo Kingman, wife and little son
M.
Sept.
times during the night.
The mild ana the
Elwood, of Waltham, are visiting Mrs. D.
SURRY.
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon W. Kelley.
realized. It stands the highest fer its wonAlbert Witbee la ill wltb tonsilitis.
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
T. W. Baldwin end family close their
Capt.C. M. Coulter and Alston M Bilker
Swamp-j^oot is pleasant to take and sold cottage W-day, and leave by team for
came home Sunday.
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar Bootbbay Harbor.
sized bottles. You may
Mrs. Nellie Hagertby went Monday tc
f
have a sample bottle of
William Weather bee, of Bangor, and Brookliu where she ia to
teach.
this wonderful new disHenry Esley and wife, of Ellsworth, were
Mra. Mary Crocker, of Boston, is visitcovery and a book that
guests at L. S. Jordan’s Sunday.
tells all about it, both Home of 8wamp-Root.
ing her mother, Mra. K. G. Osgood.
Robert Minty, nenhew of Mr. Wilker,
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
George A. Grant came home from BosBinghamton, N. Y. When writing mention and his sou, Master R. F. Minty, of Mon- ton Saturday where be has been employed
treal, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. on the street railway service.
leading this generous offer in this paner.
Pon»t make any mistake. t>ut remember the
Swamp-Root, Pr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
address, Blngnamton, N. Y., on every

name.

and the
bottle.

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

Wilken for the last two weeks.

f.

M.

Watson,

who has been

spending

his
vacation at the old homestead,
returned to^New York Sunday.
He was
accompanied to Boston by Miss Pauline,
daughter of C. R. Bunker, of Somerville,
Mass.
W.
Sept. 14.

Fred Beede visited bia parents, Charlec
Beede and wife, Sunday. Mr. Beede wai
accompanied by his friend Mell Gerrisb,
of Ellsworth.
G.
Sept. 14.

The Ellsworth American
[The only county paper.]

A HEROIC PART

Children1* Blnndrr*.

!

Orlnln

Philadelphia schoolteacher toll* of
those blonder* of children in pliyslolo-

I try examination papers:
i "Oceupiilmn* which are Injurious to
(Origin*!.1
which
I loved Jessie Lewis, and my love the henlttf arc carbolic acid gas.
was returned, but I am a plain, matter is Impure blood
"When you have an Illness It makes
of fact sort of fellow, and when Maya
nard Head, with a handsome person, your health bad, as well ns having
line manners and a smooth tongue, ! disease."
"A stone mason’s work 1s injurious
crossed her path Jessie was Infatuated !
he is
chipping he
with him and broke with me for him. because when
then
Itefore they were engaged Head con- breathes in all the little chips, and
fessed that some time before he had they are taken Into the lungs."
-All mechanical work is injurious to
got Into trouble with the business house
where he was employed and hail been : the health.”
seemed to puzdischarged. He told a very pathetic ! The word "function"
Quesstory of the wrong that had been done zle the children tremendously.
word were anhim. Intimating that he had taken tlons containing that
blame upon himself to shield a fellow swered as follows:
"T|ie skin discharges a function callclerk. Jessie sympathised with him in
the matter and admired the spirit that ed porspir-tlon."
"The function of the heart Is beled him to tell her of this before she
tween the lungs."
engaged herself to him.
“The heart's function Is called thoFor my part, l have never met any
one who was ready to suffer for me.
though I have found many who were
•HSrnnf* lock.**
I
Inclined to let me sutTer for them.
I did not go out to see the surrender
didn't believe in the magnanimity of 1
of General I.ee. I remember well the
Maynard Head, especially as "there was I
event of General Grant's return after
nothing about him to back his story.
I think there were not
But It must be remembered that he had ! the surrender.
when
taken my girl away from me. At any more than three persons present
In and took a seat at
rate 1 wanted to prove him dishonest. | the general came
He looked up with
1 didn't dare investigate the offense he a table to write.
1
and rehad spoken of for fear Jessie would some expression of nnlmatlon
hear of It and be my enemy for life. I marked:
I
"More of Grant’s luck!"
turned my attention to putting In
This was an allusion to the newspaHead's way so Inviting an opportunity
Iwen In the habit of
to be dishonest that If there were dis- per critics who had
honesty In him he would avail himself calling his success luck.
This little comment on the surrender
of it.
I didn't make an amateur detective of myself to blunder through of I.ee was the only word of exultation
what I didn't understand, but hired I ever heard from the victorious soldier.
"the real thing.”
It was a very slight expression of triI Introduced my friend. Leslie Mer
rill, to Jessie, and he was so well liked umph to follow such a Stupendous
achievement, but wholly characteristic.
In the family that lie soon became a
frequent visitor at the house. Mrs. —National .Magazine.
Irfjwis. Jessie’s mother, owned a handRoyalty and <'ti«*a».
some pair of diamond earrings which
Cards have been the M|usement of
mir ur<n
wuic.
persuading her to let lilm liave them kings and queens for ceWhries. superfor considerably more than their value. seding latterly the royal game of chess,
When the -price, which he took care which filled up the leisure moments of
should t>e In marked hills, was ready William the Conqueror. Queen Eliza
for payment he took them to the betb and Charles 1. The latter was so
Lewis house, carelessly left them on absorbed in his favorite pastime when
the mantel In a room where Read was the news reached him that Scotland
waiting for his fiancee and went ont of bad determined to sell him to the Eng
the room.
Returning later, the bills Ugh parliament that, though well
aware what the intelligence Inxlcd, he
were gone—and so was Head.
The same afternoon Merrill reported calmly playtnl the game to the eud.
Victoria preferred chess to
the matter to me, assuring me that Queen
there was no doubt of our tracing the cards, though during her old age she
He would found diversion by playing "patience.”
marked bills to Read.
watch the thief, notice where he spent A keen chess player, the great Napomoney and take up any bill he might leon would not submit to be beaten,
give out, which undoubtedly would and if he found his skill Ineffective
hear the private mark. Then he would would throw board and chessmen an
have Read arrested. I went home to grily ou the ground.
dinner, where I learned that my old
Moderation In Exercise.
college churn Bradwell Jones, whom I
had not seen for several years, had
Exercise which is well within the
called and insisted upon going to my powers of the txxly is salutary for nil
room, but the man’s description did not
and probably necessary for some, but
correspond with that of my chum. 1 exercise by which those powers are
when there overstrained is too often not only the
was dressing for dinner
came a knock qn my door and a man
precursor, but quite unmistakably the
stepped in with a search warrant. I cause, of serious illness or of Itodily or
was much surprised, but as I was not
mental failure. "Why." inquired Salaaware of having anything I should not
din. "should the weak display his Infe
have in my possession I told him to riority lu the presence of the strong?"
1 was still The question is as pertinent In our own
go ahead with his search.
more surprised, indeed thunderstruck,
day as it was In that on which It was
when from one of my bureau drawers uttered.—London Hospital.
he took out $050 in bills.
"I'll take these.” said the constable.
The Place to Knock.
“They're exactly the amount of money
“It will come out all right in time,”
thut was to have been paid for Mrs. he told his wife. "Fortune knocks at
Lewis’ earrings.”
every man's door once, and tome day

a

1

very

long

ror

me

jo

discover that my detective had got me
Into a snarl. Read had doubtless seen
him put the bills on the mantel and
suspected his object. Read must have
feared my influence with Jessie and
seen in this incident an.opportunity to
break It up. He doubtless induced n
pal to visit my room and place the
bills In my drawer, then sent the constable to make the search.
Well, here was "a pretty kettle of
fish.” I was arrested and taken to the
police court. I sent for Merrill, who,
when he saw the turn matters had
taken, notwithstanding the slur It Involved on his detective skill, couldn't
help laughing. Whereupon I gave him
a piece of my mind that made him
angry. This was very foolish of me.
My enemy could not have carried the
matter further, for Merrill was the
owner of the bills at the time they were
stolen, and if I were prosecuted must
lodge a. complaint. Whether he was
really angry or feared his mistake
would injure his business, he not only
lodged a complaint, but identified the
bills by his private mark. I was indieted, but gave bail and was set at
liberty to await my trial.
The evening before that trial came
off I received a note from Jessie inviting tne to come to see her. I went, and
Jessie
there, with her, was Merrill.
came up to me. took my hand affectionately and half crying, half laughing,
said to

ehe’ll knock at mine.”
"It won't help you any.” returned his
wife. "If fortune wants to find you
she’ll have to no to the club and send
in her card.”—Chicago Tost.
(frying Pan.
Husband—She is by all odds the
worst cook we ever had.
But she is going
Wife—I know it.
to stay until we get some one else.
“That’s good. I didn’t know but you
w’ould have to cook the meals.”—Detroit Free Press.
Oat of the

Doing nothing

tor

oiuer*

id

the

a

the

«„£

arose

century.

The word was brought into
promlnotice In Krtglnnd by
Matthew
Armdil. who ni pears to have adopted
it
from Heine, fly a Philistine I ,.
n„.nnt
“a strong, dogged, unenlightened
opponent. like flollnth. of the chosen peapie. of the children of sweetness ami
nent

light.**

SWitrtistincnts.

lii S. HI.
PATHER OF THE GOVERNOR
OF NOW YORK STATE,
A POWER IN
POLITICS.
The lion. Bcninmin I! Oil '1 of
N. Y., father of an illa-Ti r.«
of sons, writes the following
tar, which he hopes will be r. a.l by
•very man and woman in America:
".Some years ago my life was fairlV
made miserable by the pain and ili- ^.s
1 suffered from ACUTE lNDItiESj TION. I was also consti]»iteil and run
down. This condition continned f ir
abrrat throe years.
A friend of mine
! who had suffered in a similar manner,
and been much benefited bv using DP.'
j DAVID KENNEDY'S FAVORITE
kE.MEDY, urged me to try it. I finally
i
did. and IT HELPED ME FROM THE
| FIRST DOSE. AND I CONTINUED
ITS USE AND WAS CURED
“I have recommended it to numbers
of people, and in every single installed
they have received the' greatest amount
of lieneflt from its use."
Dr David Kennedy's Favorite Rem•dy is the most prompt and efficient
medicine
known for Kidney. Liver,
!
Bladder and Blood Diseases. Rheumatism, Dysp'-paia and Constii>ation.

j

1

!

!

j
j
j

bargh,
family

Druggists sell it in Wew SO Cant Sin
and tue regular $1.00 size bottles.
Sample bottle—enough for trial, free by mail.
Or. David KenoeJy Corporation. Rondoot,N Y.
Dr. David Ktaifidj'i Kilt Khtam Cream curee
Old Nor**, Skin and scrofulous liiMtm 50c.

G.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Maine

Ellsworth,

i
1

The True “L. T.”
/

A
Wonderful
Medicine
Rests
ind

“I have tried many kinds of
medicines for headache and
bilious affect .cns, and consider the True 'L. F.' Atwood’s
Bitters the bestef all. e socially for general debility. I
have
from

received great benefit
its

use.

and therefore

give you this testimonial.'

Builds up

W. Thorntcn. Chairman Selectmen. Cbesterville. Maine

the

Sjitum
Relieves th# Oiltress of Weak
Digestion, Purifies the Blood
and Clears the Brain

undo-

ing of one’ii self.

To Care a Cold lu One Day.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's slrnatnre U on each hnx. 'JRr
Take

Thk

American :

atibrrttBtmtntB,

t
SOLVE
THE HEATING PROBLEM I
CLARION Furnaces for Coal
CLARION Stoves for Coal

or
or

Wood.

Wood.

MONITOR and HOT BLAST Furnaces
for Wood only.
Vou will find these in thousands of places
always doing s p l e n d i d work, cheaply,
easily and almost everlastingly.

me:

"It's all been explained. 1 thank you
for your noble effort in my behalf.”
“Wrhat noble effort?”
"Mr. Merrill—I mean Mr. Bigly—will

■

|

explain.”

|

“Our detective office,” he said, "was

shadowing Maynard Read for a big
offense when you engaged my services.
Your engaging me gave me a great
advantage in introducing me here, besides enabling me to win Read’s confidence by giving you away and enabling him to get the better of you.

unarrel

between the
of the university and the
cltlren. a,,,
hut which the gownsmen
.-all,-,) «
pnte watchmen "monkey
WatehmeaTo a Ten#; this Insult the
watchmes
killed one of the studehls,
whose tn.
ncral sermon was pseaohed
from the
The Philistines be
text.
upon the
Samson." From ibnt tine- the
towns!
po pie tv, re culled by the
students
“Philistines." aud this use „r the WlJ...
spread to other places.
In rBother explanation,
given as
early us 1777 by Adeluie.-. reference u
made to the Knllstarli. or
ennslxm
who were called In
Hungry
PhilistacI, and to tin* n:uiiiri{>„i
s,„
di. rs of Victim, who had the nh
kimiun
Pldllsters as early ns the
seventeenth

|

take

I*t,IIUt|,„
Jon*.
city Is

nWo for four Imaji'n „f
monkrv i,».
In stone «t osch corner of

!
|

man t

the Tfrm

cut

!

it

of

I lie year 1600. nt
vAbo,,t
.hr
vr*wt, of the
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THE CLARION OAK FURNACE
FOR WOOD AND COAL.

Ask your dealer or write us now about
these reliable heaters.

WOOD & BISHOP

CO.,

BANGOR, MAINE.
ESTABLISHED

1839._

With these aids I have secured evidence to prove that he has stolen $1S0,U00 in bondf which I have recovered.”
The most singular part of the matter
jTas that notwithstanding the ridiculous light in which 1 stood, Jessie persisted in regarding ray conduct very
noble. When I asked her why it was
noble she said that I had saved her i
Since Bigly
from marrying a villain.
admits that he would not have succeeded except for me. I have at last
concluded that after all my part was mercial
l’*1®®"'
system—“ACTUAL BUSINESS FROM TIIE .START
quite heroic. At any rate it restored Howard
Shorthand, and Touch Typewriting. Low expenses. Graduates ai
to
me.
my girl
cat
to positions. Opens
Tuesday following Labor Day. Write for illustrated
JOHN TURNER WYETH.

logue. HOWARD-& BLOWN, X’roprietors.

